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Foreword
I am pleased to introduce the third volume of Allied Command
Transformation’s Innovation in Capability Development series. This
initiative was launched with the intent of providing a forum for the
study and exploration of novel ideas and concepts, in order to
enhance NATO’s capability development process.
As the Alliance faces a future security environment that is
ambiguous, dynamic and volatile, it is imperative that NATO keeps
on developing its forces and capabilities. The need for force
development to respond to asymmetric and unpredictable threats,
the demands of coalition operations, and the perceived need for
information supremacy combined with evolving disruptive
technologies and concepts, have caused this task to become even
more complex and challenging over the past few years. We need
more than ever to embrace innovation in our capability development
processes, in order to deliver capabilities faster to our warfighters. I
am convinced that one of the best ways to do so is to adopt a more
“bottom-up” approach, through the experimentation, final user in
the loop, of various concepts and possible solutions. Concept
development and experimentation has therefore in my view a pivotal
role to support the development and adaptation of allied forces by
advancing our knowledge of future requirements, systems and
capabilities, and shortening the distance between users and
designers.
This volume stands to clarify the process and its utility by
providing distinct, tangible examples of applications in various
areas of interest to the Alliance. Headquarters Supreme Allied
Command Transformation has the lead within NATO for concept
development and experimentation. To provide for a need to
understand this work, a diverse group of experts has been asked to
contribute to a publication that reflects on projects conducted in
these areas over the last decade, and to provide insights into its
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process. This volume elaborates on their experiences and views.
Their studies are presented in a high quality, peer-reviewed and
edited volume, which we are glad to release to the wider public to
encourage extensive readership and debate.
It is my strong belief that this volume is a noteworthy
contribution to the current debate on concept development and
experimentation in our Alliance and partner nations. It is unique in
presenting a multidisciplinary view of the topic and the associated
related warfare development implications.

General André Lanata
French Air Force,
Supreme Allied Commander Transformation
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Introduction
It is an enormous honour to open the third volume of the
Innovation in Capability Development publication series- Advances
in Defence Analysis, Concept development and experimentation:
Innovation for the future. A key task of the Capability Development
Directorate at Headquarters Supreme Allied Commander
Transformation is to drive innovation in NATO. This is done by
challenging status quo, overcoming organizational mind-set
constraints, looking at the long term benefits of change, and
reviewing long term perspectives of what changes are possible and
their associated effects and implications. There are a plethora of
tools that can be employed for igniting innovation, such as studies,
concept development, and experimentation (CD& E), and increased
networking with experts from various Nations, academia, and
industry.
The increasingly challenging and rapidly evolving security
environment worldwide, has yet again, stressed the importance to
test and experiment with new capabilities in order to deliver them
quickly to the user or to fail early. This volume presents a number
of thought provoking chapters and elaborates on CD&E experiences
for a wide range of topics.
The first chapter, by Mr. de Nijs, focuses on the birth of CD&E
and the need for it; his chapter explores how the idea of CD&E
evolved, what is its meaning as a policy and as a process and how
CD&E is applied currently. In the second chapter, Mr. Ekström
underlines the requirements for a CD&E approach that aims to
overcome the problem with “anarchy” and discusses the omission
of “analysis” in the CD&E definition. It describes the experience the
Swedish Armed Forces had with the approach during a time in
which reforms were being implemented. The chapter by Mr.
Williams points to the limitations of the scientific approach to
experimentation in more complex cases. It proposes a different
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methodology that accounts for differences in cultural and cognitive
perceptions and establishes, in addition, an alternative view to the
accumulation and the use of knowledge. Dr. Schaub brings
psychological insights to the CD&E process in an effort to reduce
various limitations of staff members who engage with the approach
and to make the latter more effective and productive.
National perspectives are also presented, such as Lt. Col.Van
Hoeserlande’s narrative of the Belgian experience with the CD&E,
where the author links the application of capability and concept
development to the emergence of a new culture in which this process
should be initiated and elaborated. A NATO example is provided by
Lt. Col. Marzo who sheds light on the role of Operational Analysis
and Operational Experimentation in NATO’s operation logistic
chain management (OLCM) programme and their contribution to
creating a unified business process model (U-BPM). Mr. Searle and
Mr. Baldwin offers an overview of the assessment of CD&E as an
auditable evidence trail that invites rethinking of the assessment of
the CD&E viewed frequently as a secondary chain of events.
Subsequently, various techniques and analysis methodologies are
presented. Mr. Funk walks the reader through the applicability and
usefulness of Table Top Experiments (TTE), explains their
structure, their goals and their overall effectiveness in identifying
the capability requirements within a particular military and scientific
context. Mr. Elrick and Dr. Paling’s chapter contributes to the topic
of testing and methods used in Table Top Experiments by
introducing specifics of the U.K.’s URBAN WARRIOR 5
experiment that emphasized strengths and weaknesses of individual
simulation design. Mr. Norman and Ms. Fenning introduce the
concept testing methodology and highlight its importance, its wide
applicability, and outline the main characteristics that would
constitute a successful process of concept testing. Ms. Collins and
Mr. Hasberg add to the importance of concept testing and Table Top
Experiments though stressing the value for the CD&E process and
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of three different types of table-top assessment games: the
“capability assessment game”, the “disruptive technology
assessment game”, the “concept development assessment game”.
Ms. Collins, Dr. Garvey, Dr. Hussain, Dr. Barbu, and Mr. Purton
focus on the merits that morphological analysis brings to defense
decision-making by overcoming weaknesses that traditional
simplified systems have. Dr. Arnott and Dr. Lindsay’s chapter
accentuates the need for more empirical studies on CD&E that will
fill in the gaps that exist in the literature. Furthermore, these studies
offer an approach called “defence estimation cost model” that
professionals in experimentation can utilize in diverse sectors of
their analysis.
The final chapter of this volume by Mr. Meessen and Mr. van der
Wiel, enhances the meaning that CD&E has for the defense planning
process, delineates what elements make the CD&E successful and
discusses the future of this approach in a contemporary world full of
challenges.
We are expanding our horizons in this very critical area for
defence capability development through the multidisciplinary
contributions of our colleagues, through their fresh and innovative
perspectives. The best way to stay abreast of such developments is
through continuous sharing of ideas by all experts of the Alliances.
I am convinced that the work led by HQ SACT has benefited
immensely from this exposure and I can only hope that such fruitful
exchanges will continue.
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PART 1:
Shaping the Future
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Gazing Back and Looking Forward:
Why NATO CD&E?
Johannes de Nijs

Abstract
At the stand-up of the Allied Command Transformation in 2003,
NATO institutionalized concept development and experimentation
(CD&E) as a process that would provide agile, reactive and speedy
capability development in order to bring new and improved
capabilities into the hands of the war-fighter faster than what was
possible through the then current Defence Planning processes.
In this chapter, we review the original ideas of CD&E, examine
the CD&E Policy and Process, and assess how nations and NATO
use concept development and experimentation today. We postulate
that shifting the emphasis in the NATO CD&E process to Concept
Development has not undermined the value of the method of
experimentation. Actually, it has strengthened the position of
Experimentation as a tool, not only to be used for concepts, but for
assessment and validation of many other products such as policies
or doctrine. The main aspect CD&E brings, is the notion that
concepts, i.e. new ideas, have a rightful place in defence planning
and that is to bring innovation and transformation.

Introduction
After the end of the Cold War the NATO Alliance slowly became
aware to the need to meet its new challenges. This awareness, first
damped by the Balkan crises during the 1990’s, finally became
shared and commonly agreed amongst the NATO nations during the
1999 NATO Summit in Washington with the introduction of the
Defence Capabilities Initiative. The purpose of this initiative was to
enhance NATO’s operational effectiveness and interoperability in
future missions that were going to be characterized by technological
2

change, new kinds of threats and a wide variety of military
operations in a rapidly changing and unpredictable world. At the
2002 Prague Summit, further steps were taken to allow NATO to
adjust to new priorities and to adapt its capabilities to meet the new
challenges. The new agenda had important consequences for every
aspect in the Alliance, as the Prague Summit was seen as breaking
with the tradition of evolutionary changes by addressing NATO’s
comprehensive transformation, the need for which had been
underlined by the 9/11 attacks on the U.S. The emphasis on the need
for NATO transformation became deliberate with the decision to
change the NATO Command Structure (NCS) with one strategic
command dedicated to meeting the need for transformation of
capabilities (Allied Command Transformation – ACT) while
permitting the other to focus on operational matters (Allied
Command Operations – ACO).
Transformation for the U.S. was not something new. It is rooted
in the U.S. led Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) of the 1990s
when it became clear that the advances in Information Technology
offered the opportunities to revolutionize the conduct of warfare,
much in the same way that mechanical transport and manned flight
had done in previous times. But transformation was becoming more
than only to be a focus on technology as it has in combination with
new operational concepts, organizational forms and people skills the
potential to shape and change the nature of military operations in a
constant and continuous manner.
The traditional way in which NATO introduced new capabilities
occurred through a Force Planning process in which the emphasis
was on evolutionary improvements to the material, with a limited
effort placed on qualitative force improvements, supported by a
lessons learned process from past operations and exercises looking
forward out to six years. The ability to look beyond these six years
and to explore innovative approaches, create new opportunities and
explore risks was restricted to studying technologies and performing
research as part of the NATO Research and Technology process.
3

With the introduction of the NATO Defence Planning Process
(NDPP), nations agreed to extend the planning horizon and include
the other domains beyond the material only (DOTMLPFI) 1, which
was a change away from Force Planning only. Almost concurrently,
nations agreed that the NATO strategic commands should take
initiatives to introduce emerging capabilities to the warfighter in an
expedited manner, a step that was certainly inspired by the ongoing
NATO nations’ involvement in Afghanistan and Iraq. Those
emerging capabilities were experimental in nature and lessons of
their use were required to be fed back quickly in order to adjust and
improve the capability that was deemed tested and tried in a
(changing) operational environment.
This process, labelled Concept Development and
Experimentation, allowed for quick, appropriate and adjusted
responses to be made available to the force. The NATO CD&E
aspired many within ACT to provide the agile, reactive, and speedy
capability development process that the Alliance was seeking.
Looking back, CD&E was initiated as a process to quickly
generate a solution to a particular problem or fill a gap in capability
that could be put into the hands of the warfighter. An interim
solution satisfying the need in the operational environment for 80%
(or so) was deemed acceptable, and further refinement could then be
handled by the science and technology process (S&T), by the
industrial research and development (R&D) or straight into
production. A direct link between CD&E and Operational Theatre
was envisaged with an immediate feedback of lessons and the access
to the means for refinement and production.
Since mid-2003, NATO – through ACT - has committed
significant resources to CD&E. The CD&E program has had its
share of successes and failures. Failure is an integral part of all
experimentation and often teaches concept developers where
1

DOTMLPFI = Doctrine, Organization, Training, Material, Leadership,
Personnel, Facilities and Interoperability
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improvements can be made to concepts. Concepts including the
Effects Based Approach to Operations have led to more strategic
thoughts such as the comprehensive approach. The concept of
Knowledge development (KD) became widely accepted, and
although not referenced by name any more, it has influenced
forming the Comprehensive Crisis Operations and Management
Center (CComC) at SHAPE. Other concepts such as the Civil
Fusion Centre, although successful as an experiment, have not seen
their continuation into the operational world in ACO. Blue Force
Tracker was a successful experiment and delivered a capability
quickly to the warfighter but the actual NATO kit was discontinued,
although it gave rise to the development of national solutions.
Currently, however, experimentation – with the conclusion of
operations in Afghanistan - seems to have lost some of its glory and
many experiments are now conducted during exercises only with the
premise that they are not to interfere with the training audience’s
desire to be certified.
We can ask ourselves what has been left of the original idea of
CD&E. Is it necessary that CD&E retraces to its roots or do we have
to explore the new ways in which NATO and the nations are using
the CD&E processes and methods?
The following sections explore this question. Section 2 deals with
the question why our nations need experimentation and concept
development, elaborating further on the desire for transformation of
military. Section 3 provides an overview of the NATO CD&E
process and section 4 and 5 discuss NATO CD&E in theory and
practice respectively. In section 6 an assessment is made of the
emphasis that NATO and nations put on concepts. The final section
poses the question why this shift has occurred and whether
experimentation should be considered just another tool in the
toolbox of the defence analyst.

5

Transformation, Innovation and CD&E
The question arises why our nations need concept development
and experimentation – provided they are properly done – and why
they are so important? The matter merits some elaboration, and we
can turn to history as it offers us an excellent guide. For over a
century wargaming2, and more recently simulations, along with
other analytical tools, have played important roles in identifying the
need for new military systems and force elements and providing key
insights for the development of new operational concepts as well as
weeding out those that have serious flaws. Even longer, exercises3
have played a critical role in identifying and anticipating major
changes in the way adversaries operate and made it possible to find
ways to react to the challenges these changes pose. Exercises
focused on addressing emerging technologies, changes in tactics,
operational challenges and opportunities, have allowed and enabled
innovation and transformation of military capabilities.
Properly undertaken, exercises are a source of great competitive
advantage. Their benefits include4, amongst others, reducing
uncertainty concerning how best to meet emerging threats; enabling
militaries to develop and evaluate a wide range of military
capabilities and forms of operation; avoid premature, large-scale
production of emerging systems that may appear promising but that
2

For example, the wargames conducted at the Naval War College in the early
1920s proved extremely useful in developing promising operational concepts for
the use of naval air power, as well as the associated measures of effectiveness.
3
In 1937 a new and very different ground formation appeared in exercises
conducted by the German Army: the panzer division. The panzer division was a
combined arms formation possessing large numbers of fast tanks with
substantial range and centred on a doctrine that called for rapid, deep penetration
operations as a means for achieving victory. This represented a dramatic
departure from Germany’s World War I experience against its principal enemy,
France.
4
Testimony on Joint Concept Development and Experimentation by Andrew F.
Krepinevich, before the U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Armed
Services, Subcommittee on Readiness on March 31, 2011
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actually offer little in terms of military capability; and identifying
and solving the practical problems inherent in developing new
operations, force structures and systems that cannot be determined
through wargames and simulations alone.

Figure 0.1: A Panzerkampfwagen 35(t) from Panzer-Abteilung 65 leads a
column of Panzerkampfwagen IVs during the Battle of France.
Photographer: Erich Borchert (PK OKW), Source: Bundesarchiv Bild
101I-769-0236-23

While wargaming and exercises offer the opportunity to test new
material, tactics or procedures, not always will it be possible to gear
a field or live exercise towards experimentation, specifically
nowadays with shrinking defence budgets. Experimentation offers a
unique means to support the development and transformation of
allied forces by bringing the awareness and understanding of the
complex systems and capabilities that we want to develop in the
future, however, we will be forced to conduct our experiments at a
7

smaller scale than large field exercises and will be asked to extend
our conclusions to cover the larger scale. While this may seem to be
perceived as a disadvantage, the ability to control the experiment is
much more likely at smaller scale. This rationale is the foundation
of the conduct of defence experiments conducted in the era of
military transformation. As defence experiments are not like
laboratory experiments, the logic of science and experimentation
can be applied to defence experiments to produce credible tests of
causal claims for developing defence capabilities. That is the main
thesis of the Guide for Understanding and Implementing Defence
Experimentation (GUIDEx)5, which has served for over a decade as
the handbook for the conduct of many NATO and national
experiments.
That a CD&E process needed to have regulations was already
understood within the national instantiations of experimentation and
concept development. There was a need for a code of best practice
for experimentation and the community within the nations quickly
filled this void6. It was intended to increase awareness and
understanding of the different types of military experimentation
activities in order to inform transformation. It also wanted to
introduce a useful set of organizing principles for the design and
conduct of experiments and promote a degree of scientific rigor and
professionalism in the experimentation processes. As already stated
above, further practical guidance became available with the
publication of the GUIDEx. The spectrum of experimentation
venues includes now, in addition to field or live exercises,
constructive simulation, analytical wargames and human-in-theloop simulation. The GUIDEx provides a number of principles for
the defence experimenter in order to design valid experiments, to
conduct integrated analysis with experimentation and to execute
successful experiments.
5
6

GUIDEx – The Technical Cooperation Program (TTCP), March 2006
Code of Best Practice for Experimentation, Alberts & Hayes, CCRP, July 2002
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Experimentation being the new “kid” on the block of methods to
assess, study, explore, research or observe how newly developed
capabilities – in various states of maturity – would behave in the
new and changing military operational environment, quickly
became a discipline on its own within the toolbox of the capability
developers. The rigorous method described in the GUIDEx almost
guaranteed a successful outcome of an experiment. While the
GUIDEx emphasized the need for an experimentation campaign to
include analysis, studies, modelling and simulation, command post
and live exercises, experimentation was deemed – at least in the first
years of introduction of CD&E – the preferred tool to assess newly
developed capabilities.
Concept Development – in contrast – was not offered a ‘snappy’
method. In essence, a thought process for the development of a
bright idea, it still required the application of necessary brain power
to be creative and innovative in order to offer up a well-founded
rationale for change, to accomplish a well-structured idea for
consideration, and to provide a pathway for introduction and
implementation.
Nonetheless, concept development and experimentation quickly
became the new way to conduct a form of capability development
and military transformation. Concepts or new ideas are of
paramount importance as they are the root and the condition for
innovation7. Transformation depends on the successful
implementation of concepts, the mainstay of transformation.
We have to ask ourselves whether we have implemented in our
processes and procedures the right balance between the components
of CD&E. Experimentation with its rigorous and scientific methods
established a prominent place and was seen by many as a go-to
procedure to produce transformational results. But procedures
7

It is useful to make a clear distinction between innovation and invention:
innovation refers to the use of a better and novel idea or method; invention
refers directly to the creation of the idea or method but that idea may not have a
direct practical implementation.
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cannot produce content and content needed to be produced by
concept development. By looking back on how NATO established
and implemented CD&E we may be able to understand why and
what we need to change or adjust in our CD&E process.

NATO CD&E – the Process
NATO’s
approach
in
Concept
Development
and
Experimentation evolved over the years from its introduction in
2004 to the present date.
In 2004 the revision of the NATO Military Command Structure8
and the Terms of Reference9 of Supreme Allied Commander
Transformation (SACT) were approved by the Military Committee
(MC) specifying the responsibilities of Allied Command
Transformation (ACT) to lead in Transformation. This step affirmed
the MC decision10 to adopt CD&E as the Alliance’s tool to explore,
demonstrate and evaluate future operational concepts that drives
changes in NATO's capability development. Thus CD&E became
one of the primary tools in finding solutions to conceptual gaps
identified within NATO’s capability shortfalls.
In 2009 the MC approved the Policy for NATO CD&E11
specifying the principles of CD&E and the subsequent MC
memorandum12 detailed the CD&E Process aiming to build upon the
CD&E Policy to provide guidance on the implementation of CD&E
activities within NATO, or more specifically, to elaborate on how
CD&E should be understood, directed and coordinated with the
NATO Defence Planning Process, the established Lessons Learned
Process and the operational requirements from current NATO
MC 324 – NATO Military Command Structure – 7 May 2004 / Nov 2009
MC 58/2 – Terms of Reference for the Supreme Allied Commander
Transformation – Nov 2004 / Nov 2009
10
MCM-0133-2000, NATO Concept Development and Experimentation (CDE),
7 Sep 2000
11
MC 583 – Policy for NATO CD&E, 30 Sept 2009
12
MCM-0056-2010, NATO CD&E Process, 6 July 2010
8
9
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operations. It specifies how CD&E activities are organized in
NATO around CD&E projects, and how these projects are managed,
funded and tracked, how quality assurance is applied and how
NATO engages the nations in sharing methods and results.
The NATO CD&E process distinctly defines roles for concept
development and experimentation. The role of Concept
Development is to identify recommended solutions to capability
shortfalls or gaps. New problems may be brought about by some
combination of political, social, economic, technological, doctrinal
factors, or by the introduction of new objectives to a pre-existing
situation. A new concept may also be developed to propose a better
solution than currently exists. This solution may be delivered
through technological, organizational, tactical, societal or other
developments that did not exist before, or it may be required due to
the failure of an existing but sometimes obsolete concepts.
The role of experimentation is primarily to determine whether a
concept under development will achieve its desired aim. Results
from experimentation inform the concept developer whether a
whole concept (or elements therein) are sound or flawed.
Experimentation reduces uncertainty as to whether a concept or
parts thereof have reached the required level of maturity, helps to
identify and solve problems that cannot be solved through studies
and analysis alone and avoids those developments which do not
offer added value. Moreover, experimentation, as a 'trial and error'
methodology, can also exploit a negative outcome as a way to refine
concepts.

NATO CD&E within Capability Development –
in Theory
The MC 583 Policy describes the nature of NATO’s CD&E as a
tool for adapting the Alliance to future challenges, its position
within NATO capability development and the relationships with
other related processes. CD&E is one of the tools that drive NATO's
transformation by enabling the structured development of creative
11

and innovative ideas into viable solutions for capability
development. Normally development of concepts is conducted in an
iterative manner and spiral improvement is obtained through
successive experimentation. CD&E contributes to the continuous
transformation to keep NATO relevant in the security environment
and to enable NATO to carry out its roles effectively. The primary
purpose of CD&E is to provide credible solutions to capability
shortfalls. The CD&E aims at capturing the best ideas and enabling
potential solutions to be explored through Concept Development,
tested and validated through Experimentation, either within NATO
or collaboratively with nations.
Capability development covers strategic analysis, identification
of capability requirements, solution identification and solution
implementation. Capability requirements may result from the
assessments of potential future requirements or the identification of
the Minimum Capability Requirements (MCR) which are steps
within the Capability Requirements Review and part of the NATO
Defence Planning Process. That process is further enhanced and
informed by urgent operational requirements and Lessons Learned
process. Evidence from ongoing operations or exercises,
complemented by strategic and operational analysis, often identifies
important information to support the assessment of capability
shortfalls in the NDPP. Eventually, all that information leads the
NDPP to determine the identification and prioritization of capability
shortfalls.
The embedding of the CD&E process within the current and
emerging NATO processes was of utmost importance in the NDPP
area within which nations are being requested to fulfil targets in
terms of capabilities, rather than force contributions to NATO.
There is some fuzziness in the NDPP target setting as nations and
NATO have to understand and agree what is meant with targets that
request capabilities. While in most instances the required
capabilities can be directly related to the national forces, there are
cases that a required capability is referring to a shortfall and
12

sometimes to a shortfall for which no obvious solution exists (yet).
CD&E would come into play to research, propose, explore,
discover, experiment and validate solutions to this capability
shortfall. A coherent and collaborative approach to address the
capability shortfall is an apparent choice for a NATO-led CD&E
effort. Formulation of a concept, to be approved by the nations
through the MC, would be the prerequisite for further development
of the concept into tangible proposals for capability development,
improvement and implementation plans. Thus, CD&E plays an
important role when innovative answers are needed when potential
solutions for shortfalls involve developing new approaches to
operations, new procedures, new organizational structures and the
application of new technologies. This also is relevant when lessons
identified request CD&E support in developing and refining
proposed solutions. The NATO CD&E process considers these
types of solution finding to be the primary sphere for CD&E.
On the other hand, there is the CD&E contribution to capability
development in charting the territory of new capabilities, needed in
the future or as a ‘better’ solution for current capability
requirements. New ideas may result from "out of the box" thinking
or may be gained from emerging, disruptive technology or forward
looking science and research. Again these new ideas could express
new ways on how military forces would need to operate either
because of new identified missions and tasks or because of facing
new threats and challenges. The new ideas would be expressed in
concepts that would change the terms and conditions under which
the NATO Minimum Capability Requirements would be derived,
thus changing the quantity and quality of requested capabilities in
the targets addressed to the nations. These concepts could be seen as
pre-doctrinal and would need to be agreed by nations before they
would determine the outcome of the Capability Requirements
process. These concepts would have an impact on how NATO
operations must be conducted, how the military forces must be
trained, and on the introduction of new technologies into military
13

systems. The new ideas may influence the NDPP process in its next
cycle to develop new capability requirements. The NATO CD&E
process considers this the secondary sphere for CD&E.

NATO CD&E within Capability Development –
in Practice
One of the earliest successes for NATO experimentation was the
introduction of the NATO Friendly Force Tracker experiment which
demonstrated real time situational awareness in a NATO operation
which allowed for increased coordination and ability to reduce
fratricide. As a simplified version of US Blue Force Tracker it
combined “off-the-shelf” hardware to produce a demonstrator that
used satellite network and was interoperable with US forces in
Afghanistan for the mutual benefit of US and NATO forces.
Collaboration between NATO, U.S government and Industry was
leading to a NATO Friendly Force Tracker available for export in
May 2005.
Early experimentation with Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
(AUV) has seen a continuation nowadays in the capability
development programme conducted by the Center of Maritime
Research and Experimentation (CMRE). The experiment campaign
on the REMUS vehicle demonstrated great potential for a variety of
Mine Counter Measure missions in shallow and very shallow water.
The centre piece of the effort to effective integration of civil and
military activities and participation in the same security issues and
crisis response operations has been the Civil Military Fusion Centre.
The experiment explored how to share between NATO commanders
and Non-Government Organizations information so that both
develop a common situational awareness. The experiment supported
NATO operations in Afghanistan and the relief efforts in Haiti,
providing NATO elements and NGOs operating in those regions a
shared awareness of their respective efforts, political and
humanitarian developments and other dynamics of common
concern. A mature CFC organization and CMO process was
14

formally turned over to ACO and absorbed into the Comprehensive
Crisis and Operations Management Centre (CCOMC) in 2012.
The three examples above are representative of a CD&E effort
focused heavily on the delivery of a capability that could be used
immediately in a warfighting environment. That attitude changed
over the years by shifting towards the testing and experimentation
of staffing procedures, prototype HQ organizations, proposed
training regimes and interoperability requirements. Earlier
experiments with Countering Improvised Explosive Devices
focused on the protection of personnel and hardening of equipment.
The development of the NATO C-IED concept made defeating the
C-IED system the priority by providing ideas on personnel
awareness and training to detect IEDs, to outline ways to gather
information on the finance network, the bomb-making facilities, the
support chain and the organizational structure of the insurgency.
A perfect example of that trend was the Multinational
Experiment (MNE) series. NATO became a party of the U.S.-led
multinational experimentation campaign with MNE3 which looked
at Effects Based Planning, and was a leading force during MNE4
when the concept of Effect Based Operations (EBO) was the object
of experimentation. EBO was an amalgamation of various ideas to
implement effects-based thinking into planning, assessment and
execution. It also relied heavily on the idea of Knowledge Based
Development as a complement-replacement for intelligence. With a
concept not fully developed the MNE4 experiment included a USled, distributed and networked Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF)
HQ and – in a parallel experiment – a NATO-led, CJTF HQ. The
results were quite beneficial for NATO as it led to implementation
of effects-based thinking into NATO Operations Planning13.
Elements of Knowledge Based Development were implemented
within NATO in the SHAPE CComC and the JFTs.
13

Comprehensive Operations Planning Directive, SHAPE, Version 1, Dec 2010,
Version 2, May 2012.
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MNE4 demonstrated the possibilities to experiment with
procedures, although a finished NATO concept for EBO was not
approved and available. Consecutive experiments began to consider
the actual testing of a concept as it was written and approved. That
also meant the introduction of new methods for experiment conduct
to make that possible. The Concept Development Assessment Game
(CDAG) is a stylized wargame in which a concept, procedure or
business process is under scrutiny. The repetitive character of the
CDAG allows the concept developer and the experimenter to
observe and analyse the application of the concept under different
conditions, by e.g. changing the scenario, the players’ tasks, or focus
area of the concept. In particular, the NATO Maritime Situational
Awareness experiment in 2010 used the CDAG to review specific
products such as the EXTAC, information sharing, and maritime
operations centre (MOC) organization. The Operations Logistics
Chain Management (OLCM) experiments (2011-2014) relied on the
CDAG method to explore, refine and validate the Business
Processes for Joint Deployment and Sustainment and Logistics
Operations Planning.
Further MNE experiments saw a breakdown of an integrated
experiment of intertwined conceptual ideas (EBO, KDB) to parallel
efforts with different lead nations in conducting multinational
experiments. MNE5, although grouped around one theme –
Comprehensive Approach – saw the breakaway from concurrent
experimentation on Collaborative Planning by Maritime Situational
Awareness, Information Exchange, Logistics for Humanitarian and
Disaster Relief. That trend continued with MNE 6 and 7 and led to
the overhaul of MNE with the introduction of the Multinational
Capability Development Campaign (MCDC) where the emphasis
was put more on cooperative development of a concept for a desired
capability. Examples for NATO were the two MCDC initiatives in
MCDC 2013-14 in which NATO led the Combined Operational
from the Sea and the Autonomous Systems projects and in MCDC
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2015-2016 in which NATO leads on Countering Unmanned and
Autonomous Systems and contributes to Cyber Security.

Shifting Emphasis: from Experimentation to Concepts
In addition to the decline of requests to ACT for conducting
experiments to provide immediate capabilities (Friendly Force
Tracker, C-IED measures, AUV), we have seen a growth in the
demand of experiments to review, refine and validate operational
procedures and processes. We also can observe a trend to put less
emphasis on the experimental efforts and more on the actual content
and impact of an idea, i.e. the conceptual side. It might well be that
with the conclusion of NATO operations in Afghanistan and
national involvement in Afghanistan and Iraq, the demand for
immediate and urgent operational requirements and the urge to
follow-up on the recommendations from lessons identified has had
the effect that the need for rapid development of capabilities
bringing them directly to the warfighter sharply diminished. The
original idea for NATO CD&E to respond to immediate and urgent
requests from the operational theatre for improvement and
development may not hold sufficient ground anymore. There is
however a need to ensure that ideas to improve our non-material
capabilities are being scrutinized, ideas that bring us pre-doctrinal,
prototype organizational and experimental training solutions, which
contrary to material solutions, must be based on a concept in order
to be understood. The material solutions themselves can also not be
brought immediately to the troops without being reviewed by the
acquisition and investment decisions, which in NATO are part of the
NATO Defence Planning Process. A rationale for those investment
decisions must also be given and it is evident that that must be in the
form of a concept. The insight expressed in the MC Memorandum
on the CD&E Process to connect CD&E with the NDPP process has
therefore – in hindsight – provided the opportunity for CD&E to
continue to play its role in Transformational processes and allowed
it to preserve the notion that innovative ideas and initiatives need
17

time and space to grow to maturity and need a protective
environment in which they can be tested and scrutinized.
This however, changes the way in which we have to perceive
CD&E in NATO, with much more an emphasis on concepts and less
on experiments. We can think of this shift of emphasis as an
anomaly in NATO. However a quick view on how various nations
are now describing their Concept Development and
Experimentation processes proves that the shift has occurred. In the
Canadian and French approaches to CD&E, the future and mid- to
long term timeframe are prominent in order to support
transformational activities, future doctrine development14 or to
determine operational perspectives to anticipate the courses of
action of potential adversaries tightly coupled to the geopolitical and
technological forecasts for the development of concepts and
doctrine15. The German view is not far from this as it sees CD&E as
a methods “which allows us to predict, by way of experimentation,
whether certain concepts, theoretical constructs, subsystems or
systems are apt to meet the requirements imposed by the
transformation process and can be constructively integrated into an
overarching system.”16 The Netherlands emphasizes creativity and
innovation to capture insights that are resulting from brainstorming,
evaluations and experiments, into a concept document to form the
basis for a robust final solution17. The British approach is based on
the recognition that “defence needed to have clearer long term, truly
joint, vision of the way in which we expect our forces to operate”.
14

http://www.rcafarc.forces.gc.ca/en/cfaerospacewarfarecentre/index.page Canadian Forces Aerospace Warfare Centre (CFAWC) –accessed 11 Feb
2015
15
http://www.cicde.defense.gouv.fr – Centre Interarmées de concepts, de
doctrine et d’expérimentations – English Corner – CICDE pdf – accessed
30 Aug 2015
16
http://www.baainbw.de/portal/a/baain/ - Bundesamt für Ausrüstung,
Informationstechnik und Nutzung der Bundeswehr - accessed 11 Feb 2015
17
https://www.tno.nl/en/focusarea/defencesafetysecurity/missionsoperations/co
nceptdevelopmentexperimentation/ - TNO – accessed 11 Feb 2015
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The UK Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre (DCDC)
produces concepts and doctrine, underpinned by thorough research
and experimentation, to inform decision makers in defence strategy,
capability development and operations18. To conclude, the change
has also happened in the US, and quite prominently with the
publication of the Guidance for Development and Implementation
of Joint Concepts19, which the explicit instruction to focus on Joint
Concept Development, away from experimentation, and guide joint
concept implementation planning, execution and assessment,
particularly on how to conduct joint operations in response to future
challenges. In describing the purpose of the document, no
mentioning was made of experimentation per se and that a “variety
of intellectual and analytical methods to determine whether the
concept is feasible, achievable and promotes informed decisions on
joint capabilities that address the military challenge” should be used
in future.
Another viewpoint comes from the Swedish approach. When
developing their handbook for CD&E, their literature search on
what was hitherto written about CD&E was either describing
different types of concepts that could be developed or focused on
different types of experiments that could be used to test concepts. In
their opinion, precious little was written about other analytical
methods that could be used in order to ensure that the right concept
was developed and that it was developed in the right way, and a
structured analytical approach would avoid “anarchy” in CD&E.
The issue emerging from these national approaches is that
concepts matter, that the methods to ensure that the right concept is
developed can vary and may depend on the particular concept and
what needs to be verified or validated. Experimentation in defence
18

https://www.gov.uk/government/groups/development-concepts-anddoctrine-centre - UK Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre –
accessed 30 Aug 2015
19
CJCSI 3010.02D, Guidance for Development and Implementation of Joint
Concepts, 22 November 2013.
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matters uses quite a number of soft science methods because of the
complexity of the defence problems: they involve humans, either as
an individual or as a group. The wicked problems at the strategic
and operational levels are not like hard science problems that we
encounter in physics and engineering. Defence analysis has long
been dominated by mathematics and statistics using modelling and
simulation, which produce reasonable answers for force-on-force
engagements, weapon and systems effectiveness, and logistics and
transportation. Nowadays, many concepts consider tactics and
procedures, organizational changes, or the impact of training and
education on future operations, but it does not mean that
experimentation as described in the GUIDEX – and as such became
the gold standard of experimentation - should claim to be the only
method to be available for validating concepts. The methods in the
GUIDEX borrow heavily from social sciences with hypothesis
testing and statistical methods. It could be argued that the methods
are eventually coming from the same toolbox as any other analytical
method.

Concept: the Product – Experimentation: a Tool
Does this mean that we have to decouple Concept Development
from Experimentation? Why was it necessary to put concepts under
a scrutiny of experimentation? We could argue that concepts are no
different from policies, food-for-thought papers, studies,
architectures, procedures or even doctrine, tactics and techniques,
although concepts are routinely characterized as pre-doctrinal. Why
don’t we put those products under the same scrutiny by
experimentation just as concepts? Or, vice versa, why is
experimentation only coupled to concept development?
We can conclude that it is actually necessary that all products
should go through a proper scrutiny process. The normal practice of
issuing policies or standard operating procedures without a proper
analysis or assessment should be discontinued. Our defence
acquisition of weapon systems is not without proper test and
20

evaluation. The introduction of policies, new doctrine, concepts,
organizational changes, training courses, interoperability standards,
etc. should all occur with a proper amount of scrutiny. The toolbox
has methods and techniques that are based on scientific and
analytical principles that provide rigour, transparency and
accountability to the process. Experimentation is not dissimilar from
analysis, studies, research and assessment activities that use the
same toolbox. The uniqueness of experimentation is in the notion of
trying and testing before introducing the capability into the defence
arsenal of capabilities. Does that mean that Experimentation could
claim a unique place in the CD&E process? Should we add studies,
research and analysis to the CD&E acronym?
What actually matters is that the outcome of any CD&E process
is a mature concept. The development of ideas into a concept is a
process that allows an innovative idea to grow and flourish to
maturity. We should support that process with all available methods,
tools and activities, be it experimentation, analysis, research,
studies, models and simulations, test, assessments or evaluations.
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There is No “A” in CD&E,
Neither for Analysis nor for Anarchy –
Ensuring Scientific Rigour and Analytical
Structure While Maintaining
Military Relevance and Artistic Freedom
Thomas Ekström
Abstract
As a consequence of the ending of the Cold War, the defence
forces of many countries in the world initiated a radical
transformation and reformation. For many countries and
multinational
organizations,
concept
development
and
experimentation (CD&E) became the main vehicle for developing
and testing new ideas during this transformation. The Swedish
Armed Forces also adopted CD&E as its main instrument in its
endeavour to reform its forces. In order to ensure that the
methodology was properly known throughout the Swedish Armed
Forces in general and among the officers directly involved in CD&E
in particular, it was decided that a CD&E handbook should be
produced.
The author of this chapter was one of three members in a working
group that was assigned the task of producing such a handbook. In
the extensive literature study that was the initial step in this work, it
was established that most of what had been written about CD&E by
that time, i.e. by 2008, was either describing different classifications
and categorizations of different types of concepts that could be
developed or was focusing on the different types of experiments
which should ensue to test the concepts that were being developed.
In comparison, relatively little was written about other analytical
methods that could be used in order to ensure that, at all times, “the
right concept” was being developed and that it was being developed
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in “the right way”, i.e. to make sure that the maturing concept was
tested throughout its development in order to assure quality, ensure
transparency, and provide an audit trail.
The dual purpose of this chapter is to introduce different
perspectives on CD&E and to present a case for why a structured
analytical support is needed in order to ensure that, at all times, the
right concept is being developed and that it is being developed in the
right way, i.e. to promote an analytical approach to avoid “anarchy”
in CD&E. For managers of CD&E, it is necessary to be able to state
that scarce resources are being used to develop the right concept.
For managers, concept developers, and experimenters it is
necessary to be able to state that the scarce recourses are being used
to develop and test the concept in the right way. For the analyst, it
is necessary to provide managers, concept developers, and
experimenters with the appropriate analytical support to make sure
that the right concept is developed in the right way, but also in order
to assure quality, ensure transparency, and to provide an audit trail.
For the scientist, it is necessary to provide the CD&E community
with adequate input, bearing in mind that experiments are being
conducted on socio-technical systems, i.e. systems which to a large
extent involve human beings and their behaviour, not natural
systems, i.e. systems which are being governed by the laws of
nature.

Introduction
Background
In the United States, the ending of the Cold War and the ensuing
changes in defence and security policies, in combination with the
revolutionary development in the area of information and
communication technology and lessons learned from the First Gulf
War, eventually led to an unprecedented military transformation,
labelled a revolution in military affairs. Initially, the revolution in
military affairs was based on concepts such as dominant battlespace
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awareness and precision engagement. Later on, new concepts like
network-centric warfare would contribute to the transformation.
In Sweden, both the military and the politicians were inspired and
influenced by the development in the United States, and the Swedish
Government decided that the Swedish Armed Forces should be
transformed from a Cold War national defence, designed to defend
Sweden, to a Post-Cold War operational defence, designed to be
flexible and deployable throughout the entire globe. As a
consequence of this decision, the Swedish Government assigned the
Swedish Armed Forces with the formidable task of developing a
concept for a future deployable defence, based on a network concept
initially labelled a concept for a network-based defence. Later, the
network-based aspect of the new defence would become subdued in
favour of new concepts such as effects-based operations, the effectsbased approach to operations, the comprehensive approach, and
expeditionary operations.
The ensuing development within the Swedish Armed Forces was
divided into four distinct command and control (C2) system
development projects in the areas of methodology (M), technology
(T), personnel (P), and organization (O). The development got
momentum once the Joint Concept Development and
Experimentation Centre (JCD&EC) was established as the Swedish
experimental platform. Initially, systems engineering was used as
the development method. Over time, however, many other
development methods were utilized, and evolutionary development
was a principle that was established early on in the development.
When the project was approaching its deadline, i.e. at the end of
2006, a reasonably stable modus operandi had been established
within the development project C2-system M. This method
consisted of what can, in retrospect, only be described as concept
development followed by tests in the form of experiments. It had
been realized that this modus operandi had a striking resemblance
to what was known about a method that was apparently becoming
increasingly popular in the international transformational
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community, i.e. concept development and experimentation
(CD&E). What was known in Sweden about the CD&E method was
precious little though, and it proved difficult to identify a thorough
description of the method anywhere among the countries that were,
allegedly, developing concepts in accordance with the new method.
It was, however, surmised that the two development methods had
more similarities than differences.
The Swedish Armed Forces CD&E Handbook
On New Year’s Eve in 2006, the three development projects C2system M, C2-system T, and C2-system P were terminated in
accordance with the original plan, and in the final report from C2system M, it was stated that CD&E had been used as the
development method (Försvarsmakten, 2007a). The JCD&EC lived
on after the termination, and the development activities were
continued within the traditional military organization. When the
development projects were terminated, it was decided by the
Swedish Armed Forces Headquarters (HQ) that all concept
development within the Swedish Armed Forces should be pursued
in accordance with the development method that had been utilized
by the development project C2-system M (Försvarsmakten, 2007b),
i.e. CD&E. However, this was a method that had never been
described in any detail, but which was considered to be identical
with, or at least very similar to, the international CD&E method. At
the JCD&EC, the implications of the decision by the HQ were
immediately realized. Within the Swedish Armed Forces,
development centres and development units within numerous
schools would soon look to the JCD&EC for guidance regarding the
utilization of the CD&E method. The Swedish National Defence
College, which very swiftly initiated academic CD&E courses,
would certainly soon look to the JCD&EC for support. Within the
JCD&EC it was also realized that if “all concept development within
the Swedish Armed Forces” should follow the CD&E method, this
would have to be done at development centres and development
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units within schools without the support of independent analysts and
scientists. In fact, it would have to be done without the direct support
of the JCD&EC. It was promptly decided by the JCD&EC to
produce The Swedish Armed Forces CD&E Handbook. It was also
decided that the handbook should not only include descriptions of
concepts, concept development, and experiments, but also
descriptions of the other analytical tools that ought to be utilized
during the concept development process. In addition, the handbook
should also include the managerial perspective, e.g. the decisionmaking process, the connection to the capability development
process, etc.
The author of this chapter was one of the three members in the
working group that was assigned the task of producing a CD&E
handbook. In the extensive literature study that was conducted by
the author as an initial step in this work, it was established that most
of what had been written about CD&E by that time, i.e. by 2008,
could be categorized as:
 descriptions of definitions, classifications, and hierarchies of
military concepts (Allied Command Transformation [ACT],
2007; Baldino, 2007; Canadian Forces Experimentation
Centre [CFEC], 2007; Development, Concepts and Doctrine
Centre [DCDC], 2008; NATO Standardization Agency
[NSA], 2008; Schmitt 2002);
 general descriptions of concept development (ACT, 2007;
CFEC, 2007; DCDC, 2006; Schmitt, 2002; The Technical
Cooperation Program, [TTCP], 2006);
 descriptions of different types of experiments (ACT, 2007;
DCDC, 2008; TTCP, 2006);
 descriptions of how experiments should be planned,
executed, and evaluated (Alberts & Hayes, 2002, 2005;
Kass, 2006; Post; 2006; Research and Technology
Organization, 2002; TTCP, 2006; Worley 1999a, 1999b).
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Regarding different forms of analytical tools at disposal, some
contributions could be identified (ACT, 2007; DCDC 2008, 2008b;
Schmitt, 2002; TTCP, 2006), but none of these were detailed. On an
overarching level, there were several descriptions of the entire
CD&E process (ACT, 2007; DCDC 2008, 2008b; Schmitt, 2002;
TTCP, 2006); from the managerial perspective, however, only one
contribution could be identified (DCDC, 2008). On a more detailed
level regarding the analytical methods that could be used in order to
ensure that, at all times, “the right concept” was being developed
and that it was being developed in “the right way”, i.e. to make sure
that the maturing concept was validated throughout its development,
in order to assure quality, ensure transparency, and provide an audit
trail, precious little was found with one notable exception (ACT,
2007). However, ambitious initiatives like the integrated analysis
and experimentation campaign (DCDC, 2006; TTCP, 2006) were
referred to and comprehensively described, but they would seem to
presuppose the participation of an external, objective organization
with the necessary competences, resources, and mandate to
independently plan and execute the integrated analysis and
experimentation (IAE) activities.
Based on available international CD&E theory (the literature
review) and domestic CD&E practise (personal experience from
working four years at the JCD&EC in Sweden), the author,
supported by Commander Anders Sjöholm (then head of the
department for experiments at the JCD&EC), produced the
foundations for a first version of a Swedish CD&E Handbook
(Ekström, 2008), which became the first Swedish CD&E method
description and which was later expanded in cooperation between
Sweden and Norway (Ekenstierna et al., 2009) and translated into
English (Ekenstierna et al., 2011). In cooperation between Denmark,
Finland, Norway, and Sweden, the international version was
eventually reviewed and revised into the current joint Nordic CD&E
Method Description (Nordic Defence Cooperation, 2012). One of
the major developments since 2008 is, of course, the publication of
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the NATO CD&E Handbook (Headquarters Supreme Allied
Commander Transformation, 2013), which sets the standard for
contemporary CD&E, especially in a multinational context. The
joint Nordic CD&E Method Description and the NATO CD&E
Handbook both takes several steps towards establishing analysis as
an integral part of CD&E, regardless of the absence of an “A for
analysis” in the acronym.
Purpose
The literature review on which the original paper was based is by
now somewhat dated, but has not been renewed in the preparations
of this chapter. The dual purpose of this chapter is to describe
different relevant perspectives on CD&E and to present a case for
the importance of explicitly including analysis in it, which the
author believes remains a valid and necessary perspective on CD&E
to this date.

Concept Development and Experimentation
in Theory
Once the project to produce a Swedish CD&E handbook
commenced, it was quickly established that nowhere had an
identical project already been done. Similar projects were identified
(DCDC, 2006; TTCP, 2006), but none with the same level of
ambition, i.e. to produce a document that could be used for
education and as a theoretical guide for those managers, concept
developers, experimenters, analysts, etc. that should use the CD&E
method in practise. As far as the author could find out, there was by
that time (i.e. 2008) no CD&E handbook already in existence
anywhere in the world. In fact, there were very few comprehensive
descriptions of the CD&E method to be found at all (ACT, 2007;
DCDC, 2006; TTCP, 2006). As for the explicit components of the
CD&E method, i.e. descriptions of military concepts, military
concept development, and military experimentation, the situation
was decidedly better, even if consensus regarding terminology and
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definitions was non-existent. From an analytical point of view,
however, existing documentation left the analyst wanting regarding
the more implicit components of the CD&E method. Descriptions
of how analysis and analytical methods and tools should be used in
conjunction with the CD&E method were few in existence and
without necessary detail.
During the first half of 2008, the author of this chapter performed
an extensive literature study, primarily in order to answer the six
questions below.
 What is a military concept?
 What is military concept development?
 What is military experimentation?
 What is military concept development and experimentation?
 What is validation of a military concept?
 What is analysis in military concept development and
experimentation?
In this chapter, some of the identified answers to these questions
are presented as a background to the ensuing discussion. When the
literature study commenced, it was already appreciated that it would
not be trivial, if at all possible, to identify a universally accepted
definition regarding what CD&E was. It was not anticipated,
however, that there would also be such a widespread lack of
consensus regarding definitions of what a military concept, military
concept development, and military experimentation is.
By 2008, there were many definitions of what a concept is in the
military context. NATO’s AAP-6 defined a concept as “[a] notion or
statement of an idea, expressing how something might be done or
accomplished, that may lead to an accepted procedure” (NSA, 2008,
p. 2-C-12). The Canadian Forces Experimentation Centre (CFEC,
2007) defined a concept as
[t]he identification of a problem area or concern together with a
hypothesis to remedy the situation or solve the problem. It may
also be revolutionary, evolutionary and/or innovative forces that
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drive the requirement for new technology, new structure, new
business processes and partners.
Yet another contribution stated that
[a] military concept is the description of a method or scheme for
employing specified military capabilities in the achievement of
a stated objective or aim. This description may range from broad
to narrow. It may range from describing the employment of
military forces in the broadest terms and at the highest levels to
specifying the employment of a particular technology system or
the application of a particular training system. (Schmitt, 2002,
p. 3)
In addition to the different definitions, there are several possible
ways of categorizing different types of concepts. The context is, of
course, of paramount importance. In this chapter only military
concepts are considered. If the temporal aspect is of interest,
concepts can be divided into historical, current, and future concepts
(Schmitt, 2002). There are four levels of military concepts,
constituting a hierarchy: institutional concepts, which describe
military institutions; operating concepts (strategic, operational, and
tactical concepts), which describe how military forces operate;
functional concepts, which describe the performance of individual
military functions or subfunctions; and enabling concepts, which
describe the capabilities required in order to perform military
functions or subfunctions (Schmitt, 2002). If the purpose of the
concept constitutes the ground for classification, they can be divided
into capstone, enabling, and applied concepts (ACT, 2007).
Concepts can also be classified based on their maturity, whereby
they can be defined as analytical, interim, and applied concepts
(DCDC, 2008). These four types of categorizations are illustrated in
Table 0.1.
There are, of course, other types of military concepts with which
the concept in CD&E should not be confused. Three of these other
types of concepts are concept of operations (CONOPS) (NSA,
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2008), concept of employment (CONEMP) (DCDC, 2008), and
concept of use (CONUSE) (DCDC, 2008).
Table 0.1: Different Categorizations of Military Concepts
Temporal
Hierarchical
Categorization Categorization
Categorization Categorization Based
Based
on Purpose
on Maturity
Historical
Institutional
Capstone
Analytical
concepts
concepts
concepts
concepts
Current
Operating
Enabling
Interim
concepts
concepts
concepts
concepts
Future
Functional
Applied
Applied
concepts
concepts
concepts
concepts
Enabling
concepts

TTCP made a comparison among its member nations (Australia,
New Zealand, United States, United Kingdom, and Canada)
regarding their utilization of different concept terminologies and
hierarchies (Baldino, 2007). The TTCP also made an attempt at
establishing the smallest common denominators. The result is
illustrated in Table 0.2. Terms marked with an asterisk (*) in the
table were not formally parts of that country’s concept hierarchy,
but represent attempts to identify corresponding activities in the
hierarchical levels where these countries would otherwise have had
gaps in the table.
As is demonstrated by Table 0.2., there was by that time no
consensus concerning concept terminology and concept hierarchy
among the participating countries in the TTCP. In fact, there was not
even any consensus regarding the number of levels in the hierarchy.
The column to the far right in Table 0.2 represents the TTCP attempt
at finding the common denominator among terminologies and
hierarchies. Furthermore, it deserves to be mentioned that while the
United States and Canada advocated a hierarchical, top-down
perspective, the United Kingdom propagated an approach based on
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processes, and
relationships.

Australia

emphasized

the

importance

of

Table 0.2. Anglo-Saxon Concept Terminology and Concept
Hierarchies (Baldino 2007)
UK

Australia

Canada

USA

TTCP

Analytical
Joint

Joint

Capstone

Capstone
Concept
for Joint
Operations

Defence
level

*Military
Task
Operating
Concept

Australian
Military
Strategy

Joint
Operations
Concepts

Mission

Analytical
Environment
al

Environme
ntal

Environme
ntal

*Service
Concepts

Environme
ntal

*Hybrid
Concepts

Integrating

Integrating

*Joint
Concepts

Integrating

Interim/Appl
ied
Interim/Appl
ied Subconcepts
CONEMP

Enabling

Functional

*CONOPS/
CONEMP

*CONOPS

Joint
Functional
Concepts
Joint
Integrating
*Capabilit
y
Developm
ent
Document
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Functional
and
Enabling

Capability
Requiremen
ts and
Acquisition

CONUSE

*CONOPS

*Capabilit
y
Production
Document

Definitions of what concept development is were not as abundant
as were those of a concept. The CFEC (2007) defined concept
development as “[t]he process by which ideas are refined, accepted
or rejected through the postulation of increasingly detailed
hypothesis statements. This process permits the exploration of any
concept to determine its merit and feasibility”. This definition
eloquently, concisely, and explicitly summarized those fundamental
elements of concept development around which, perhaps, a
consensus regarding the process of concept development may exist.
Hence, concept development can be considered to be a process by
which a concept matures by successive testing.
Concepts are not initiated in full form, nor are they fully realized
after a few iterations. Concept development is not an orderly,
sequential process resulting in an engineered solution where the
final result is fully blueprinted at the beginning of the process.
Instead, military concepts tend to form iteratively and incrementally
over time, and military concept development is a process of
exploration and experimentation tending to unfold as a hypothesisantithesis-synthesis dialogue (Schmitt, 2002). Figure 0.2 illustrates
the iterative nature of concept development, as well as the
successive testing of the maturing concept.
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Figure 0.2: A Generic CD&E Process (Alberts & Hayes, 2002)

Military experimentation is the main topic of several publications
(Alberts & Hayes, 2002, 2005; DCDC, 2006; Kass, 2006; Post,
2006; Research and Technology Organization, 2002; TTCP, 2006;
Worley, 1999a, 1999b), the contents of which will not be repeated
here. There are, however, several ways of categorizing experiments,
which deserve mentioning.
 Depending on the purpose, which can be to explore the
effectiveness of something that has yet to be tested, to
investigate the validity of a hypothesis, or to demonstrate a
known truth of the experiment, it can be classified as
discovery, hypothesis testing, or demonstration.
 Depending on the scope of the experiment, i.e. if the entire
concept, parts of the concept, or only one part of the concept
is being tested, the experiment can be classified as main
event, minor integrating event, and limited objective
experiment, respectively.
 Most experiments employ some form of simulation.
Generally speaking, simulations can be divided into different
categories based on a number of different criteria. Examples
of such criteria include the handling of time (static or
dynamic simulation), probability (deterministic or stochastic
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simulation), and variables (continuous or discrete
simulation), as well as how the simulation is finished
(terminating or non-terminating simulation). In the military
domain, simulations are traditionally categorized as
constructive simulation, analytic war games, virtual
simulation, and live simulation (field experiments).
The combination of concept development and experimentation,
i.e. CD&E, was described by NATO ACT (2007) as a
[c]ompanion process to (CDP) [capability development process]
[…] [p]rovides important means to identify possible solutions to
capability gaps […] CD&E is a driving tool for NATO’s
transformation […] [e]nables structured development of
creative and innovative ideas […] [p]rovides mechanisms to turn
these ideas into viable solutions […] [p]rovides a pathway for
new idea development […] [p]rovides focus for future capability
development […] [p]romotes collaboration amongst the Allies.
The Bundesamt für Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung (2007)
contributed with the following definition of CD&E:
[It] designates a method which allows us to predict, by way of
experimentation, whether certain concepts, theoretical
constructs, sub-systems or systems are apt to meet the
requirements imposed by the transformation process and can be
constructively integrated into an overarching system.
To this author’s mind, an essential part of CD&E is validation of
the developing concept. The interdependence between concept
development and validation of the maturing concept has been
beautifully described as follows:
A successful concept must undergo a validation process by
which it is tested and eventually accepted or rejected by the
institution. Any important military concept under consideration
should be the subject of an open and honest debate within the
institution. The validation process provides a sort of crucible
through which the concept must pass—strengthening the
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concept in the process if it survives. In this way validation and
development are closely linked. Like development, validation
often tends to be disorderly. It occurs both formally and
informally. Both are necessary in validating a concept. A
concept may have been officially approved, but is not truly
validated until it has been accepted by the stakeholders of the
institution. Formal validation takes place through workshops,
war games, experiments or other activities held by proper
authority for the express purpose of evaluating the concept.
Informal validation occurs in the operating forces, professional
schools and the institution at large in the form of field and map
exercises and articles in professional journals. All are important
in validating the concept. Acceptance takes some unavoidable
period to grow. Some elements of a concept may gain
acceptance more quickly than others. Some elements may gain
acceptance while others are rejected. Just as it is in the
development process, strong leadership is essential during the
validation process. As a concept gains acceptance over time it
transforms from a tentative hypothesis to a more-or-less
accepted conclusion. Reflecting this, the language of the concept
document may become increasingly assertive over the various
iterations. By the time a concept is formally validated, the
institution should be comfortable with it or should at least have
had adequate time to weigh in on the subject. (Schmitt, 2002,
pp. 22–23)
It is obvious that a maturing concept must go through an iterative
process during which it is tested and validated at different stages
before it continues its development. It is less obvious how this
validation should be done, particularly in the initial iterations of the
process. When the concept approaches full maturity, full scale
experiments are clearly appropriate, but which analytical tools
should be used early on in the process is less self-evident. The
contents of such a process is sketchily outlined in several
publications, e.g. “[t]he initial exploration of ideas may typically
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involve workshops, conferences and articles in professional
journals. These are typically followed by seminar and manual war
games and only later by larger-scale exercises and simulations”
(Schmitt, 2002, p. 22). Also:
The potential Integrated Analysis and Experimentation (IAE)
activities to support Concept Development can be broadly
grouped: anticipating likely scientific and technological
advances (and their implementation); historical analysis and
historical research; workshops and problem solving techniques
(including brainstorming); seminars; scenario-based workshops;
modelling (including simulation); and experimentation
(including Warfighting Experimentation (WFE)). The
applicability of activities will vary at the various stages of
conceptual development (analytical, interim, and applied).
Activities with a broader analysis base will have more utility
earlier in the process, whereas those with greater depth will be
more useful in later stages. (DCDC, 2008)
And:
In all likelihood, seminars, workshops, historical analysis, and
the like, will also be required as part of the campaign to support
and help inform the experimenters who will ultimately address
the overall question. The campaign plan process must take these
other activities into account within its design phase. The ultimate
aim is to synthesize the outputs from all activities into coherent
advice to the decision makers. (TTCP, 2006, p. 16)
While analytical components are explicitly mentioned, there are
no details of the analytical methodology, i.e. the whats, whens,
wheres, hows, whos, and whys are not explicitly explained.
Evidently, it is presupposed that an external, objective organization
with the necessary competences, resources, and mandate should
assist the concept developers with planning, execution, and
evaluation of the analytical support.
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From the point of view of CD&E practise in Sweden, the author
has through participatory observation and ensuing reflection
identified five different perspectives related to five archetypal
stakeholders in CD&E. These are the perspectives of the concept
developer, experimenter, manager, analyst and scientist. In this
section, the first four of these perspectives are noticeably and
intentionally exaggerated, whereas the remaining one, the scientific
perspective, is intentionally fragmented and claimed to be
ambiguous and multiple in order to demonstrate two irrefutable
points. The first point is that, depending on the perspective, the
expectations on and requirements of a CD&E method, process, or
structure differ quite significantly. The second point is that there is
not one, but several scientific perspectives, of which that of the
natural scientist is not necessarily the most appropriate for CD&E.
The CD&E method must, within reason, strive to satisfy the
different stakeholders with their different perspectives once the
scientific perspective has been agreed upon within the community.
The author of this chapter is not so presumptuous as to pretend to
have first-hand experience from all perspectives, but asserts to have
enough experience in order to outline these deliberately exaggerated
perspectives, to a large extent inspired by empiricism, and to
multiply the scientific perspective, exclusively encouraged by
theory. This assertion is based on over two decades of experience as
a military operational research analyst, whereof five years working
as a CD&E analyst, which included working in close cooperation
with concept developers, experimenters, analysts, and managers of
the experimental platform, and five years of part-time studies as a
PhD candidate in parallel, which have presented abundant
opportunities to contemplate the different aspects of the philosophy
of science and research methodology.
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The Exaggerated Perspective of the Concept Developers – Artistic
Freedom
The concept developers would like to identify a problem or an
opportunity by themselves. They would then like to decide for
themselves whether or not to develop a concept based on their
findings. Should they decide to develop a concept to solve a problem
or capitalize on an opportunity, they would like to have the resources
they need, when they need them, and for as long as they need them.
They would also like to decide for themselves what, when, where,
how, and to whom to deliver, as well as if they should deliver
anything at all. The concept developers do not really want a CD&E
method, a CD&E process, or any other form of CD&E structure.
They want their artistic freedom to do what they want to, when they
want to, where they want to, how they want to, and to decide with
whom they should do it.
The concept developers do not really see the point in testing the
maturing concept throughout its development. They are not
interested in providing the managers with information at regular
intervals concerning the current status of the maturing concept. They
do not want to explore different alternative solutions, regardless of
what the analyst advocates. They are not interested in serving the
experimenters with their required input several months in advance
of any impending experiments that still loom in the far distant. How
should they, they ask themselves, months in advance to boot know
which questions they may want a future experiment to address?
The Exaggerated Perspective of the Experimenters – Timely
Order
The experimenters know one thing for certain; the Experiment,
with a capital E, was scheduled in time more than one year ago in
order to make sure that the necessary resources could also be
allocated and scheduled in due course. Hence, the necessary
resources, i.e. the experimental platform itself as well as the required
personnel etc. have been allocated and scheduled to participate in
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the Experiment for at least one year by now. The experiment itself
is less than six months away. While the resources are in place, even
if the experimenters have learned the hard way that some of their
resources will not show up for the Experiment, they miss one very
important input in order to perfect and finalize the definite plan for
the Experiment; which questions do the concept developers want to
have answered through the Experiment?
The experimenters do not really care what questions the concept
developers want to have answered. They do not even care which
answers the Experiment will provide the concept developers with.
The only thing the experimenters care about is getting the correct
input at the correct point in time, so that they can produce the final
plan for the experiment and devote their attention to actually
receiving the necessary resources on the correct day, so that the
Experiment will, in fact, be able to answer any questions at all. The
experimenters do not really care about a CD&E method, a CD&E
process, or any other form of CD&E structure. They recognize,
however, that a method, process, or other form of structure may
assist them in getting the necessary input in time. How should they,
they ask themselves, otherwise make sure that the concept
developers actually provide them with the necessary input in time?
The Exaggerated Perspective of the Managers – Military
Relevance
The managers of the experimental platform, who are also the
superior officers of the concept developers and the experimenters,
have a perspective that is at least twofold. First of all, they know that
their superior officer, i.e. the HQ, will at any given point in time
come to them with the request to put another concept into their
“concept development and experimentation factory”. Regardless of
whether or not the requirement from the HQ is a whim, based on
some new three letter acronym, the managers know that they must
be able to answer questions regarding the status of the ongoing
concept development projects, including predictions of the future
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success, as well as questions regarding consequences for the
ongoing development should the HQ decide to push a new concept
into the factory. In order to give the HQ relevant answers at any
given point in time, the managers know that their factory, i.e. the
experimental platform, must have a method, process or other form
of structure which, over time, can provide them with adequate
information regarding the status of “the production lines”, i.e. the
ongoing concept development projects. The yearly Experiments,
with a capital E, will not be sufficient to provide them with the
necessary information. They know that the steering group in the HQ
convenes regularly, perhaps on a monthly basis. Hence the
managers know that they need information that is, preferably,
updated at least once a month. Regardless of the unpredictable fads
of the HQ, the managers also have an interest to ensure that their
scarce resources are utilized efficiently. Consequently, they also
know that they must provide their subordinates with a CD&E
method, a CD&E process, or other form of CD&E structure, so that
they can make sure that “concepts are being produced correctly”, or,
in other words, that the scarce resources at their disposal are being
used to develop the concepts in a fashion that is the most effective.
The orders from the HQ are, of course, not merely sudden
impulses. The HQ has the ultimate responsibility that, at any given
point in time, the factory is producing that which is most relevant
for the Armed Forces. In order to ensure this, the HQ must, of
course, receive relevant information from its subordinates, i.e. the
managers of the experimental platform, so that it is possible for the
HQ to make informed decisions, i.e. to make sure that the “correct
concepts are being developed”, or, in other words, that the scarce
resources are being used to develop the concepts that are most
relevant to the requirements of the Armed Forces. In short, the HQ
recognizes the need for decision gates in the process, so that
concepts can be allowed to enter and exit the factory as well as be
terminated prematurely, be put on hold, etc. in an orderly fashion.
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The Exaggerated Perspective of the Analysts – Analytical
Structure
The analysts do not really care which concepts are being
developed. Even if they have an interest, it is not their job to do so.
The military relevance is a matter that they gladly leave to their
military colleagues. The analysts care about analytical structure, i.e.
that concepts are being developed in the correct fashion. The
analysts are convinced that there has to be an established CD&E
method, a CD&E process, or other form of CD&E structure in order
to make sure that concepts are being developed in the correct
fashion. The analysts get apprehensive when they cannot detect even
the slightest evidence to suggest that any alternatives are being
investigated by the concept developers. The analysts try to argue
that it is impossible for concept development to be that linear. Issues
dealt with by the JCD&EC ought to be complex enough, the analysts
argue, that different alternatives must always be explored and
pursued in order to develop the concept in a correct fashion. The
analysts argue that an evolutionary trial and error approach ought to
be the natural approach in CD&E. They argue that the CD&E
method must be iterative and include tools that can eliminate
irrelevant development branches as soon as possible. They argue
that an iterative approach where the concept developers use more
and more advanced means of testing the maturing concept should be
utilized. The analysts argue that the advantages of such an approach
are threefold: it tests the maturing concept; it provides the decision
makers with relevant information at regular intervals, and, if
implemented correctly, it also provides the concept developers with
an opportunity to create support among colleagues outside the
CD&E community through the dialogue that tests like seminars,
workshops, and wargaming can enable.
The analysts are adamant about the necessity of a CD&E method,
a CD&E process, or other form of CD&E structure. They are
convinced that only through such a structured approach can the
concept be developed with the necessary quality assurance, the
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necessary information to decision makers be provided, the
transparency of process be guaranteed, and an audit trail be
provided. To realize these aspects of analytical structure it is, of
course, imperative that adequate documentation is produced
throughout the concept development process. Hence, the CD&E
method, CD&E process, or other form of CD&E structure that is
implemented must, the analysts emphasize, also dictate which
documents should be produced, what the documents should
encompass, when they should be produced, how they should be
produced, by whom they should be produced, etc.
The Ambiguous Perspective of the Scientists – What is Scientific
Rigour?
Socio-technical systems are systems which to a large extent
involve human beings and their behaviour, whereas natural systems
are systems which are being governed by the laws of nature. That a
military staff is a socio-technical rather than a natural system is
probably not a particularly controversial statement. From the start of
CD&E, the experiment has, of course, been an integral part of
CD&E, and from the start, these experiments have been based on
methods and techniques from the natural sciences. There has been
surprisingly little debate on the relevance of using methods and
techniques from the natural sciences for the development of sociotechnical systems. With the adoption of methods and techniques
from the natural sciences comes also a set of assumptions, including
perspectives of what constitutes scientific rigour. This section
makes a case for why experiments based on the natural sciences
might be questioned in the context of CD&E. The intention is not to
constitute a text book in the philosophy of science, but to present
alternative perspectives on science and scientific rigour.
Judging by the statements of some commentators within the
international CD&E community, it would seem that they champion
the notion that there is only one scientific perspective, advocating
only one scientific method, and defending only one idea regarding
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what scientific rigour is. In reality, this is, of course, far from the
truth. In reality, there exist many different possible scientific
perspectives where the dominating positivist perspective of the
natural sciences only constitutes one extreme of an entire,
continuous spectrum of different perspectives in the social sciences.
There is no consensus regarding the terminology of what constitutes
the other extreme of the spectrum, but terms like anti-positivism,
interpretivism, and phenomenology are frequently used.
Somewhere in the middle of the road, it is often argued that realism,
or scientific realism, has its justification. Pragmatism is a term used
to encompass those scientists who argue that you can select research
paradigm and that the research question should decide which
paradigm you should choose. Pragmatists are advocates of mixed
methodology or multi-methodology, i.e. a combination of both
qualitative and quantitative research methods. Even within the
positivist paradigm – where the scientific method can be
approximately outlined as consisting of asking a question, doing
background research, constructing a hypothesis, testing the
hypothesis with an experiment, and reporting the results – consensus
is lacking regarding the testing of the hypothesis. Verificationists
(like Lakatos) will claim that hypothesized regularities can be
verified by an adequate experimental research programme, while
falsificationists (like Popper) will maintain that hypotheses can only
be falsified by experiments and never be demonstrated to be “true”.
A paradigm1, as suggested by Kuhn (1996), is a construct that
specifies a general set of philosophical assumptions. These

The word paradigm is commonly used to refer to something like the “world
view” or “way of seeing things”. Originally, however, it referred to the tradition
of research regarded as authoritative by a particular scientific community (Kuhn,
1996).
1
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assumptions cover e.g. ontology2, epistemology3, axiology4, and
methodology. One attempt (Burrell & Morgan, 1979), which
substitutes axiology for view of human nature at describing the
extremes of the spectrum of possible paradigms for the social
sciences, labels them the subjectivist and objectivist approach to
social science respectively, where the latter approach corresponds to
the positivistic paradigm of the natural sciences. The objective
approach is characterized as consisting of a realistic ontology, a
positivistic epistemology, a deterministic view of human nature, and
a nomothetic methodology. The subjective approach is
characterized as consisting of a nominalistic ontology, an antipositivistic epistemology, a voluntaristic view of human nature, and
an ideographic methodology.
According to Burrell and Morgan (1979), the inherent
assumptions in these different positions give rise to four debates: the
“ontological debate”, the “epistemological debate”, the “human
nature debate”, and the “methodological debate”. In the ontological
debate, nominalism (subjectivism, conventionalism) assumes that
the social world external to individual cognition is made up of
nothing more than names, concepts, and labels which are used to
structure reality, whereas realism (objectivism) postulates that the
social world external to individual cognition is a real world made up
of hard, tangible, and relatively immutable structures. In the
epistemological debate, anti-positivism (realism, critical realism,
interpretivism) is firmly set against the utility of a search for laws or
underlying regularities in the world of social affairs and states that
the world is essentially relativistic and can only be understood from
the point of view of the individuals who are directly involved in the
2

Ontology deals with what is assumed to exist. Consequently, ontological
assumptions are assumptions about reality.
3
Epistemology deals with the nature of valid knowledge. Consequently,
epistemological assumptions concern knowledge.
4
Axiology deals with what is valued or considered right.
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activities which are to be studied, while positivism seeks to explain
and predict what happens in the social world by searching for
regularities and causal relationships between its constituent
elements and states that it is in essence based upon the traditional
approaches which dominate the natural sciences. In the human
nature debate, voluntarism states that man is autonomous and freewilled, and determinism regards man and his activities as being
determined by the situation or environment in which he is located.
In the methodological debate, ideographic approach means that one
can only understand the social world by obtaining first-hand
knowledge of the subject under investigation, and therefore one
must get close to one’s subject and explore its detailed background
and life history, while the nomothetic approach emphasizes the
importance of basing research upon systematic protocol and
technique epitomized in the approach and methods employed in the
natural sciences, which focus upon the process of testing the
hypotheses in accordance with the canons of scientific rigour.
Given the brief account above, it should be obvious that there is
more than one scientific perspective in existence. From the
objectivistic (positivistic) point of view, it would be argued that the
social world exists independent of our appreciation of it; that what
happens in the social world can be explained and predicted by
searching for regularities and causal relationships between its
constituent elements; that the traditional approaches which
dominate the natural sciences are applicable in the social world; that
man and his activities should be regarded as being completely
determined by the situation or “environment” in which he is located;
and that research should be based on systematic protocol and
technique, i.e. scientific rigour (as defined by the positivists of the
natural sciences).
On the other extreme of the spectrum, i.e. from the subjectivistic
(anti-positivistic) point of view, it would be argued that the social
world does not exist independent of our appreciation of it; that the
world is essentially relativistic and can only be understood from the
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point of view of the individuals who are directly involved in the
activities which are to be studied; that man is completely
autonomous and free-willed; and that one can only understand the
social world by obtaining first-hand knowledge of the subject under
investigation, i.e. by getting close to the subject and exploring its
detailed background and history.
Between these two extremes, a wide variety of different
positions, or paradigms, are possible. As indicated previously,
scientific realism is one of these. Both extremes limit their
respective freedom of action. Hence, from the perspective of theory
building, the positivist, who seeks to explain and predict what
happens in the social world by searching for regularities and causal
relationships between its constituent elements and states that it in
essence is based upon the traditional approaches which dominate the
natural science, is limited to using the deductive or the hypotheticdeductive research approach. The interpretivist, who is firmly set
against the utility of a search for laws or underlying regularities in
the world of social affairs and states that the world is essentially
relativistic and can only be understood from the point of view of the
individuals who are directly involved in the activities which are to
be studied, is limited to using the inductive research approach. The
scientific realist, however, reserves himself the privilege of selecting
the inductive, deductive, or even the abductive approach to research,
as he deems appropriate in each individual case. Figure 0.3
illustrates the different freedoms of action for the interpretivist, the
scientific realist, and the positivist.
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Figure 0.3: Framework for Theory Building (Kovács & Spens, 2007)

The research approach at disposal is not the only aspect of the
different paradigms that differentiate them from each other. One
very striking difference is the view on scientific rigour. From the
positivistic point of view, scientific rigour has traditionally been
discussed in terms of external validity, reliability, construct validity,
and internal validity. Many positivists, who are predominantly
quantitatively oriented in their approach to science, even go as far
as considering their approach to scientific rigour to be the one and
only and maintain that it should also be used for qualitative research
like case study research (Ellram, 1996).
While the positivists still hold their ground, the last couple of
years have seen an increased debate on the topic of scientific rigour.
It has been argued that if there is a spectrum of possible paradigms,
there ought to be a corresponding spectrum of possible approaches
to scientific rigour and research quality. Figure 0.4 illustrates such a
spectrum.
The point of view on scientific rigour is likely to depend on the
scientific paradigm. The positivist of the natural sciences and the
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objectivist of the social sciences will argue that scientific rigour
must be addressed with the classical instruments of external validity,
reliability, construct validity, and internal validity. The extreme
subjectivist of the social sciences will argue that “everything goes”.
A more nuanced and pragmatic view is, perhaps, that
trustworthiness (credibility, dependability, transferability, and
confirmability) should be considered as an alternative to the
classical instruments when scientific rigour is discussed outside of
the positivistic and objectivistic paradigms. The pragmatist will
certainly argue that instruments for testing scientific rigour should
be selected based on the context, i.e. based on the research question,
the research approach, and the research methods.

Figure 0.4: Constituent Components of Research Quality and Their
Context (Halldorsson & Aastrup, 2003)

To summarize, there are more scientific paradigms than
positivism, on which CD&E in its current form is based.
Consequently, there are several alternatives regarding paradigm,
scientific method, scientific rigour, and research approach. This is
also true for CD&E. However, there has been surprisingly little
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debate in the CD&E community regarding alternative paradigms to
explore. The brief account in this section is intended to widen the
horizons of the community and to encourage debate regarding what
constitutes a suitable scientific method as well as scientific rigour
when it comes to researching socio-technical systems.

Challenges for the CD&E Community
This chapter has strived to identify a number of challenges to the
CD&E community. In this section, these challenges as summarized.
Is There a Requirement for a Standardized Terminology in
CD&E?
When the research leading to the results presented in this chapter
was conducted, there was no consensus regarding what a military
concept is. Definitions, terminologies, taxonomies, and hierarchies
differed even among the English speaking countries, making the
situation even more complex for countries with other languages,
especially small ones with an ambition to be interoperable with the
international CD&E community. As long as e.g. enabling concepts
and applied concepts have different meanings to different concept
developers, international cooperation will remain unnecessarily
complex. As is further accentuated by Table 0.2, there was no
consensus regarding concept terminologies and concept hierarchies
in the English speaking countries. Until definitions, terminologies,
taxonomies, and hierarchies are harmonized and standardized,
international communication and cooperation in the area of CD&E
will continue to be more complicated than it should have to be.
Smaller countries will also have to decide with whom they should
be interoperable. Bearing in mind that the issues at hand, i.e. the
military problems and opportunities that are the inputs to the
process, are already extremely complex in the first place, the added
complexity outlined above seems superfluous.
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Is There a Requirement for Formalized Termination Criteria in
CD&E?
Even if there is no consensus regarding definitions,
terminologies, taxonomies, typologies, and hierarchies in the
domain of military concepts, it seems to be quite straightforward
what the most important elements of military concept development
are, at least in principle. There are, however, a few problems with
concept development in practice. Should all concept development
projects go all the way through to the major experiments? If so,
based on what information should managers of experimental
platforms answer their superiors when they want to put a new
development project into the concept development factory? If not,
based on what information should development projects be
terminated before reaching the major experiments? It seems obvious
that CD&E must involve a process enabling premature termination
of concepts which provides relevant information to decision makers
during the concept development.
Is There a Requirement for a New Name for CD&E?
There are challenges associated with the suggested definitions of
what CD&E is. Is experimentation the only way of testing a
developing concept’s validity? Clearly, as is evident from the
description of validation and IAE, experimentation is not the only
form of testing. In addition to tests in the form of experiments, tests
in the form of workshops, seminars, wargaming, modelling and
simulation, etc. are suggested in the literature. Perhaps then, the
name CD&E is misleading? Perhaps CD&IAE, for concept
development & integrated analysis and experimentation should be
justified and even more appropriate? Or perhaps the interpretation
of experimentation is too narrow? Perhaps experimentation should
be interpreted so that it includes all the different forms of testing,
from workshops to full-scale experiments? If so, however, most
detailed descriptions concerning military experimentation would
have to be fundamentally revised, since they are based on the
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“scientific method”, i.e. the positivist experimental method of the
natural sciences, which seems to be an inadequate and inappropriate
method for the evaluation of workshops and seminars.
The lacking “A” for analysis in CD&E is problematic from the
point of view of a smaller country with ambitions to use CD&E.
Perhaps the answer lies in the fact that hitherto, the CD&E method
has primarily been described and outlined by large nations like the
United States or the United Kingdom or by large, multinational
organizations like NATO ACT and TTCP? Perhaps these countries
and organizations see it as so obvious that analysis should be dealt
with by an external organization or an integrated, in-house team of
analysts, so as bordering on being not only the self-evident practical
solution, but also being the only theoretical solution? Judging by
their descriptions of the CD&E method, it certainly does seem more
than likely that they presuppose that planning, execution, and
evaluation of IAE will be handled by an independent organization.
This is a luxury that smaller countries may not enjoy. Hence, from
the point of view of a smaller country, where perhaps only one
organization like a JCD&EC will have to plan, execute, and evaluate
all aspects of the testing of the maturing concept, including all
elements of IEA, maybe the CD&IAE method including
descriptions of all forms of testing the concept would be a better
name? Or perhaps CD&E is too complex for it to be applicable
without the assistance of an external organization for IAE? At least
from a Swedish point of view, it would seem that size matters and
that, perhaps, there is an implicit requirement for the size of an
organization that attempts to implement CD&E, including all
different aspects of IAE.
Is There a Requirement to Acknowledge Different Perspectives on
CD&E?
Military concept development deals with highly complex
problems and opportunities. Hence, concept development must be
allowed to be a very creative and innovative process, i.e. with a
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considerable portion of “artistic freedom”. Even though they do not
really want a method, the concept developers must eventually
realize that concept development must follow some sort of structure
for several reasons. The CD&E method must, however, be able to
provide enough analytical rigour while, at the same time, avoiding
suffocating creativity and innovation.
From the point of view of the experimenters, the Experiment,
with a “capital E”, is their part of CD&E. To satisfy the requirements
of the experimenters, CD&E must describe when, how, in what
form, etc. input is to be given from the concept developers to the
experimenters. The CD&E method does not necessarily have to
address this subject. A parallel description of the CD&E process or
a standing operating procedure at the JCD&EC will suffice, but
experience demonstrates that this is an essential aspect of CD&E
and that it must be dealt with accordingly.
Regardless of source, the managers require relevant information
in order to ensure military relevance, i.e. that at every given point in
time the correct concepts are being produced and that the concepts
are being produced correctly. The managers definitely require a
formalized CD&E process, dictating who should produce which
artefacts and when etc., so that they can give the HQ relevant
information when this is required. This process does not, however,
have to be a part of the CD&E method per se.
The analysts have no preferences regarding the contents of the
ongoing concept development. The analysts do, however, make a
strong case for analytical structure. Since military concept
development is a complex issue, it seems justified that there should
be a formal, iterative method that “forces” concept developers to
study different alternative solutions and to test the maturing concept
with increasingly intricate tests as it develops. Quality assurance is
an obvious and direct consequence of analytical structure. Another
aspect of analytical structure is transparency of process. Since
concept development does not result in the “right” or the “wrong”
answer, it is imperative that it is possible to follow the logic of how
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the answer has been produced. In combination with documented
decisions regarding why specific concepts have been developed
while others have not and documented decisions regarding
premature termination, continuation, approvals, etc. the transparent
development process will also contribute to the establishment of an
audit trail.
The scientist perspective is not one, but several possible
perspectives. Hitherto, it is obvious that the positivist view of the
natural sciences has been allowed to assume a predominant position
in CD&E. Whether or not this was intentional, based on meticulous
deliberations, was difficult to establish built on existing literature in
the field. However, discussions the author has had with the original
architects behind the method have later revealed that it was
intentional, but definitely not a self-evident choice. The adoption of
the positivist paradigm of the natural sciences means that the
research approach must be deductive or hypothetic-deductive,
resulting in the “scientific method”, i.e. the experimental, or
empirical, method. Within the positivistic paradigm scientific rigour
is extremely rigidly discussed in terms of external validity,
reliability, construct validity, and internal validity. The selection of
the positivist paradigm excludes other paradigms like
interpretivism, scientific realism, and pragmatism. Hence, research
approaches like induction and abduction are also excluded, as are
different views on scientific method and scientific rigour.

Conclusions
By 2008, there was no consensus regarding concept definitions,
terminologies, taxonomies, and hierarchies within the CD&E
community. Especially smaller countries and countries with other
first languages than English would benefit tremendously from
harmonization and standardization. Among other issues that might
be resolved, interoperability would certainly be facilitated.
There is no question that CD&E is an iterative concept
development process during which a maturing concept’s validity is
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being tested through increasingly more complex tests and eventually
terminated, detained, or approved. From a smaller country’s
perspective, however, the question of validation activities other than
large scale experiments constitutes a problem. Lacking the IAE
resources of larger countries, enabling them to rely on external
organizations for the planning and execution of IAE, smaller
countries must attempt different approaches to IAE. One solution is
to describe IAE activities explicitly in the CD&E method, perhaps
motivating a change of name to the CD&IAE method. Another
solution is to accept that smaller countries cannot utilize the CD&E
method as it is described by larger countries.
There is no “A” in CD&E, neither for analysis nor for anarchy.
The CD&E method must certainly respect the requirement for a
necessary degree of artistic freedom for the concept developers, but
it definitely cannot allow anarchy. Quite to the contrary, the CD&E
method must instead provide enough analytical structure in order to
assure concept quality and concept development quality, ensure
transparency of process, and enable an audit trail. The CD&E
method must also assist the production of relevant information to
the decision makers, so that military relevance can be guaranteed,
i.e. that at every given point in time “the correct concepts are being
produced” and that “the concepts are being produced correctly”. The
issue of scientific rigour in CD&E would seem to require further
deliberation within the CD&E community. It is far from clear
whether or not the positivistic paradigm has been selected
intentionally. Regardless of which, the CD&E community ought to
deliberately consider, perhaps reconsider, which research paradigm
that should be used for CD&E. It is far from obvious that the
positivistic paradigm of the natural sciences is the most appropriate
paradigm for CD&E. Conversely, it seems likely that paradigms
from the social sciences, such as interpretivism, scientific realism,
or pragmatism, should be better suited to address CD&E. With such
paradigms, the issues of scientific method and scientific rigour in
CD&E would come into an entirely new light.
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Recommendations
To this author’s mind, all human endeavours benefit from
discussion, debate, and the acknowledgement of different
perspectives on contentious issues. While not presuming to have all
the answers to all the questions, the author would encourage the
CD&E community to engage in a number of discussions and debates
and to allow different perspectives to be heard. Some of the
challenges to be further discussed include the following.
 Concepts, concept development, experimentation, and
CD&E: Is there a requirement for standardization of
terminology?
 Concept development: Is there a requirement for
formalized mechanisms for decisions regarding which new
concepts to develop and which ongoing development
projects to terminate?
 CD&E: Is there a requirement for a new name for CD&E?
If not, how should the absence of an A for analysis in CD&E
be dealt with?
 CD&E: How should the perspectives of the different
stakeholders on CD&E be acknowledged? Does the method
in its current form satisfactorily address the perspectives of
e.g. the concept developers, experimenters, managers,
analysts, and scientists?
 CD&E: Is there a widespread, well informed acceptance of
the positivistic paradigm as a foundation for concept
development and experimentation, or is there a requirement
to further explore the possibilities of adopting alternative
paradigms in CD&E?

Disclaimer
The personal reflections reported in this chapter are
predominantly based on an extensive literature review on CD&E
and on participatory observation in several research projects that
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were commissioned to FOI, the Swedish Defence Research Agency,
by the Swedish Armed Forces. The Swedish Armed Forces have not,
however, explicitly commissioned any research leading to the
preparation of this chapter. The opinions, assertions, conclusions,
and recommendations expressed or implied within this chapter are
consequently solely those of the author. They do not necessarily
represent the views of the Swedish Government, the Swedish
Ministry of Defence, the Swedish Armed Forces, FOI, or any other
Swedish Government agency. In addition, the expressed opinions,
assertions, conclusions, and recommendations are not to be
construed to be the opinions, assertions, conclusions, or
recommendations of NATO-ACT.
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Paradigms of Experimentation:
The Limits of the Scientific Method and
What to Do About It
Andrew Williams
Abstract
In the past decade, defence experimentation has been a major
approach to studying new defence concepts and capabilities.
Defence scientists have developed and applied a rigorous – and
generally successful – methodology based on the principles of
scientific discovery. In this chapter, the limits of these scientific
principles are examined and the argument made that (1) many
problem situations and capabilities are not appropriate for a
scientific paradigm of defence experimentation and (2) attempted
scrupulous adherence to a scientific doctrine serves to reduce the
potential effectiveness of experimentation in terms of both the
quality and utilization of findings.
An alternative paradigm of research is examined, and a method
of inquiry is outlined that faces the realities, challenges, and limits
of experimentation and addresses how it makes claims about
knowledge. It is argued that this paradigm of inquiry better
facilitates the incorporation of divergent cultures and value
judgements present in experimentation, especially when testing new
organizations and processes and capstone level concepts or novel
ideas. The implications for experiment design, control, and analysis
are discussed.

Introduction
From ancient times to the Renaissance, natural philosophers used
passive observations to support their theories and logic. In the West,
it was not until the 16th century that great minds such as da Vinci
and Galileo began the purposeful manipulation of objects in a
controlled manner to observe natural phenomena and draw
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conclusions about their workings.1 At this time, the concept of an
experiment was born: the systematic observation of the effects of
controlled manipulations in order to test a theory, hypothesis, or
idea. Experimentation quickly became central to the rapid
development and success of empirical science and is responsible for
many critical discoveries in the past 300 years. During this period,
experimentation methods were drastically improved and refined.
Scientists realized the necessity of controlling external influences to
limit bias and developed physical and statistical tools to deal with
random variations in natural phenomena and measuring instruments
(Chalmers, 1999; Hempel, 1966).
These refined experimental techniques were developed in the
natural sciences of physics, astronomy, chemistry, and biology,
where “Mother Nature” and experiment instruments were the
sources of error. The subsequent development of the social sciences
– economics, politics, sociology, anthropology – presented a greater
challenge to experimental science as a result of the unfathomable
nature of human action and the large number of extraneous
influences possible. Social scientists developed ingenious ways to
deal with such complexity: random assignment to average out
biases, control groups in experimentation for baseline comparisons,
and the doctrine of hypothesis testing and falsification borrowed
from natural science (Popper, 2002; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell,
2002). By the dawn of the twentieth century, the rational-empirical
scientific method and experimentation were hand-in-hand,
inseparable components of the primary way to discover knowledge.
It is these founding principles that form the basis of experimentation
in the defence world and the subject this article.
The end of the Cold War, the proliferation of humanitarian and
peacekeeping missions, shrinking defence budgets, and the
information age revolution were all contributing factors to the idea
of defence transformation that emerged in the late 1990s. Although
new military technologies had always been tested and developed
1

Ibn Al-Haytham, born in Basra c. AD 950, arguably was the first modern
experimental scientist with the publication of his Book of Optics.
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through the normal scientific practices, militaries were now faced
with organizational, command, and operational practice issues that
emerged at the intersection of new network-centric concepts and
effects-based operations (Smith, 2002, 2006).
With such complex questions at hand, defence organizations
turned to concept development and experimentation to develop and
test new organizational structures and new information
technologies. The ability to test and develop new capabilities before
operational deployment was not only recognized as an obvious risk
mitigation strategy in the various transformation projects, but as a
way to develop completely new concepts for joint warfighting
(Alberts & Hayes, 2002). Using well-developed and accepted
principles and methodologies from the natural and social sciences,
leading figures in the defence experimentation field developed their
practices and techniques and further integrated and standardized the
use of experimentation in defence departments and ministries. The
readers of this chapter will no doubt be familiar with the work of
Alberts and Hayes (2002), Kass (2006), and The Technical
Cooperation Program (TTCP, 2006). Indeed, NATO is no
exception, with the Concept development & experimentation guide
(Allied Command Transformation, 2009) and the associated training
course at NATO School Oberammergau being largely based on the
Kass and TTCP publications on experimentation.
Yet while these methodologies are widespread, their use has not
always been met with wholesale success, nor the experimental
results been received particularly well. NATO, for example,
borrowing from wargaming approaches, developed a so-called
“concept development assessment game” – covered in a later
chapter of this book – that was proposed as an alternative way to
deal with certain problems not amenable to standard
experimentation. Other practitioners have noted that often the
requirements of experimental design seems to “get in the way” of
determining findings.2 What is the root of these issues? Some blame
2

This subject has been discussed at several NATO Operations Research and
Analysis Conferences in experimentation-related panels. Although essentially
anecdotal, the author has experienced this personally on several occasions.
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lack of adherence to the experimentation methods described in the
TTCP GUIDEx,3 while others turn to insurmountable social
complexity (Roxstrom & Bjurström, 2012). What if, however, the
problem lays in the inappropriate choice of method?
This chapter proceeds as follows: First, the current paradigm or
“first-generation” experimentation – hereafter 1GE – is outlined,
and its underlying theoretical basis is explored. The limitations of
this paradigm when dealing with complex socio-technical systems
are covered and the practical implications for experimentation
reviewed. Second, by incorporating methods from social studies, a
“second-generation” approach (2GE) is presented that we argue is
more appropriate to certain types of problem situations. Third, an
example of the use of a 2GE approach is given, and finally, some
conclusions and future issues are discussed. At this point a warning
is necessary: some ideas presented here are, at first glance,
repugnant to those with no background in the social sciences. This
feeling has been described as a “paradigm clash” by some scholars!

The Paradigm
Experimentation

of

First-Generation

Defence

The current practice – or first-generation – of defence
experimentation is, for very good reason, based entirely on the
scientific method of inquiry, which above all values objectivity,
replicability, and generalizability. Decades of rigorous development
and use have resulted in an exceptionally well-formulated
methodology for designing, conducting, and evaluating
experiments, and for many situations, experimentation – in its
formal definition – is an appropriate way to discover knowledge and
answer questions.
In the 1GE approach, experiments are classified from
“discovery” experiments, which investigate new concepts, to
“prototype validation” experiments, which demonstrate that
3

A proposal to study different paradigms of experimentation methods was
submitted to a NATO research group. The proposal was rejected.
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capabilities are operationally effective. Ideally, initial concepts are
developed into capabilities through experimentation campaigns,
which gradually increase or “accumulate” credibility, validity, and
demonstrability over the course of a campaign by the triangulation
of various experiments, studies, and perhaps modelling and
simulation (Kass, 2006). In all cases, experimentation aims to offer
evidence that a certain cause or “treatment” is responsible for
producing some effect and not any other extraneous variables. The
purpose is to offer credible, valid, and demonstrable evidence to
support decision makers.
In general, 1GE is characterized by the following elements which
are explained in detail in the TTCP GUIDEx:
 Causal explanation: Experiments rely on causal reasoning
(as opposed to interpretive reasoning), which requires that in
order to determine that A causes B, A must appear before B,
B must change when A changes, and that rival explanations
for B occurring are eliminated.
 Valid experimental trials: A “good” experiment means one
that is internally and externally valid. Internal validity
requires that (a) the capability under test is used in the correct
manner, (b) the experiment design is able to detect change,
and (c) isolate the reason for the changes. External validity
requires that results from the experiment can be generalized
to other settings and related to a real operational context. In
practice, increasing the internal validity of an experiment
requires using control groups, standardized and repeated
trials, ensuring that treatment groups are statistically similar,
and reducing the level of interference from the experimental
control and analyst team.
 Mitigation of threats to validity: The “art” of experimental
design lies in reducing errors and spurious variances and
increasing the confidence with which we know that effect B
happened because of cause A and not because of some other
random error or experimental design flaw. The TTCP
authors created a military version of the comprehensive
“threats to validity” list presented in Shadish, Cook, and
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Campbell (2002), and this can be used as a checklist to
inform experimental design.
A decision maker typically requests an experimenter to supply
evidence that capability A causes (or does not cause) operational
effectiveness change B, with the tacit assumption that there is an
objective, factual basis for establishing this statement. There is no
doubt that any decision maker would want nothing but the cold,
hard, objective “facts” of the situation. What is rarely appreciated,
however, are the core philosophical assumptions that underlie the
entire basis of the scientific method and correspondingly the
methodology of 1GE. When the implications of these assumptions
are considered in experimentation concerning “social” research
questions involving organizations, organizational processes, and
personnel, there are important consequences.
The scientific method implicitly uses two philosophical
assumptions (Neuman, 2003). The first assumption is about the
nature of reality, known as the ontological assumption. The second
concerns claims about knowledge, called the epistemological
assumption. The combination of these two assumptions results in a
methodology of inquiry, which in the case of the scientific method
is often called positivism4. On these assumptions, the entire validity
of the scientific method is based and the concept of experimentation
can be derived. We must now turn to describe these assumptions in
more detail.
Ontology and Epistemology
The fundamental question of what is reality has perplexed
philosophers and physicists for centuries. In the majority of our
schooling and scientific education, however, we never face this
question and are essentially indoctrinated into the understanding that
4

Positivism is used in this chapter as a generic concept; however, it is actually
more complicated in the philosophy of social sciences. Philosophers make subtle
distinctions between logical positivism, scientific positivism, post-positivism,
etc.
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there is only one reality “out there” that does not depend on our
subjective experiences. With the exception of some quantum
atomic-level phenomena, experimental scientists depend on the
ontological assumption of a single reality to discover immutable
laws of nature. For example, experimental tests of a radio system
across different trials implicitly assume that the nature of
electromagnetism is not dependent on the observer. The intrinsic
“stuff” of radio waves are the same from experiment to experiment.
This simple assumption allows science to progress and is
fundamental to all that follows. The scientific method is designed
with the principle in mind that theories or hypotheses can be either
supported or refuted by experimental tests, where “supported”
means that the theory corresponds to objective reality. For example,
an experimental hypothesis could be established that
𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟(𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑋 ) > 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟(𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑌 ). Yet there is no need to
question that “power” would be measured in different ways for
different systems, because the ontological assumption is that
“power” – measured as the peak intensity of electric and magnetic
fields – is the same “stuff” everywhere. If the radio system X is
theoretically more powerful than system Y, an experimental test
could show this objectively, without ever calling into question
whether radio X’s reality was somehow different from radio Y’s.
With a reality-is-objective ontology, the only concern is whether the
measurement instruments accurately represent a radio’s true power
and that the radios function correctly in both tests.
When studying humans and organizations, however, different
ontological assumptions can be used. For example, a researcher may
want to understand the impact of organizational culture on the
effectiveness of a military HQ. The standard approach to answer this
question using the reality-is-objective ontological assumption is to
mimic the same procedures as in a test of radios, which requires an
operationalization of “organizational effectiveness” and “culture”.
Operationalization involves defining measures of culture and
effectiveness that are reliable, stable over time, and measure the
same “stuff” in each test. All subsequent issues then stem from how
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best to define and validate the measures and deal with their change
over time.
Yet what if another assumption was possible? There is substantial
body of literature that uses a reality-as-dynamic assumption. In this
perspective, culture is something that is continually created by
human interactions and exists only as a construct in our minds.
Culture cannot be objectively measured in a meaningful way.
Likewise, organizations are not objectively knowable systems with
a structure, people, processes, goals, and technologies, but an everchanging system of flows and interpretations that is continually
organizing (Scott, 2003). In a reality-as-dynamic ontological
assumption, it is nonsensical to create fixed “measures” of culture
– or any other organizational component – that are stable,
repeatable, and generalizable from one situation to another.
While ontology considers the nature of reality, epistemology
focuses on what we can know, asking such questions as: How do we
define knowledge? From where does knowledge originate? And
what is the relation between the things under study and the
researcher (Raadschelders, 2011)? Given the reality-as-objective
assumption, the epistemology of the scientific method is that of
researcher-subject duality, where knowledge comes from “facts”
gained about a researched subject (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). In
practical terms, this means that researchers strive to be free from
bias and external to the experimental test in order to objectively
measure the facts. Once the objective facts are determined, causal
questions can be answered and an evaluation made of the extent to
which a researcher was able to set up a bias-free test. The strength
of evidence is then literally determined by the extent to which the
threats to validity are mitigated.
There are other epistemological perspectives, however, which
argue for a researcher-subject interactive approach in which
knowledge is defined by the interaction between researchers and
subjects (i.e. military personnel in an experiment). In this view, the
“facts” we intend to discover cannot be completely separated from
our “values”; indeed, there is a “fact-value” continuum (House &
Howe, 1999). The findings from an experiment are literally co68

created between researchers and participants rather than an external
unbiased “scientist in white coat” uncovering the truth of objective
reality.
Implications for Practice
We have discussed that the scientific method on which defence
experimentation is based incorporates and requires two foundational
assumptions. First, that there exists a single objective reality which
can be “uncovered” by careful testing. Second, that the way to
uncover the facts about a situation and test a causal hypothesis is to
carefully control the influence of the researcher and external
variables on the test subjects. Objective knowledge is defined as that
which emerges from a valid experimental test in which the threats
to validity were mitigated as much as possible. So how does this
look in practice, and what might be some problems with other
assumptions?
In 2007, NATO’s Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe
(SHAPE) created a new operations planning process and requested
the support of NATO’s Allied Command Transformation (ACT) to
test the process in an experiment. An experiment team was formed
to decide how to accomplish this goal. The team began naturally
with the 1GE procedures, imagining an experiment with two
separate planning groups: one group receives the “treatment”, i.e.
the new planning process, while the other is a control group and
instead uses the old planning process. This approach was soon
abandoned for the reasons outlined in this chapter, but for the sake
of discussion let us continue the example and elaborate on how a
1GE design might have unfolded in order to illuminate some
conflicts within the 1GE paradigm.
Experiment Objectives
The first step in an experiment design involves establishing
experiment objectives and hypotheses in agreement with the
customers. In this case, the objectives are to determine whether the
new planning process (NPP) is more effective than the old
(Baseline) and identify further areas for improvement. The 1GE
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approach assumes a relatively “neat” handover from customer to
experimenter: once the goals and objectives are agreed, the
experimenter should be relatively free to proceed and design the
experiment. Principle 14 of the TTCP GUIDEx (2006) states that
“[f]requent communication with stakeholders is critical to
successful experimentation” (p. 218). The emphasis of the
discussion around Principle 14, however, is placed on gaining
stakeholder and customer buy-in to the experiment objectives,
presenting results, and finally managing their involvement so as to
reduce their interference in the design process and running of the
experiment as much as possible, in order to “maintain[…] the
integrity of the experiment” (p. 218).
Removing external stakeholder interference is an important
consideration for the scientific process, which must proceed in an
unbiased manner. This logic derives directly from the
epistemological assumptions about how knowledge is generated.
Perhaps for very focused scientific and engineering problems the
customer-researcher handover is unproblematic, yet it is rarely so
for complex and socio-political organizational changes. The NPP
signifies a change in ways of working, an acknowledgement about
previous deficiencies in organizational effectiveness, a requirement
for potential changes in organization, and reallocation of financial
resources.
In this particular case study, there was strong interaction from
various factions in the customer organization about the experiment
design and potential outcomes, even to the extent about questioning
the original request to validate the NPP. While the set of rationally
derived, “pure” experiment goals were unproblematic, there were,
in effect, a larger set of “non-rational” factors at play that directly
affected the experiment design and conduct: the need to maintain
good relationships between the customer, SHAPE, and the parent
HQ of the experiment team, i.e. ACT, the wishes of the leadership
of the various departments that would be affected by the conclusions
of the experiment, and the need to accomplish the project very
quickly. These political factors in the 1GE process are things that
must be “managed” in order to protect the purity and sanctity of the
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experiment design; however, what if they could be harnessed in a
more useful way to improve findings?
Experiment Hypotheses
Once the experiment objectives are agreed, the experimenters
and analysts then create hypotheses to be tested. In this case, several
hypotheses could be established, for example:
 NPP is easier to use than the Baseline;
 NPP improves the level of interorganizational coordination
over Baseline;
 NPP improves the timeliness of plan production over
Baseline;
 NPP improves the level of planner’s situational awareness
over Baseline.
The next step is to decide upon criteria of measurement for these
hypotheses. Again, some customer interaction would be expected
about the level of confidence of the results – how much
improvement qualifies as “significant”? Each hypothesis specifies a
particular variable that must be operationalized to be measured in a
standardized, repeatable, and objective manner across different
personnel and groups. Four key variables are required: ease of use,
level of interorganizational coordination, timeliness of plan
production, and planner situational awareness.
Yet immediately we see several potential problems arise. The
first concerns the criteria for success. To our best knowledge, there
are no standardized benchmarks of the effectiveness of a planning
process that are comparable to a standardized benchmark for, say, a
desirable blood glucose level. There is a large body of academic
literature that has researched planning effectiveness, but there is
little consensus about the best way.5 At the route of this issue is the
key ontological assumption about reality. The human body is
essentially a knowable mechanistic system that is roughly the same
5

The considerable debate about effects-based operations highlights the lack of
consensus from the military perspective, while Allmendinger (2009) provides a
comprehensive summary of understanding of civilian planning theories.
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across our species, hence we can determine through a rigorous
objective process of science that measuring blood glucose in a
particular way is meaningful and appropriate. In the case of planning
effectiveness, a choice is required about how to measure success in
the first place and then how high to set the dial. The only way to do
this is by a process of valuation by key stakeholders involved in the
experiment and affected by the results. Consequently, measures of
planning effectiveness selected are not replicable across other
experiments, nor the results generalizable to other cases or contexts.
This is not necessarily a major limitation for conducting firstgeneration experimentation; once metrics are selected and agreed,
the experiment can proceed without issue, providing the limits on
replicability and generalizability are accepted and understood. The
second issue, however, arises in the actual measurement of the
variables specified in the hypotheses. The first-generation approach
requires that measures are reliable and valid. Reliability is
established by ensuring that the tests perform in the same way each
time, and validity means that the measures are actually measuring
what they intend to measure. While this is simple to say, establishing
reliable and valid measures actually involves a substantial amount
of research and testing, usually involving tests of the measures
across multiple groups and trials with complex statistical analyses.6
Again, assuming that a reliable and valid set of survey measures
were developed to test the four hypotheses above, and an
understanding of what constitutes success is agreed, proceeding
with a first-generation design is possible. The deployment of such
measures to assess these hypotheses in a scientific experimental
setting, however, places specific requirements on the experimental
design, which are discussed in the next section.

While Neuman (2003) – cited already in this chapter – offers a concise
summary, almost any graduate textbook on survey methods, psychological
assessment, or social science research methods contains discussions on this
topic.
6
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Experiment Design
In order to causally determine that a planning group using the
NPP will be more effective than one using the Baseline, a “classic”
experimental design is required. This involves random assignment
of properly sampled test subjects to a control group and a treatment
group, and pre-test and post-test measurements. Without all these
components, a claim about a causal relationship is simply not
possible. Furthermore, the classic design is the bare minimum;
ideally, more complex “crossover” designs in which different
groups receive the NPP and Baseline in different orders are
desirable.
The first component in the classic design requires randomized
groups to be formed such that any random variation in how users
interpret the planning process or any difference between the groups
are averaged out, so that the actual effect of the planning process can
be identified. In addition, the sample must be selected such that this
randomization occurs in particular strata of population – i.e.
military officers working in planning organizations. Unfortunately,
the general population of military planning officers is quite small,
meaning that obtaining a sample that is both random and
representative is challenging.
The second component in the classic design requires a control
group that receives the Baseline, and a “treatment” group that
receives the NPP. Assuming that enough military planning officers
were found meeting the stratified random sampling criterion, the
epistemological nature of experimentation requires these groups to
be isolated such that they must not interact with each other during
the experimental process.
The third component is the pre-test and post-tests for each group.
This is a series of surveys or other measurements that evaluates the
experimental hypotheses before and after the experimental trial to
detect changes in the treatment group, but also the control group.
One particular threat to validity is the learning effect – personnel
working together over time would naturally improve their ability in
certain ways, thus conducting a pre-test allows a starting point
ability to be determined.
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Threats to Validity – Experiment Risks
Experimenters and analysts devote significant time mitigating
threats to validity by checking for learning effects over time,
monitoring adverse events in the design, ensuring that player groups
stay consistent, removing all interference as much as possible, and
controlling the environment as much as possible while attempting to
preserve a realistic setting to improve generalizability other cases.
For example, the following potentially interfering variables would
have to be controlled by either eliminating them from the design,
ensuring that they were present in the same way in both groups, or
monitoring the effect they had on results: the level of work effort on
each step, the depth of detail worked in each step, the resources
applied to each stage, the situation or scenario in which planning
takes place, the spread of the organizational departments involved
(i.e. J2, J3, J5), planners’ prior experiences, planners’ levels of
training on the new process, planners’ levels of English, and
opinions and beliefs about the NPP.
Claims about Results
This short description serves to highlight the obvious practical
limitations of conducting a valid scientific experiment on military
planning processes. However, provided all the various caveats and
requirements were met, it would be possible to conduct and attain
some validity. The primary experiment objective was to determine
whether the NPP is better than the Baseline, where “better” was
broken out into four hypotheses that each address a specific
component. Providing the experiment design met the core criteria of
randomly assigned control and treatment groups, reliable and valid
measures, and pre-test and post-test measurements, a causal claim
could be established.
What knowledge claims could be made from the results of the
experiment? Typically, the results would be reported in terms of the
experimental hypotheses with some associated level of confidence.
The report might conclude, for example, that the timeliness of the
NPP stage 1 was on average 20% lower than the timeliness of
Baseline stage 1 with a confidence level of +/- 5%. It is important to
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note that, within the context of the experiment setting, there is no
room for deeper investigation. Post-experiment interviews could be
conducted to investigate further about why the difference exists, yet
this interview process would be outside the experiment design and
would not be part of the “scientific” investigation.
In many defence experimentation processes, experimenters
typically realize that highly focused claims about specific variables
are often not useful to decision makers. People generally want to
understand the rich context of a situation and typically value
interpretive reasoning over causal reasoning. That is to say,
understanding about a complex organizational process cannot be
attained by focusing only on a limited set of variables that are tested
scientifically. Yet the whole experiment design process is an
elaborate system to carefully control the experiment setting to focus
in on the experiment variables and uncover the objective facts. The
very nature of operationalization of the variables assumes that there
is an objective reality “out there” in which the variables can be
uncovered. This ontological assumption leads to the epistemological
definition of knowledge as that which emerges from a valid
experimental test, thus requiring the methodology of
experimentation. The whole process of pre-test, post-test,
randomization, control groups, and evaluating threats to validity
exists only because the research wants to uncover an objective
reality and causal facts.
In our experience, experimenters intuitively realize the
limitations of causal reasoning and often build in certain features
into experiment designs to answer these wider questions: interview
sessions are arranged, free text surveys are incorporated, or focus
group sessions devised. Furthermore, practical limitations often
impact on design: suitable staff cannot be identified so groups are
either very small or the control is removed. Often, the impact of
these relaxation of the core methodological components are made
without appropriate relaxations in the claims about evidence. In
practice – in the case of testing organizations, processes, and
people – experimenters and analysts are supplied with weak or no
causal claims and instead make qualitative inferences about the
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strength of knowledge and essentially make their own value
judgments about the evidence. Thus, what if another approach was
possible that avoided the excessive focus on control to isolate a
limited number of variables and instead enhanced participants’ rich
contextual understanding and generated useful results? This is the
domain of “second-generation experimentation”.

Towards Second-Generation Experimentation
Before outlining the new paradigm, we must emphasize that 1GE
remains appropriate for certain types of problems. In
experimentation involving performance tests of technologies and
physical systems or highly focused human-technology interaction
trials, the 1GE is ideal. Our assertion is that for certain types of
research problems, namely those that attempt to test new
organizational structures, large processes such as operations
planning, abstract conceptual ideas, or highly novel systems, 1GE
may not be appropriate. Let us recap the first-generation approach
and review some key problems.
First, 1GE assumes that experiment goals are handed over from
customer to experimenter after which customer interference in the
experiment should be minimal until the time at which results are
presented. Yet much practical experience shows that goals evolve as
more information is available or stakeholders realise that the goals
are not the right ones, and significant design course corrections are
required. In certain high-stakes decisions, customers typically want
to be involved in the experiment process. Second, specifying goals
and hypotheses implicitly assumes that there is an objective reality
that can be “discovered” through experimentation. But for cases
where people have to interpret documents, interact in complex
cultures and organizational structures, and deal with politically
charged transitions, it is not at all certain that there is an objective
social reality. Third, 1GE requires hypotheses testing with variables
that can be measured in a reliable and valid way. Much experience
from the social science, however, shows that determining reliability
and validity of measures is not trivial. Furthermore, the level of
measures – i.e. determination of what is acceptable – should be
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based on an objective criteria for success. Yet for organizational
structures and processes, criteria of efficiency or effectiveness
usually require value judgments among stakeholders, meaning
results are not generalizable.
Fourth, 1GE requires strict control of the experimental process in
order to mitigate the threats to validity. This leads to a tendency
towards “managerialism” as a dominant perspective rather than
knowledge generation (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). The role-playing
participants in the experiment are conceived as passive test objects,
and customers and other stakeholders are problematic interferences
at worst or passive observers at best rather than active participants.
In certain circumstances and especially in purely military settings,
these tendencies are relatively well-tolerated, but for experiments
that involve non-military actors the result can be undesirable and
even detrimental.7 Finally, experiment hypotheses naturally focus in
on a specific and closed set of variables and thus present narrow
findings. In organizational contexts, however, rich contextual
understanding is generally needed for customers to understanding
– and most importantly use – the results of the experiment.
Most practitioners will no doubt attest to being generally aware
of these shortcomings and to having implemented some corrective
measures such as focus-group sessions, interviews, reducing the
amount of testing of subjects, or simplifying the design. Yet it is
7

The author took part in the design and analysis of Multinational Experiment
5 – a major campaign of experimentation to develop collaborative planning
systems with non-military actors under the rubric of a “comprehensive
approach”. The final test took place in a two-week long experiment in Sweden
that was made as realistic as possible with specially created newscasts, actors
playing the “enemy”, and participants from nongovernmental organizations
(NGO), who were there to plan a joint response with military personnel. At
several times during the event, the NGO personnel were unhappy – to the extent
of threatening to leave – due to the frustration of having to follow the
experimental process, meet deadlines, and not having their perspectives
sufficiently heard. A more effective approach may have been to halt the
experimental proceeding and hold a focus-group discussion about the perceived
issues. See Blackford et al. (2007) and Williams, Redmayne, & de Nijs (2008)
for a formal summary.
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critical to note that any reduction in experiment validity must be
accompanied by a similar reduction in certainty of results.
Foundational Assumptions of 2GE
We are now in a position to introduce the second-generation
experimentation (2GE) approach. We use the term
“experimentation” in a broad sense to mean any attempt to observe,
test, and manipulate real systems in a systematic way to answer a
research problem, where “system” may be an organization, a
process, a new command and control system, or a new doctrine or
concept. Thus we move away from the 1GE conception of
experimentation as having randomly assigned treatment and control
groups, pre-test and post-test measures, and falsifiable hypothesis
testing.
In 2GE, there are different foundational assumptions. First, 2GE
uses a reality-as-dynamic ontology, meaning that reality is highly
subjective and is open to different interpretations depending on the
observer. There is no way to determine which interpretation should
be more valid than another, leading to the notion that for complex
organizational systems, reality is continually constructed in the
interactions between people. Second, 2GE uses a researcher-subject
interactive epistemology in which knowledge is a process of
creation between the researcher and the researched rather than
something that is discovered in a valid scientific experiment.
Evidential strength is determined by the extent to which the
opportunity for examination of different interpretations is
maximized.
The combination of these ontological and epistemological
assumptions is a methodology radically different from the 1GE
approach (see Table 0.3. for a summarized comparison). The 1GE
approach is a classic experimental methodology focused on testing
specific variables and evaluating causal relationships by controlling
confounding variables and eliminating values and biases. 1GE aims
to “converge” on truth by accumulating validity through repeated
trials. In contrast, 2GE aims to identify all relevant variables and
values, beliefs and biases and incorporate them into the discussion
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and experiment design. The methodology is conceived as an
iterative process in which findings literally emerge from joint
construction of reality between participants and the experiment
setting. Rather than accumulating validity of findings, 2GE
accumulates “usefulness” of results. Validity, which essentially
means the level of concurrence of results with the true reality, is of
little concern as the methodology explicitly incorporates the idea
that reality can change.
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Second-Generation
Approach

First-Generation
Approach

Subjective (dependent
upon observer)

Emerges from
researcher-subject
interaction

Iterative process in
which findings
“emerge” from joint
construction of reality

Identify all relevant
variables and values,
beliefs and biases

Emerges from a
researcher-subject
duality

Accumulate validity

Continually
constructed

A process of creation
between research and
the researched,
incorporating values

Objective
(independent from
observer)

Free from influence of
values

Methodology – how to
conduct research?

Accumulate
“usefulness” of results
Control confounding
variables and values

Only one

Epistemology – what
is knowledge?

Converge on truth

Ontology – what is
reality?

Table 0.3: Comparison of 1GE and 2GE Approach
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Implications of 2GE
What are the implications of these assumptions in terms of how
2GE is practiced? The best way to illustrate this is by the real-life
example in the following section, but some key points deserve
emphasis as 2GE is challenging to implement and its core
foundations take time to appreciate. This is in contrast with 1GE
which, while practically demanding to execute properly, is
straightforward in logic.1
In 2GE, “truth” is a matter of consensus among informed and
sophisticated participants; it is not just “out there” to be discovered.
Likewise, “facts” have no meaning except within some specific
value framework2; therefore, there cannot be “objectivity”. Causes
and effects do not exist except by assertion, and all interacting
parties are responsible for generating this assertion. Thus, it follows
that phenomena can only be understood within the context of a
particular study, and findings cannot be generalized to other cases
or settings.
Contrary to the strict controls of 1GE, in 2GE experimental
treatments or independent variables are not stable, they will be
affected as much as the dependent variables by the participants
involved. The process unfolds through iteration in which
researchers/analysts
are
subjective
partners
with
stakeholders/audience/customers in the literal creation of data.
Experiment analysis produces data in which facts and values are
inextricably linked, and this is reflected in the discussion and
1

This list is adapted from Guba & Lincoln (1989).
A pure fact may be: “A robotic IED hunter’s mass is greater than a soldier”,
whereas a pure value may be: “I think the robot is more interesting than the
soldier.” A “fact-value” somewhere in the middle may be: “A robotic IED
hunter is operationally more effective than a soldier at detecting IEDs.” The
point is that determining what “operational effectiveness” is requires significant
valuation by key stakeholders in whether emphasis is placed on number of IEDs
detected, or the loss of human life, or risk to other personnel, or integration with
other mission assets, etc. See House and Howe (1999) for an excellent
discussion of this point.
2
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findings. Unlike the strict separation mandated by 1GE, in some
cases experimenters and analysts are equally participants in the
process. Experimenters and analysts do hold a special role of
orchestrating negotiation and discussion processes and writing up
findings; however, the end users of the findings are involved in the
report generation.

An Example of Second-Generation Experimentation
The 2GE approach was used in a large-scale and high-stakes
experiment – the test of an update to NATO’s operations planning
process – introduced earlier in the chapter. This planning process
known as the Guide to Operational Planning (GOP; SHAPE, 2005),
was widely used throughout the NATO Command Structure and had
also been adopted by many Nations. The new update, called the
Allied Command Operations Comprehensive Operations Planning
Directive3 (COPD; SHAPE, 2010), introduced several new
elements: a description of a strategic-level process that was absent
from the original GOP, a significantly enhanced description of the
conflict and intelligence analysis requirements for developing
situational awareness, details of necessary linkages with nonmilitary organizations, and a reformulation of the core planning
methodology around effects-based thinking. This was a significant
reformulation of the GOP in that it defined a strategic planning
method, expanded the requirements for knowledge and external
relationships with other organizations, and indicated structural
reforms necessary to the NATO commands.
The document was the result of a two-year-long process of
discussion within the NATO Operations Planning Working Group.4
3

The earliest versions of the document were called NATO Operations Planning
Process; to avoid confusion, the name that was eventually chosen is used –
Allied Command Operations Comprehensive Operations Planning Directive, or
COPD.
4
In the lead-up to, and immediate after the experiment, the COPD production
was actually managed by a subgroup of the Operations Planning Working Group
called the Bi-Strategic Command Effects-Based Approach to Operations
Working Group.
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Given the large number of affected stakeholders, the levels of
commitment and involvement from key planning staffs, and the
large changes that the introduction of the new process would signify,
there was a high level of interest in the proposed experiment. All
stakeholders recognized the necessity to conduct an experiment
rather than introduce an untested product into an exercise or realworld operation. However, from the outset there was some
disagreement about what the test should accomplish.
The experiment team, which included the lead author of this
chapter, initially set out to design a first-generation experiment with
a control group using the old GOP and a treatment group using the
new COPD. A series of pre-tests and post-tests would compare the
planning processes and determine areas where the COPD improved
upon the GOP. The team was forced to think differently early on
when the extent of the “real-life” factors became apparent.
There was considerable disagreement about the goals of the
experiment. Some stakeholders wanted to “validate” the new
process, while others wanted a direct comparison with the old
process. More fundamentally, there was disagreement about the
actual intent of a planning process in general. Some believed the
main point of a planning process was to produce a good plan, while
others believed that the process should instead make the command
structure work more coherently, recognizing that “no plan survives
contact with the enemy”. Each of these different perspectives had
merit, but there was no objective way to adjudicate these
differences. Furthermore, at the time there was significant
controversy about the idea of effects-based operations, and some
planners resisted the change in methodology.5 There was also
significant political interest in the fact that the COPD introduced
elements of a comprehensive approach, which called for greater

5

See Vego (2006) for an elaboration of the arguments against effects-based
operations. During the time frame of the creation of the COPD, a senior US
commander, General Mattis, actually ordered that the US cease to work further
on effects-based concepts (Mattis, 2008).
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coordination with non-military actors during the planning process.6
Arranging such civil-military interactions was partially a task of
NATO HQ in Brussels, thus there was strong interest and
involvement from the political-military level.
This discussion occurred with the growing awareness that the
experimental task was highly complex, but as ever time and
resources were limited. There were many potential confounding
variables that could interfere with a controlled 1GE approach, and
the complexity of the planning document and lack of objective
measures to test planning processes compounded the issues further.
Once the full implications of these political constraints and heavy
customer and stakeholder involvement became apparent, the idea
was formed to “harness” these issues and use a 2GE approach to the
problem, outlined as follows.
Experiment Objectives and Hypotheses
At first, the stakeholder group agreed that the overall experiment
goal should be to “validate” the COPD with the understanding that
the precise meaning of “validate” would be determined as the
experiment design progressed. At the various planning workshops
and operations planning working groups with the NATO planning
community, the specific knowledge requirements for the experiment
were discussed at length. Once the practical limitations of the event
were determined and the expected level of resources available, this
placed a natural constraint on expectations, and the experiment aim
was established “[t]o verify that the operational and strategic level
planning constructs described in the new version of the OPP [the
COPD] are complete, consistent and logical within each level and
between levels, and that these processes can develop a coherent plan
for the conduct of an operation” (Headquarters Supreme Allied
Commander Transformation [HQ SACT], 2009, p. 4).
During the event, it was decided that actual planning staffs in
SHAPE J5 and one or more of the operational commands should
have the opportunity to be involved as “treatment group” – i.e. a
6

See Friis (2010), HQ SACT (2011), and Williams (2010) for various
perspectives on this issue.
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player in the experiment testing the new process. The benefits of
viewing the experiment as a learning event for the planning staff was
also discussed. Thus, the ambition was that players should have a
“rich” experience of attempting to use the planning process, and the
event was conceived as a basic check on the logic of the document
in addition to allowing the opportunity for idea generation,
exploration, and discovery about the new process. No experiment
hypotheses were required, and instead, a list of objectives was
established:7
1. Verify the logical internal consistency of the Strategic
Level planning process […];
2. Verify the logical internal consistency of the Operational
Level planning process […];
3. Verify the logical consistency and process flow of the
interactions between the Strategic and the Operational
planning levels;
4. Verify the planning products derived at the strategic and
operational levels are consistent and meet the intent of
the Pol/Mil [political-military] level. (HQ SACT, 2009,
p. 5)
These four objectives met the chief concerns of key stakeholders:
strategic level and operational level planning staffs wanted to ensure
that the new processes – which were substantially different from the
GOP process – made sense and could be used, all parties were
concerned about how the interactions between levels would work,
and NATO HQ were concerned about the interaction with the
political-military level and that the products were relevant at this
level. As the design process progressed, the experiment and analysis
team further refined the interpretation of the aims and objectives to
build the data collection and analysis plan.
The phrase “logical internal consistency” was understood to
mean that the planning steps are logically connected in relation to
7

The experiment design document also lists specific stages of the planning
process, which have been omitted from the quotation for clarity.
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one another with limited redundancy and that the optimal
arrangement for the majority of users was achieved. Three quality
factors were agreed on how to assess logical internal consistency:
understandability – the process is understood by users and is not
interpreted in widely different ways by different users, usability –
the arrangement of the process steps and general quality of the
document is such that is can be used, and conceptual clarity – the
process allows the core planning concepts to be effectively
achieved.
All participants and stakeholders understood, and it was
explicitly stated in the design document, that there were no objective
baselines or standards to these criteria, meaning the analysis was
descriptive, qualitative, and contextual. The goal of the analysis
process in the experiment was to “understand the participants’ indepth experiences, their thoughts and judgements” (HQ SACT,
2009, p. G-3).
Experiment Design
The experiment design incorporated the notion that participants’
judgements about the planning process would be improved the more
they knew about its creation and the greater the extent to which they
were involved in the experiment design process. Thus, in contrast to
1GE where experiment players – i.e. the “test subjects” – are not
involved in the design process at all, experiment players were
actively encouraged to participate in design workshops. This
generated a feeling of buy-in to the process and an ownership of the
event. Indeed, a basic tenant of qualitative research is that
researched subjects cannot fully understand their experiences
without first engaging in discussion about them (Patton, 2002).
The design incorporated four main elements. First, a processflow analysis of the entire planning document was conducted using
a spreadsheet model. This identified basic errors and flaws in logical
flow, such as planning products being required before they had been
created. Second, a series of planning workshops and training
sessions were conducted in the lead-up to the event in which
experiment audience (i.e. the SHAPE and Joint Force Commands
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planning staffs participating in event as “test subjects”) were
gradually exposed to the document and the experiment concept.
Third, the experiment event itself, and finally, a post-experiment
analysis workshop in which the findings were discussed and
reviewed.
The planning workshops allowed the experiment team to
gradually expose the experiment concept and the business process
model to the experiment audience This ensured that participants
were highly informed about the various issues and processes and to
give them a chance to start developing their own perspectives. In
these events, several refinements were made to the experiment
design, much discussion occurred about the meaning of the findings,
and the general requirements for a “good” test were established such
as the scenario, context, and senior leaders required.
The main component was obviously the experiment event in
which the COPD was tested. This occurred in February 2008 in the
SHAPE bunker and lasted a full two weeks. Figure 0.5 shows the
design. A rough schedule was created that ensured that the planners
would proceed through the desired steps that were of particular
importance to customers, yet some flexibility was given such that
mid-experiment design corrections could be made. In essence, the
planners were presented with a realistic scenario from a standard
NATO exercise scenario and were asked to produce an initial plan.
The presence of former NATO generals playing the role of staff
commander added to the realism and momentum of the event.
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Figure 0.5: Design of COPD Experiment

The event was designed to be data rich with multiple
opportunities for data collection and analysis. During the event, a
team of six analysts, three subject-matter experts, and the three main
COPD authors emphasized continual interaction with the
experiment audience. Regular formal and on-the-spot informal
interviews were held. Analysts ensured all opinions were heard,
including those of the analysts, in contrast to 1GE in which the
researchers or analysts typically avoid interjecting their own views.
In many cases, the analysts would cross from being analysts to being
part of the experiment audience, taking on the role of a planner and
working with the planning teams. This allowed the analysts to
experience the process from the perspective of the experiment
audience, establish credibility, and increase the context of their
findings.
At several stages, when major problems were discovered,
experiment play was stopped, and a focus group was held. The
experiment control team, analysts, and audience discussed the issues
and came to consensus on what the resolution should be. At the end
of each day, “hot wash-ups” with all participants of the event were
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held in which the key “constructions” from that day were briefed
and discussed. The hot wash-ups reinforced the idea that facts about
the COPD were not simply “discovered” by the analysts, but were
jointly co-created by the whole team of analysts, experimenters,
concept developers, and experiment audience. At certain stages,
“member checking” was conducted where more findings were
briefed to senior stakeholders and some experiment audience
members and discussed, thus gaining their consensus and buy-in to
the approach.
More formal data elements were also present. A survey was given
midway through the event, and also a free-text comment form was
available for participants to record their thoughts at any time. All
documents and emails generated during the event were captured and
saved for later analysis. Several experiment audience members and
stakeholders were interviewed by phone after the event to clarify
certain issues.
The final design component was the experiment analysis
workshop, which occurred a few weeks after the main event. In this
workshop, the key findings or “constructions” from the experiment
were reviewed and discussed directly with the customers, the COPD
document authors, and representatives from across the NATO
commands. A shortcoming of a 1GE approach has been that results
are generated and the report is simply “thrown over the wall” to the
customers, who then do as they please with the findings. In a 2GE
approach, rather than simply present and discuss the results, there
was heavy emphasis on what to do with them, to the extent that the
document authors could make direct changes to the COPD during
the workshop. Major points of contention were debated and most
importantly, the solutions were agreed with the customer during the
events. The wide NATO representation at this event generated a
shared understanding among key members of the Operations
Planning Working Group and a shared awareness about the
experiment process and findings throughout the NATO
organization.
The whole design was conceived with the understanding that
there was not a single objective reality about the planning process
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that could be “discovered”. Perhaps narrow efficiency measures
could be calculated, but given the breadth and complexity of the new
planning process and its implications for NATO command
organizations, recording the time improvement of production of a
document seemed of little concern.
Results
By relaxing the strict controls necessary for a valid 1GE
approach, the 2GE approach emphasizes utilization of results such
that the entire design process is conceived with utilization in mind
(Patton, 1997). Once we relax the notion that changes to the
capability or concept under examination should only be made based
on scientifically valid findings, a whole new paradigm of
“usefulness” emerges. Rather than viewing a customer like a doctor,
who “uses” scientifically valid blood glucose test results to make a
treatment decision, we may view the customer more like an author
writing a story. Through participation in a series of structured
interactions, discussions, and experimental events, the “author” has
generated a deeper and more refined understanding of all the various
issues and stakeholder needs and is thus more apt to write a better
story. Hence, “use” of results is not just reading the final report, but
an act of continual participation in the whole enterprise.
In the case of the COPD experiment, utilization was achieved to
a high degree as all relevant authors and stakeholders were present
at the event and shared a “joint construction” of reality and a deep
understanding of key issues. This was evidenced by the high level
of agreement in what should change in the COPD and the fact that
the discussion about necessary changes involved repeated reference
to the events of the experiment and the planning workshops.
Detractors from the 2GE view might still worry about validity –
are changes to the COPD being made based on the valid knowledge?
This question misses the point about 2GE, however, as validity is
meaningless in a reality-as-dynamic constructivist paradigm.
Instead, the appropriate question to ask is about “trustworthiness”.
In a 2GE paradigm, trustworthiness involves thinking about three
aspects: credibility, transferability, and confirmability.
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Credibility asks simply: “Are the results credible?” This means
that steps are taken to acknowledge biases of the participants and
researchers in order to ensure that one viewpoint did not unfairly
dominate the joint constructions. In practice, this involves predocumenting expectations before the event, triangulation of
viewpoints from multiple sources, and continual iteration and
questioning of conclusions.
Transferability asks whether the results will hold up under
different situations and contexts. While similar to the idea of
generalizability in 1GE, transferability is more about generating a
viewpoint on applying findings to other cases. The experiment
design should pay particular attention to “negative” cases where
major problems are encountered with the capability under test.
Virtual sampling asks participants to think about the findings in
other contexts and cases, while a post-experiment study might look
at another context to try and apply experiment results.
Finally, confirmability ensures that an outside observer could
reasonably be expected to come to similar conclusions about
findings and ensures quality of results. A peer debriefing process
– or “hotwash” – ensures that findings are agreed upon. “Member
checking”, in which interviewees are debriefed about the
conclusions from their interview, ensures that findings are not
biased and capture true viewpoints. The experiment analysis team
ensures auditability by recording rich data of all interactions,
extensive documentation, and proper record keeping.
Trying to apply 1GE concepts to 2GE is dangerous and
misleading. The COPD experiment described in this chapter would
be classified in a 1GE approach as a “non-randomized, single group,
zero-control, post-test” experiment with extremely low rigour and
multiple validity problems. In a 2GE approach, however, the COPD
experiment was an in-depth qualitative, constructivist-based study
that emphasized participant understanding, encouraged biases and
values to be discussed, focused on utilization of results, and reported
exactly what the customer needed to know. Even the notion of
“results” in 2GE is misleading. The idea of scientific “results” stems
from the 1GE paradigm in which knowledge is defined as objective
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facts that exist externally to an observer. In 2GE, however,
knowledge is defined more as a process of interpretation and
reinterpretation, thus results are only tentative.

A Positive Conclusion
The presentation of this case study has demonstrated the
inappropriateness of using a scientific 1GE approach to test a
complex, multi-organizational planning process, for the primary
reason that there is no objective “truth” of what constitutes a good
or bad planning process or plan. Thus, even where unlimited money,
time, and resources are available to create “perfect” experiment
conditions, the value-laden nature of how individuals interpret
complex social processes such as planning would prevent objective
findings. Instead, 2GE explicitly acknowledges this value-laden
nature of subjective reality.
A complex planning process like the COPD would never be used
from start to finish in the exact way described in the text, so attempts
to “validate” the process are not necessarily useful. Instead,
commanders select, adapt, and tailor the parts they like, need, or do
not like or need. Different people interpret the meaning of planning
terms and under the concept of planning differently. The planning
process typically occurs alongside multiple other organizational
processes both explicit such as budgeting and resource management
and “hidden” such as sense-making and political power dynamics.
Most significantly, people are not machines and experience the
world in radically different ways; and they have differing needs for
a planning process – some people value certainty and control,
tending to value the end products of a plan, while others thrive on
creativity, interaction, and ambiguity and value the process.
In these situations, a “scientist-in-white-coat” analysing and
controlling of experiment audiences through surveys and then
producing a report in isolation that purports to be a reasonable
estimation of the truth is counterproductive. In the case of the
COPD, attempting a scientific experiment would be almost
meaningless! Instead, the deep, in-depth, “thick-study” experiment
focused on consensus about changes, shared understanding, and
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generated confidence in the customers that the changes were
suitable.
This conclusion is not anti-science, nor against the idea of 1GE.
The concern of this article is not on the application of scientific
principles to defence experimentation in general, but the application
of those principles to particular cases of defence experimentation.
So what are the conditions under which a 2GE is appropriate?
Tentative criteria might be as follows:
 a test of an organization or organizational unit;
 a test of a process, concept, or document where there is no
expectation that the process must be exactly repeatable (such
as a standard process for purchasing supplies);
 a test to update or replace a process or document that already
exists in an organization where change is not likely to be a
neutral event;
 a highly diverse and complex setting like NATO;
 where the introduction of the proposed new capability will
likely have significant political implications;
 a “wicked” problem or setting where the question of “What
is best for NATO?” is unanswerable;
 cases where political sensitivities, divergent viewpoints, and
different cultures are brought together, such as
experimentation with humanitarian organizations;
 tests of ideas or implications about future technology or
warfighting concepts.
There is evidence that adaptations to defence experimentation are
being made to these circumstances. Certainly, in the case of NATO
there is wide use of concept development assessment games,
disruptive technology assessment games, general wargaming
approaches, structured analytical workshops, and use of “alternative
analysis” techniques8. Yet the current training on CD&E and the
8

Alternative analysis is a new NATO capability that applies independent,
critical thought and alternative perspectives to improve decision-making.
Techniques such as six thinking hats, brainwriting, alternative futures analysis,
and SWOT analysis have been incorporated into experimentation events in order
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institutional practice still refer to the 1GE approach, yielding plenty
of awkward attempts to force the templates of 1GE on tests of
concepts or processes that are not appropriate for the scientific
method. One such attempt is the use of the “21 threats to a good
defence experiment” (TTCP, 2006) or in NATO parlance, the
“experiment risks”. The unsuspecting staff officer attempts to fill
this table in the same way as one might for project risks, but its intent
is very different. This 21 threats table is purely about increasing
1GE validity by ensuring that the requirements for causality are met
and that the five components of a valid experiment are in place. Its
purpose is to increase scientific rigor and understand the trade-offs
that go into thinking about validity.
So what for the future of defence experimentation? A proposed
way ahead is to begin the adaptation of the excellent advice of the
TTCP GUIDEx to develop a template for a 2GE approach. An
example of this is shown in Table 0.4, which adapts the 21 threats
table to be used for a 2GE approach. The guide might include, for
example, a criterion for identifying when various paradigms are
appropriate or advice on how to define experiment objectives for
non-scientific tests. Ultimately, if defence experimentation is to
retain its relevancy in financially austere times while continuing to
address non-technical concepts, then practitioners need to adapt and
change their methods to ensure maximum utilization to
policymakers and warfighters. Second-generation experimentation
provides one way to meet this challenge.

to spur creativity and evaluate concepts that would prove challenging to test
using a 1GE approach.
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Ability to Generate
Useful Conclusions

Ability to Obtain
Results

Ability to Use the
Research Object (RO)

RO not workable: Does hardware and
software work? Are concept or system
cards available and appropriate for
event? Have they been tested and
externally reviewed?

RO-event interaction: If groups are
being compared, is the RO the same
across groups? Will the RO change
during the event, and is this change
documented?

RO credibility: Is the RO realistic and
technically or factually correct within the
scope of the event? Can the RO be
related to other capabilities, issues, or
events?

Player non-use: Do the players
have the training and tactics,
techniques, and procedures to
employ the RO? Do they
understand the scenario or setting?
Do they understand the event
context?
Players

Player-event interaction: If
groups are being compared, are
player differences controlled or
accounted for? Are changes in
players over time documented? If
groups are not compared, are
players selected to maximize
creativity or exposure to the RO?

Player credibility: Are players
appropriate in the broader context
of the intended conclusions? Are
they representative of potential
stakeholders affected by the RO?
Do players have appropriate
experience?

RO

Table 0.4: Reformulated Risk Matrix for Second-Generation Experimentation

Result metrics: Do the
metrics, performance
measure, or data points
support drawing
conclusions?

Biases: Are player
perceptions and
characteristics captured
prior to the event, if
necessary?

Effect: Are the research
questions or event
objectives linked
directly to the RO?

Results
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Trial

RO not exercised: Does the
scenario and event design
allow the RO to be fully
employed?

Trial consistency: Are event
conditions the same across
groups, if required? Do
event conditions affect the
results, and is this
documented? Are mid-event
changes to the scenario or
event design documented?

Event credibility: Are the
scenarios related to the
broader context?

Analysis

Analysis interference: Does the analysis affect how the RO is
employed in the event?

Biases: Are analyst perceptions and characteristics captured
prior to the event?
Philosophy: Is the philosophy of the event clear, e.g.
controlled comparison and testing, creative idea generation, or
intense scrutiny of a document?
Protocols: Are data collection protocols created and used
consistently?
Data collection: Is data collection consistent across analysts
and across groups, if necessary?

Analysis trustworthiness: Are appropriate qualitative research
protocols followed, including but not limited to extensive
documentation of data and methods and peer, stakeholder, and
player review of synthesized data and conclusions? Are
limitations of conclusions considered post-event? Are
triangulation methods used?
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Critical Thinking:
Bringing Transformation and Innovation to
CD&E
A Psychological Perspective
Harald Schaub
Abstract
Concept development and experimentation (CD&E) as a process
and organization is a socio-technical undertaking. This article will
give some psychological insights in CD&E as a human endeavour.
Cognitive and motivational limitations will hinder – sometimes –
new innovative ideas and, furthermore, an immediate
implementation. Taking psychological insights into consideration
will improve CD&E staff competence, increase critical thinking,
and make CD&E a real think-tank endeavour.

Introduction
This article deals with critical thinking as a prerequisite for an
innovative and creative concept development and experimentation
(CD&E) approach. CD&E is a socio-technical undertaking,
therefore this article will give some psychological insights in CD&E
as a human endeavour. Cognitive and motivational limitations will
hinder – sometimes – new innovative ideas and, furthermore, an
immediate implementation.
The aim of this article is to capture the psychological prerequisite
for the methodologies and the application of analytical techniques
like CD&E. To become a creative and innovative supporter of
capability development, the process must support the thinking,
planning, creativity, and problem-solving skills of the staff
involved. We will call that critical thinking.
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The article will raise challenging psychological insights, which
may – or may not – have an impact on the future of CD&E. Practical
recommendations to improve CD&E as a socio-technical endeavour
can be derived. In-depth discernments, where people deal with
complex, novel, and uncertain situations like a CD&E project, will
outline perspectives for future research and development.
People have issues in dealing with the challenges of complex and
dynamic CD&E projects (and other projects as well). The existence
of such difficulties is well known in psychology for different fields
of application. But it is one thing to recognize the importance of
successfully meeting such challenges – and to complain about this
challenges often not being able to do so; and it is quite another thing
to develop ideas as to the causes of these difficulties and to think of
means to overcome them. For understanding the concerns people
have in a think tank-like environment with complex and illstructured challenges, it might be interesting to look at some
psychological analysis and results on human action regulation. As
can be confirmed by anyone, “thinking” or “planning” in such situations are much more than purely cognitive, intellectual processes,
and the analysis must not be restricted to discussing the strengths or
faults of certain decisions under a professional perspective. Instead,
it has to take the whole socio-technical psychological situation into
account; it must be genuinely psychological (Alberts & Hayes,
2005; Honekamp, 2008, Strohschneider & Schaub, 1991).

Challenges
When one looks at some of the typical problems people have to
deal with (and often complain about) in complex undertakings like
CD&E projects, one finds that these relate to the task of reducing
complexity to comprehensible and operational dimensions. Namely,
these refer to:
 Finding and defining problems: The concepts should
describe a clear approach, i.e. what the problems are, what
does not work, what we can do.
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 Choosing solvable problems: Among the host of existing
problems to work on, we have to decide what the hypotheses
are and on which we should and could work on.
 Combining “intuition” and “rationality” in decisionmaking: CD&E is a methodical, defined approach, but
military intuition and experience should prove the common
sense of what we are doing.
 Tolerating ambiguity and coping with unexpected
events: We cannot explain everything, and we cannot
provide for all contingencies.
 Finding appropriate measures to handle novel
situations: CD&E, applied in a think-tank manner, will
show us new phenomena and unexpected results. We have
to be professional in our knowledge and skills in scientific
methods.
 Coping with stress and time pressure: CD&E is not l’art
pour l’art. We have to tailor it to time and money. CD&E is
applied research for specific, military-relevant questions. It
is not basic research.
We will have a look on the insights science gives us on the
problems people have in dealing with complex projects.
The challenges people are facing are a result of the characteristics
of their working environment. As a result of the internationalization
of formerly secluded national economies and in response to the stiff
international collaboration, these environments have changed
considerably. In a broader sense, their general features can be
described by using the following categories (Dörner, 1996;
Luftwaffenamt, Zentrum für Weiterentwicklung der Luftwaffe,
2006, Schaub & Strohschneider, 1997):
 Complexity: The environment consists of a large number of
important aspects and “players” that influence each other in
complicated ways. The environment thus constitutes a
network of variables. One of the important consequences of
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this network-like feature is that there is no possibility “to
press just one button”. Each and every attempt to influence
single variables causes waves in the whole network; each
action may lead to the desired main effect, but may also
result in unexpected long-term and side effects.
Novelty: One never knows all aspects of the environment,
and one is never able to learn about the motives and moves
of all the “players on the board”. This means that the
problem at hand remains at least partially non-transparent,
and decisions must be taken under uncertainty. This also
means that there are only few opportunities for the
routinization of everyday work, since new – and important –
aspects will frequently require changes of routines.
Dynamic: The working environment of the manager
changes constantly. When one is solving chess puzzles, the
situation on the board does not change and one is thus in the
position to do as much analysis and ramification as seems
necessary. Complex projects change on their own, and not
only the figures on the board move, but also the rules of the
game may be constantly redefined. One has therefore not
enough time for knowledge acquisition and analysis, and
also not for soberly calculating the risks and stakes of decisions, which adds time pressure to uncertainty.
Unclear goals: In many cases, the goals one strives for are
way too global to be used for planning. What exactly does it
mean to create an “unpolluted environment” or a “sound
company”? However, in complex working environments it
often turns out that it is difficult to decide on the concrete
meaning of such goals, because part of the goals may be
contradictory and cannot be achieved at the same time. For
instance, it is not possible to reduce costs and increase
military capabilities.
Risky measures: Complex working environments know
only few routinely available and safe measures. Since the
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situation changes constantly, what seemed right yesterday,
may lead to disaster today. Therefore, one has to repeatedly
check the actual effects of implemented measures, analyse
desired main effects and undesired long-term and side
effects, and one should prefer actions whose effects are
reversible in the case of an unexpected emergency.

Psychological Tasks in a Complex Project
All these different prerequisites were similar to each other in a
way as they required “Dynamic Decision Making” (Brehmer, 1990),
“Natural Decision Making” (Klein, Orasanu, Calderwood,
& Zsambok, 1993), or “Action Regulation” (Dörner, 1980, 1996;
Kuhl & Beckmann, 1985; Schaub, 1993). The whole process could
be described as psychological tasks a staff or particular staff
members must do in a complex project. This is shown in Figure 0.6,
subdivided into different tasks. In complex, dynamic projects, it is
mostly of primary importance to define the goal or to subdivide
concrete sub-goals.
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Planning

Forecasting

Figure 0.6: Psychological Tasks in a Complex Project like a CD&E Project

The staff or particular staff members often do not know the
network of variables that constitutes a complex project. In this case,
it would be necessary to collect information about the project and
the superordinate system at a given moment as well as the
development of the project to form hypotheses about the inner
structure of the system. If one has enough information about the
system’s structure and its state at a given moment, one should
predict the future development of the system. Different from
traditional decision-making tasks, complex projects have their
“built-in” dynamics and, therefore, exhibit autonomous
development. Hence, it could be that it is not necessary to act at all
to reach one’s goals, as the system’s development produces the goal
state independently.
When one knows the developmental tendencies of a project and
the internal structure, it is necessary to prepare a goal-directed
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course of actions and to decide how to act. Planning depends on the
structure of the domain of reality one has to cope with. Planning
might be easy if there are only few different actions available to
influence the system’s development, if these actions have no
undesirable side and long-term effects, and if they can be
implemented in a straightforward fashion. If, however, one has to
tackle problems in a domain of reality where actions have a lot of
side and long-term effects, planning could be extremely difficult and
time consuming. A chosen and implemented course of action needs
to be monitored. Because of “downtimes” in complex systems, this
is not a simple task. Therefore, “monitoring the effects” requires a
lot of effort and analytical reasoning to separate the effects of one’s
actions from what is going on in the system anyway.
Last but not least it is not only necessary to monitor the
development of the system, but to monitor one’s own strategies of
information processing, too, for instance the strategies for
hypothesis formation, information collection, forecasting, planning,
and decision-making. One has to engage in self-reflection. To tackle
problems in a very complex, dynamic domain of reality is not a
“one-shot job”, but a rather long-drawn activity. It may turn out that
those strategies of information processing one has at one’s disposal
at the very beginning are suboptimal and need improvement.
We have described the sequence of information processing units
in a logical order. Usually, we will not be able to observe such a neat
and orderly form of action organization. Human subjects skip
certain phases completely or change the order of the units.

Basic Assumptions and Error Tendencies in Dealing
with Complex Projects
Many of the inadequate features of overt behaviour are
manifestations of a limited number of action patterns, basic
assumptions, and attribution tendencies that are critical
psychological determinants of action regulation under conditions of
uncertainty and complexity (Reason, 1990). They have a functional
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appeal for the problem-solver in that they avoid uncertainty, convey
a sense of mastery, and therefore make problems of apparently
overwhelming difficulty manageable. These determinants
sometimes result in specific errors. Reason (1990) distinguishes
three basic error types, which are related to the levels of
performance introduced by Rasmussen (1986). Reason relates slips
and lapses to the skill-based (SB) level and mistakes to the rulebased (RB) and knowledge-based (KB) levels of behaviour.
In the next section, we examine some of the psychological factors
that characterize the difficulties people have in dealing with
complex situations.
There are No Contradictory Goals
A common mistake one can rather often observe with goal
elaboration is the lack of attention to the balancing of contradictory
goals. In a complex system, it is quite natural that different goals
cannot be fulfilled in the same situation. It is, for instance, usually
impossible to find a place for a military camp with good traffic
connections, a safe and secure environment, and a rich reservoir of
skilled workers who are prepared to work hard and feel satisfied
even with low salaries. Normally, one has to reduce one’s level of
aspiration for one or more of the different goals. Non-balancing
seems to be especially common when one of the sub-goals is already
fulfilled and is therefore not salient any more as a goal to strive for.
If, for instance, the population of a suburban area asks for better
traffic connections to the city, they will normally disregard the side
effects of an improvement of the traffic situation, namely the
disappearance of business and cultural life in the suburban area:
After the improvement of the traffic situation, the inhabitants of the
suburb will exhibit a stronger tendency to do their shopping in the
city (Dörner, 1980; Dörner & Pfeifer, 1990).
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My View of the World is Correct
Typically, mistakes in information collection are “channelling
errors”, which result from a preformed image of reality. Subject are
not prepared to look at the whole range of information, but only at
the narrow part which they consider to be important. It is of course
true that one has to necessarily confine information collection to that
part of a system which is important. But normally one cannot know
a priori which part of the system is the most important part at any
given time, and often the importance changes with changing goals.
Therefore, it would be a mistake not to “look aside” and to assume
that the image one has about reality is automatically the right one.
One can find the contrary tendency, too. Sometimes, subjects
encapsulate in information collection. As they feel uncertain and not
ready to act, they try to get more information as a basis for decisionmaking. Bewildered by the new facets of the problem provided by
new information, they decide that still more information is
necessary; and so on. It is much easier to stick to the image one has
and to renounce hypothesis formation than to deal with complicated
hypotheses. Such a development may be leading to a dogmatic view
of the world. This in turn may lead to “reductive hypothesis
formation”. The problem with this kind of hypotheses is that they
are not really wrong, but incomplete.
Developments are Linear and Monotonic
Time is quite difficult to handle. It is very challenging for human
beings to build a good image of what is going on in time. Forgetting
is a central problem, which leads to simple models of developments.
Linear extrapolation is a rather common example: “Last year we had
7,900 cases of AIDS, now we have 8,100. That is a yearly increase
by 200, so next year we will have about 8,300 cases.” This pattern
of hypothesis forming is completely inappropriate for the orientation
in time over longer periods with non-linear behaviour. (Brehmer
1990, 1992; Dörner, & Preußler, 1990; MacKinnon & Wearing,
1985; Sterman, 1989).
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Demonstrate your Competence
Creating a new course of action by a combination of basic
operations is usually called planning. With complex systems, people
do not care for side- and long-term effects of their (planned and
executed) actions. The finding that the process of planning is guided
not by the goal which should be achieved but by the salience of the
effects of one’s actions is not uncommon. People tend to
demonstrate their competence with actions, which looks powerful.
To be able to do something gives a good feeling in a difficult
situation. (Schaub & Strohschneider, 1997)
There is No Need for Self-Reflection
Human thinking and planning may be guided by certain rules, but
these rules are not like inevitable laws. Humans are able to think
about their thinking strategies, and this renders thinking flexible.
When confronted with the problems of a complex system, it is
advisable to think about one’s thinking. A number of commonly
used strategies of thinking and planning are quite inappropriate to
meet the challenges of complex systems.
Yet phases of spontaneous self-reflections are nearly absent in
human thinking. If one, however, induces self-reflection, one can
improve the capabilities of problem-solving considerably. The
abandonment of phases of self-reflection is often caused by the
tendency to avoid doubts about the appropriateness of one’s
thinking abilities. Self-criticism implies the recognition of mistakes
one has made, and this may mean a loss of the feeling of
competence. But a high feeling of competence is just what seems to
be extremely needed in complex problem situations. Without such a
feeling one would not dare to tackle such problems. And therefore,
one abandons self-reflection. The abandonment of self-reflections
means, however, that one will be caught in a vicious circle of
incompetence. Error-prone thinking tendencies are not detected,
hence a lot of errors will result, and actions will not have the desired
effects. Yet the ineffectiveness of one’s actions endangers the
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feeling of competence, and therefore one tries to avoid the
confrontation with the errors, which in turn blocks reflections about
the reasons of the mistakes (Hesse, 1979; Reither, 1979; Tisdale,
1993).
Use Computational Mode instead of Action Mode
Getting into a novel situation, many people feel that there are
aspects of the situation they are familiar with. Faced with a number
of relevant data, they almost immediately switch into what could be
called a computation mode, that is, they get down to computing
different things. Operating in the computational mode implies that
people are applying the management techniques they know well.
These detailed calculations prevent them from getting to the right
level of abstraction. Often, there are no discussions about goals,
strategies, or contextual factors. Therefore, people do not have a
framework to make effective use of their calculations.
Successful problem-solving requires not only strategical
deliberations and accurate computations, but also a shift at some
point in time to what could be called action mode. The analytical
behaviour pattern seems to convey a sense of competence and a
feeling of being in control (Strohschneider & Schaub, 1991).
All Important Issues are on My Control Panel
Problem-solvers often develop unique routines of data collection
which remain stable during the problem-solving process. One may
use the metaphor of a control panel to capture this behavioural
tendency. Each dial on the panel provides signals from the situation
about developments in a given area. The control panel serves a
useful function in reducing uncertainty by introducing a degree of
routinization with respect to keeping track of different aspects.
It is, however, important to note that the control panel also
influences what one consistently ignores. For example, when a
problem-solver does not have dials for the condition of the
machinery, satisfaction level of employees, or competitors’ prices,
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they remain unaware of the developments in these areas until they
receive a serious red alert. The necessary complementary process,
which we call background control, is missing, and they remain
unaware that many of their difficulties arose from changes in factors
that they are not even looking at. Therefore, when their solutions
and actions do not work, people often cannot explain what was
happening (Ramnarayan, Strohschneider, & Schaub, 1997).
Consistently Keep to Your Plans
Sometimes, people see planning largely as a one-time activity. At
the beginning of the problem-solving process, they invest
considerable time and effort in developing action plans. When
disconfirming signals emanate from the situation, which suggest
that the impact of their actions was far from satisfactory, they
disregard the negative information. These people seem to have such
high stakes in the plans that they appear to have an implicit
agreement to avoid raising any basic question about the direction of
their efforts.
There is no awareness that planning is an iterative process that
has to be repeated time and again according to the changing
requirements of the situation. These people thus become inflexible,
increasingly listless, and de-energized and finally drift to ad hoc
decision-making (Dörner & Schaub, 1994).
Do not Blame Me for Mistakes
When the initial conceptual frameworks do not yield good
results, some problem-solvers are found to be more interested in
criticizing the larger system than trying to find out what may be
inadequate about their own approaches. They see their own
framework as quite rational and feel that the organization is
behaving irrationally instead.
Thus, some people seem to be unwilling to take personal
responsibility for their action and inaction. They fail to appreciate
that the organizational character of a situation that emerges over
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time is ultimately influenced by their decisions. They are more
likely to blame others for all the ills and thus miss opportunities to
learn from their mistakes (Strohschneider & Schaub, 1991).

Reasons for Mistakes
There could be several reasons for these observable error
tendencies. Reason (1990) enumerated a number of aspects in
dependence of the level of performance. On the SB level, he listed
on-attention and over-attention as major points, while on the RB
level he summarized all the different errors under the headings of
misapplication of good rules and application of bad rules. On the
KB level, he finally presented ten different headings for failure:
selectivity; workspace limitations; out of sight, out of mind;
confirmation bias; overconfidence; biased reviewing; illusory
correlation; halo effects; problems with causality; and complexity.
Reason distinguished between the type and the form of errors. The
type is determined by the performance level at which errors occur.
Error forms are basically shaped by two factors: similarity-matching
and frequency-gambling. Reason argued that there is strong
evidence that these two concepts are the “computational primitives
of the cognitive system”.
We believe, that all the deficiencies of human thinking and
planning in the face of very complex problems are mainly due to
four reasons (Dörner, 1996; Schaub, 1993), namely:
 the restricted capacity of human conscious thinking
 the tendency of humans to guard their feeling of competence
and efficacy
 the weight of the “actual problem”
 forgetting.
The Restricted Capacity
If actions are highly routinized, people can monitor and control
extremely complex actions. Not at all remarkable is the ability of
human beings to compute. Human conscious thinking is not able to
cope with more than a few pieces of information in a limited span
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of time. This enforces economical tendencies, and human beings
intuitively try to use the limited resource of “conscious thinking” as
economically as possible. This directly causes a lot of error tendencies, for example reductive hypothesis formation, linear
extrapolation, and reluctance in wasting energy on monitoring the
effects of one’s behaviour.
Feeling of Competence
We assume that people are highly motivated to guard this feeling
of competence against falsification. Jeopardizing this feeling of
competence, for instance by a feedback of the ineffectiveness of
one’s actions, may have different effects: One might be that one tries
to acquire what is missing, i.e. to learn how to cope with the
problem. If, however, the ability to acquire the missing capabilities
is considered to be bad, there will be a strong tendency to overlook
the signals of incompetence or to fight related feelings by a
demonstration of competence through actions which have an
immediate and salient effect. From such tendencies, “ballistic”
actions or overdosage will result.
The Weight of the Current Motive
In complex, dynamic systems one has to plan for the future, too,
and prevent unfavourable developments. But anticipated problems
under otherwise comparable conditions never have the weight of
actual problems, and often a small, but actual problem draws much
more attention than a development which will produce much bigger
problems. The strong power of the actual motive is a very primitive
but nevertheless very important source of faulty planning and
behaviour. People have a strong tendency to stick to the present.
Forgetting
Once things become past, they lose most of their colours and
contours. This hinders the process of establishing a clear and correct
image of the characteristics of a development. Especially slow
motions in time are frequently overlooked and hence cause surprise
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at a later time. Even when a development is noticed, forgetting tends
to cause the production of a coarse and simple image of its
characteristics. This will result, for instance, in the tendency to
predict linear developments. This tendency is further strengthened
by the fact that linear predictions for short durations tend to be fairly
accurate.

Concluding Remarks
We have shown some shortcomings people have in dealing with
complex projects, as CD&E project quite often are. We have the
impression that people working in CD&E lacked neither expertise
nor motivation. Rather, we feel that dealing with complexities has a
strong psychological component, and that the psychological factors
mentioned in this article should be taken into account when setting
out a CD&E organization and training people for their specific
CD&E role. What does it mean to deal with complexities in a CD&E
project? Is this the complexity of the concept, the underlying
capability shortfall, or the CD&E organization? Basically, it means
to be aware of the different traps of complex projects and to
recognize the different managerial dilemmas one has to find one’s
way through, for example:
 persisting with certain well known steps versus
experimenting with new procedures;
 taking a conservative approach versus taking an expansionoriented approach;
 necessity of immediate action versus necessity for diagnosis;
 distracting oneself and taking an overview versus immersing
oneself in concrete realities;
 concern for continuity versus concern for innovation;
 learning through analysis versus learning by doing.
Dealing with complexities cannot mean to select one side of these
dichotomies and then stick with it. One should rather become aware
of one’s “default” orientations and then be able to adjust one’s
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position according to the momentary demands of the situation.
Managing thus becomes a matter of self-knowledge, strategic
knowledge, and strategic versatility and flexibility.
Taking psychological insights into consideration will improve
CD&E staff competence, increase critical thinking, and make
CD&E a real think-tank endeavour.
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Concept Development Success by Cultivating
Chaos
Patrick Van Hoeserlande
Abstract
A few years after the turn of the millennium, the Belgian Defence
explored the idea of using the concept of a capability in its strategic
thinking. In 2007, after some trial and error, a method was published
in two strategic-level directives. The Belgian approach to concept
and capability development as captured in both directives was
certainly not rocket science, it was quite simple. Not for the lack of
support, the process never reached full potential. The article tries to
find an answer why it did not work.
Designing the process and later complicating it was easy, but
changing the culture to support it proved much harder. Or was never
fully understood. The failed application of concept development
demonstrates that for its successful implementation you need a new
culture. Without this change, the elaborated development process
will run idle.

Introduction
Looking back at years of developing concepts, the business
seems hard and complex. For some odd reason, we tend to believe
that making concept and capability development processes more
complex with more decision points and more working groups will
make them more performant. Yes, it increases the flow of
documents and the number of people involved, giving the
impression of more control, but it rarely improves the success rate
or commitment. Is there another way?
A few years after the turn of the millennium, the Belgian Defence
explored the idea of using the concept of a capability in its strategic
thinking. This approach was a direct consequence of the
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transformation wave started in the USA that swept across the
European continent. It defined a capability as “a structured and
coherent set of human, material and immaterial means whose aim is
to obtain an effect, i.e. a physical and/or behavioural change in the
state of a system”1. This was a definition much in line with what was
used throughout the Alliance. But being able to define a capability
does not mean you are able to develop one. The basic idea of the
switch to capabilities was to get rid of the old way of modernizing
by replacing equipment with newer and more performant hardware
and to move towards considering the best options among a wide
range of solutions to create the desired effects. Without a new
method to develop a capability, the old way of doing things would
stay.

A New Approach
In 2007, after some trial and error, this new method was
published in a strategic level directive (Ondersectie Strategie, 2007).
The purpose of this directive was “to define the process to be used
within Defence for developing a coordinated and coherent approach
across all “lines of development” in order to achieve new or
transformed capabilities. These capabilities are based on the
strategic orientations of the applicable Belgian Defence Strategic
Plan and its subsequent Steering Plan and further developed through
the cooperation of all Staff Departments (ACOS) and Directorates
General (DG). The overall objective of this transformation process
is to provide capabilities for operations.” This directive had a
transformational punch, and its conception was heavily supported
by senior military leaders.
The main advantage of this new approach was that it was simple
and therefore very powerful. The transformation from the strategic
orientations towards an effective capability “ready to use” in
1

See Interforce (IF) 69 directive with definitions and terms used in the
Belgian Armed Forces
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operations was characterized by the four consecutive phases
illustrated in Figure 0.7: identification, development,
implementation and management.
During these phases, all lines of development had to be kept
aligned. These lines are summed up in the acronym DOTMLPFI1.
This interdisciplinary alignment combined with the consideration of
non-material focused solutions to capability gaps promotes thinking
outside the box and creates connections over the organizational
silos.

Figure 0.7: Transformation from Strategic Orientations to Capabilities
for Operations

Due to the organizational design of the Department of Defence,
the process had an added layer of complexity to make sure that the
unity of command stayed clear. In every phase, the supported and
supporting ACOS/DG were clearly expressed.

1

Doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership, personnel, facilities,
and interoperability
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Towards Failure
Not for the lack of written and verbal support the process never
reached full potential. Later versions of the directive describing the
process added more complexity. Making the process more complex
with more decision points and more working groups did increase the
flow of documents and people involved, but the success rate and
commitment went down.
For an explanation of the causes of this low success rate, we have
to zoom into the capability identification phase. In this phase, “the
necessary Defence capabilities are identified according to the
Strategic Plan. […] From this Strategic Plan the strategic department
ACOS Strat identifies ways to develop or transform the necessary
capabilities. The accepted way is translated in an approved
capability concept that provides the necessary information to
facilitate the development of the capability.” This was explained in
an older directive (Ondersectie Strategie, 2006) and gave guidance
on how to develop concepts.
In the 2006 directive, a concept was defined as “the formulation
of a possible way to reach or to execute something”. This older
document was even more transformational and went almost directly
to the weak spot of the whole approach.
First, it made the distinction between a transformational and an
applied concept. The latter was approved by the Chief of Defence
(CHOD) and was an order to be executed. As the former was not for
immediate action but for long-term planning, it was not officially
approved. Its benefit was that it could serve in the future due to a
change in our environment. This differentiation should stimulate
creative thinking, as the goal of the identification phase was clearly
not limited to get a concept approved, but to prepare options and
enhance the proactive preparedness for likely and unpredicted
changes in the future.
Second, the identification of a concept followed another fourphased approach: discovery, exploration, definition, and
acceptance. The discovery phase was the simplest as well as the
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most critical one. It was not only the start of the whole capability
development process; it also contained the key to success or failure.
The aim of this first phase was to explore, formulate, capture, and
assign conceptual ideas. Although ACOS Strat was in the lead of
this phase, every person was urged to be part of it. The discovery of
conceptual ideas was to be executed during planning activities,
through passive observation of the “external” environment, or by
actively agitating the whole organization. This agitation could be
done in a number of ways, e.g. organizing reflection and
freewheeling days, holding cross-functional working groups, or
attending meetings of non-military organizations.
In its final remarks, the 2006 directive recognized the creative
nature of this phase. It stated that the expression of conceptual ideas
requires ingenuity and intellectual courage. This can only be
achieved in an environment of trust and confidence. It stressed that
although the process gives the impression of a structured approach,
in reality this will not be the case. A great deal of freedom and
flexibility is needed.

Where Did It Fail?
The Belgian approach to concept and capability development as
captured in both directives was certainly not rocket science. Why
then did it not work? In addition, why did the discovery phase hold
the key to success?
The discovery phase should have led to a chain reaction of ideas.
The use of the DOTMLPFI not only needs to stimulate
interdisciplinary crossovers, but should lead to a creative process of
destruction and construction. As John Boyd explains, “to
comprehend and cope with our environment we develop mental
patterns or concepts of meaning. […] we destroy and create these
patterns to permit us to both shape and be shaped by a changing
environment” (Boyd, 1976). Transformation is continuous change.
It means working in constant ambiguity, in a kind of tolerated chaos.
What is effective, efficient, and affordable today must be changed
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to stay effective, efficient, and affordable tomorrow. The 2006
directive rightly recognized this, but it was never supported by the
needed cultural change. We are by design lazy; we would rather
stick to our thought patterns and reinterpret reality than change our
thinking (Kahneman, 2011).
Designing the process and later complicating it was easy, but
changing the culture to support it proved much harder. Or was never
fully understood. Without a cultural realignment, the fresh drilled
well of ideas soon dried up.

Cultural Change
A military culture is counterproductive to nurturing a creative
environment. The power lays in numbers. One transformational idea
is not born out of stubbornness, but out of killing 10,000 ideas. To
find the right one, we have to accept 9,999 “failures”. Moreover,
failures do stand out on a military CV. Accepting “failure” becomes
even harder if an idea has already passed some hurdles. We prefer
to push an idea further through the process, far beyond its life span,
rather than to kill it. Charles Darwin claimed the survival of the
fittest, but he did not mean that only one species should survive
(Darwin, 1869). No, his law expresses Mother Nature’s wisdom that
only the combination of creative variations and a severe elimination
process leads to good, sustainable results. Why should that law not
be applicable to ideas?
In our push for efficiency in times of shrinking budgets, we
consider killed ideas as pure waste. Edison did not consider his
short-lived ideas for a prototype of a lightbulb as failures, but as
discoveries of ways how not to do it.1 Great painters like Rubens or
Picasso seldom painted a masterpiece in one try. They needed tons
of sketches.

1

“I have not failed. I've just found 10,000 ways that won't work.” – Edison,
T. A., as quoted in Furr, N. (2011).
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This does not mean that concept development is only about
creativity; it demands lots of dull work and tenacity. To turn a good
concept into reality, we need rigorous planning and strict control in
the later phases. However, our preference for a controlled
environment and the necessity to spend more time on the “hard” side
of concept development endangers the discovery phase, where
creativity is key.
For the successful implementation of concept development, you
need a new culture. One that tolerates failures, that finds a balance
between chaos and control, that dares to leave the efficiency path in
favour of brutal quantity, that acknowledges that the quality of an
idea does not relate to the rank of the beholder,… you need people
who introduce big and small changes. People who propose new
approaches: champions of change. Also, people who mature and
nurture those ideas and turn them into reality, who walk the long
distance between idea and application. People who channel the
energy, who dare to stand up and constructively question everything
and everyone. Without this change, the elaborated development
process will run idle.
Before complicating the development process in the urge to
“repair” it, you need to revisit your culture and question its
compatibility with the requirements of the discovery phase. If it is
not fit for this purpose, you need to spend time and energy to change
it. Just acknowledging this like in the early period in Belgium is not
enough to reach success. Ideas, creativity, and grass do not grow by
force, but by cultivation.
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ACT Experimentation Support to
NATO Operation
Logistic Chain Management
Renato Luigi Marzo
Abstract
In NATO capability development, Allied Command
Transformation (ACT) experimentation and analysis provides
support to NATO transformational projects through the combined
efforts of the Operational Experimentation (OPEX) and Operational
Analysis (OA) branches. This chapter will provide the reader with
an insight on the role played by OPEX and OA in support of the
NATO operation logistic chain management (OLCM) programme.
OPEX and OA have been supporting the development of the
unified business process model (U-BPM) for logistics, the
transformational tool selected within the OLCM programme to drive
the optimization of NATO logistics, since its early beginning. A
dedicated experiment campaign aimed at assessing the correctness
and completeness of the U-BPM has been designed and conducted
through concept development and assessment games (CDAGs) and
validation experiments integrated in major multinational and NATO
exercises.
The employment of experimentation provided beneficial services
to OLCM within and across the different stages of the development
of the U-BPM. The OLCM programme benefitted from this support
from its initial stage of development, where experimentation was
used to seek an understanding of the functioning of the complex
NATO logistics system, to later in the programme, where
experimentation proved the validity of the resulting model.
Experimentation provided the OLCM with real (or near-real)
environments where it was possible to gather levels of information
and insight not available from other traditional means such as
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lessons learned analysis. OA helped ensure that the experiment
outputs contained sufficient evidence to validate the rigor of the
results.
To fully understand the support provided by experimentation to
OLCM, it is necessary to introduce the OLCM project and the UBPM developed within this project.

Introduction
NATO operations in Afghanistan and the Balkans confirm the
need for modern, highly capable forces who are fully deployable,
sustainable and interoperable, and able to operate across the full
spectrum of conflicts and crises for extended periods of time beyond
Alliance territory and at strategic distances. To respond to these
challenges, NATO logistics should be recognized as an effective
force multiplier to achieve joint deployment and sustainment
without geographical limits. In this context, a NATO operation
logistic chain management (OLCM) capability was identified in
2008 as having the potential to reduce the degree of redundancy
within national processes, to streamline NATO’s logistics footprint,
and to provide the NATO commander with the required logistics
visibility, authority, and flexibility to meet the operational
requirements. Previous and current NATO operations have been
supported by independent and often uncoordinated redundant
national support systems, resulting in significant equipment,
financial, and manpower inefficiencies and lack of visibility of
available logistic resources and logistic decision support for the
NATO commander. While the NATO nations have agreed in
principle to share information and resources with improved software
tools, current logistic systems continue to lack interoperability and
fail to overcome cultural and language barriers or provide fair
commodities exchange.
These inefficiencies prompted NATO to initiate a project
dedicated to the optimization of NATO operations multinational
logistics. The goal of the OLCM capability is to provide NATO and
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the Nations a framework to improve logistic collaborative planning
and coordination in order to make more efficient use of logistics
resources and provide the NATO commander and the Nations with
effective logistic support. The OLCM fundamental outcome will be
the delivery of an advanced operations logistic management
capability enabled by improved exchange of relevant information,
to the extent agreed by NATO and the Nations for the specific
operation, and encompassing comprehensive data collection and
processing, visualization of the information and visibility over
logistic requirements, processes and resources, logistic chain
management, and decision support.
Business process modelling1 was chosen as an appropriate
methodology capable of driving the generation of the OLCM
capability, and NATO Communications and Information Agency
(NCIA) developed the BPM of NATO logistics as basis to inform
the identification of user operation requirements for the future
Logistic Functional Services (LOG FS) and facilitate the
optimization of NATO logistic processes.
Business process modelling is a mainstay of business process
management, a strategy for managing and improving the
performance of a business through continuous optimization of
business processes in a closed-loop cycle of modelling, execution,
and measurement. By defining business processes, establishing
1

Business Process Modelling is defined as the activity of representing the
processes of an enterprise so that the current process may be analysed or
improved. The output of business process modelling is the business process
model (BPM), a decomposition and graphical depiction of a specific business
process or functional area within an organization that shows how each
functional area breaks down into processes, each process breaks down into
subprocesses, and each subprocess breaks down into activities. The immediate
purpose of the business process model at the very initial stage of a business
process model initiative, as part of a wider business process management
strategy, is to define the business processes as they are, to understand how it is
done today, and what steps are taken to perform function so that they can be
analysed and potentially redesigned in terms of optimization and automation.
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measurements to track their performance in alignment with business
goals, implementing improvements, and monitoring processes,
organizations can not only innovate faster, they can deliver the best
quality products and services in the fastest and most cost-effective
way to both internal and external customers. Business process
modelling is commonly recognized to have the potential to:
 facilitate the alignment of the operational tasks and activities
with the organizational strategy;
 identify bottlenecks and inefficiencies in the processes flow
and room for optimization and efficiencies;
 simplify the adoption of changes in the processes flow and
the rapid communication of them throughout the
organization;
 drive the formalization of existing processes, which may not
be well documented or which have evolved into informal
knowledge, and the absorption and transfer of knowledge
between personnel departing and arriving in NATO,
minimizing the potential danger of loss of staff resulting in
loss of business process knowledge and turning team’s
experience into documented processes.
With these potential benefits in mind, OLCM initially focused
the modelling on the logistics processes executed for the
deployment and sustainment of the NATO force in the area of
operation. The result was the deployment and sustainment (D&S)
BPM aimed at guiding the development of a decision support and
management service processing logistic information to enable
effective planning, coordination, synchronization, prioritization,
and management of the theatre logistic operation.

Experimentation Support to D&S BPM – CDAG 2013
An integrated analysis and experiment campaign was established
in order to ensure that the D&S BPM was accurately reflecting the
current doctrine, procedures, and policies, due to the complexity of
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the subject and in line with current NATO policy on concept
development and experimentation. Campaigns use a mix of
experiments and studies to understand the context of the problem,
the proposed concept, and the capabilities required. This integration
of techniques helps ensure that weaknesses in one technique can be
mitigated by others. Furthermore, a campaign allows the problem to
be approached in a more coordinated and manageable manner and
provides also benefits in terms of a gradual build-up of knowledge
surrounding the problem, increasing confidence in the findings.
Based on the planned campaign, an initial selection of processes
were tested through a concept development and assessment game2
(CDAG) conducted in April 2012.
NATO commands, Nations and NATO agencies contributed
actively to the planning of the CDAG experiment and provided
support to ensure the correct balance of “players” for the CDAG was
considered to be realistic and representative for multinational
(logistic) operations. The thirty-six participants formed:
 a subject-matter expert (SME) group, comprising
operational and technical experts;
 three distinct player groups, based on their individual
experiences and backgrounds and each of them playing the
roles of the D&S BPM key actors, in particular:
 the national commands and national support
elements group;
 the joint task force (JTF) J4 group;
 the joint logistic support group (JLSG).

2

The concept development assessment game is a qualitative analytical method
employed to test and develop conceptual documents. It is a tabletop game that
focuses on challenge and discussion of the document and combines the
intellectual freedom of brainstorming with the structured approach and control
of a simulation and the challenge of a red team.
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Their expertise consisted of practical experience in various
multinational logistic operations and policy as well as technical and
specific national expertise and experience.
A set of vignettes consisting of logistic problems typically
encountered in a military operation were prepared and given to the
player teams. The logisticians were asked to take the necessary
actions as detailed in the D&S BPM using the vignettes. This gave
the analysts the opportunity to observe the processes followed by
the logisticians. It was not the solutions to the problems that were
under scrutiny, but rather the process as outlined in the BPM.
The whole vignette problem-solving cycle consisted of four
phases: introduction of the vignette, planning phase, confrontation
and challenge phase, and data collection phase. During the planning
phase the player teams were tasked to consider how to apply the
D&S BPM processes to resolve the problems presented in the
vignette. These considerations and associated courses of action were
developed from their unique player perspective (national, JTF J4,
and JLSG). The SMEs were called upon to provide expert advice
and information to the players when requested during the course of
the CDAG. The SME group also conducted its own planning efforts
in parallel with the player teams in order to understand the problems
and challenges in the same way that the player teams were
encountering. The SME team was also given the task to look at
specific and focused questions for the confrontation and challenge
phase.
The confrontation and challenge phase was a two-step process
supported by a facilitator. First, the player teams briefed back their
considerations and courses of action in a plenary session, after
which the teams were allowed to “confront” each other with
questions for clarification. In the challenge phase, a broader and
facilitated discussion was held in which all players participated. This
challenge phase was led by the challenge board, which was chaired
by a senior advisor and consisted further of the “end user”
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representative, the OLCM programme manager, and the analysis
director.
Although a number of procedural errors, omissions, and
inaccuracies were found in the D&S BPM, the overall state was
considered to be adequately mature, practicable, and flexible in its
application even if not yet sufficiently specifying the minimum
information needs from the Nations. The experimenters concluded
to proceed validating the D&S BPM, adequately corrected, in a
major multinational logistic exercise, CAPABLE LOGISTICIAN
2013.
The experiment results formed the basis for the BPM review
which took place in the period of September 2012 to March 2013
and induced Allied Command Transformation (ACT) to extend the
business process modelling to the logistic processes for the
redeployment of the NATO force from the area of operation and to
the logistic collaborative planning processes contributing to the
operation planning process. In March 2013, NCIA delivered the
deployment, sustainment, and redeployment (DS&R) BPM, ready
to be validated in the proposed multinational Exercise.

Experimentation Support to DS&R BPM – Capable
Logistician 2013
The validation experiment for the DS&R BPM was conducted
within the context of the exercise CAPABLE LOGISTICIAN 2013
(CL13), a tactical level standardization live exercise on NATO
STANAGS and procedures with the aim of validating the selected
OLCM BPM processes supported by emerging technologies in a
field training exercise.
This logistic live exercise was to focus on functional
standardization at the tactical level. As the DS&R BPM relates
primarily to logistic processes at the operational level, it was
necessary to negotiate adjustments of the outline of the original
exercise plan. Significant efforts were needed to coordinate the
many tactical level initiatives to create an operational level exercise
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play suitable for the OLCM experiment. Many NATO nations,
NATO Force Structure commands, NATO commands and NATO
agencies committed to participate and support OLCM for CL13.
This allowed a solid spread of experience in the operational level
logistics to support the finalization of the experiment plan and its
subsequent execution.
The exercise supported also the assessment of the functionality
of emerging technologies such as the NATO Asset Locator Expert
System (NALES) for decision support and the asset tracking system.
During an iterative process of close collaboration between the
system developers and the experiment audience, the technologies
were assessed in terms of how they supported staff procedures
outlined in the BPM.
Experiment play was initiated both by real-life exercise activities
(primarily the logistics reporting process and tracking of
deployment) and simulated injects. The experiment audience was
asked to follow their normal staff procedures. The analysts observed
the activity and determined to what extent the DS&R BPM was in
line with these procedures. Any differences were noted and
discussed with the BPM developers and logistic SMEs. The BPM
was updated during and immediately after the exercise as a direct
result of analyst observations. This meant the new version of the
BPM was immediately ready for validation by the analysts.
The analysts were able to observe, assess, and subsequently
validate the majority of the core OLCM processes regarding
logistics visibility and management. However, others could not be
fully implemented into the experiment; these were either future
processes that rely on technology not currently available or
processes that were not implemented due to limitations of the
exercise construct. Nevertheless, valuable observations could still
be collected on these processes.
With the DS&R BPM validated in CL13, the OLCM focused on
the finalization of the logistic collaborative planning (LCP) BPM.
NCIA had prepared a first draft with the support of the NATO
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commands and NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA).
An opportunity to validate the entire unified business process model
(U-BPM), composed of the DS&R and the LCP BPM, was
identified by integrating the model into a major NATO exercise.
This NATO exercise was dedicated to the certification of the NATO
Response Force (NRF), TRIDENT JUNCTURE 2014. For this to be
achieved, the LCP BPM, still in a draft version, needed to be refined
as it had been previously done for the D&S BPM in 2012. ACT
experimentation was then requested to organize a new CDAG aimed
at assessing the level of development of the LCP BPM.

Experimentation Support to LCP BPM – CDAG 2014
The LCP BPM CDAG was conducted at the Slovenian Ministry
of Defence Military School Centre in Maribor in January 2014. The
experiment players came from NATO HQ (International Military
Staff), the NATO Command Structure (Supreme Headquarters
Allied Power Europe (SHAPE), Joint Force Commands (JFCs),
single service component commands), the NATO Force Structure,
the Nations, and NATO agencies (NCIA and NSPA). They were
divided into three teams based on their background in order to
recreate the LCP BPM identified key actors: one team playing the
role of the logistic expert contributing to the response direction
group in SHAPE, and two teams playing the role of the logistic
experts contributing to the joint operation planning group of the
JFC.
The teams separately discussed and planned the actions required
in order to accomplish the tasks assigned through a set of vignettes
within a simulated operation planning process at the strategic and
operational levels. The actions of the teams were discussed in the
plenary session. National and NATO logistic SMEs were used to
support the conduct of the plenary phase through the development
of specific issues and questions to be raised during the plenary
phase. These SMEs provided extensive expertise and experience in
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NATO logistics collaborative planning as well as specialist and
technical expertise to the CDAG experiment.
Data collection took place during the planning and plenary
phases; in addition, the player teams and SMEs were asked to
complete questionnaires to ensure all relevant and individual
opinions and views were captured.
The experiment and follow-on analysis concluded that the LCP
BPM was well developed, but required further specification in
several areas. Due to the gaps in specific fields of supporting
documentation, the LCP BPM did not fully represent activities
and/or interactions between the operational/strategic and component
command level and interactions with the Nations; the real-world
representation of logistic processes and information products was
found sometimes constrained by the modelling techniques and BPM
methodology. The experimenters concluded further development of
the LCP BPM processes and interactions among the strategic,
operational, and component command level headquarters, the
NATO agencies, and the Nations and assessed the LCP model, once
corrected as suggested, ready to be submitted to a validation
experiment in TRIDENT JUNCTURE 2014 (TRJE14).

Experimentation Support to the U-BPM – Trident
Juncture 2014
After achieving the validation of the DS&R BPM in CAPABLE
LOGISTICIAN 2013 and refinement of the LCP BPM based on the
results of CDAG 2014, the entire U-BPM required validation within
exercise TRJE14.
The validity of the U-BPM was assessed based on its
practicability and utility. The practicability of the model was defined
as the ability of the model to be applied in an operational
environment. The model was considered practicable if correct and
complete enough to generate the desired outputs. The utility of the
model was defined as the ability of the model to be serviceable to its
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purpose and specifically representing business processes as they are
and in a manner useful for subsequent optimization.
The analysis team collected data in several ways. The analyst
assessed the alignment of the selected U-BPM processes with
current NATO doctrine, TRJE14 JTF operation plan and JLSG
operation order, and the draft standing operating procedures/
instructions used by the JLSG. JTF J4 and JLSG logisticians raised
issues or comments during their daily activities in TRJE14 regarding
the U-BPM processes they were assigned, and this was noted by the
analysts. The analysts then investigated any identified deviation
between logisticians’ practices and the selected U-BPM processes
through short interviews.
Techniques and practices were put in place in order to enhance
the objectivity and quality of data collection. All the analysts that
took part in the experiment had previous experience in OLCM UBPM. In case of prolonged observations, the analysts were rotated
in order to have comparative observation of different
units/logisticians and reduce data collectors’ fatigue. The lead
analyst monitored the data collection through daily reports using
standardized formats and additional coordination meetings when
required.
The data collected was then analysed after the exercise. It was
cleaned from duplications, mistakes, or missing parts and subject to
qualitative data analysis. A comparative analysis on NATO sources
of information external to the exercise domain was conducted and
the validated data was organized and categorized into macro
concepts. These macro concepts were then subject to examination
of relationships, corroboration by evaluation of alternative
explanations, and search for disconfirming evidence. The impact of
the identified divergences on the validity of the affected processes
was assessed based on the capability of the processes to generate the
desired inputs and on their importance for real life logistics. Each
U-BPM process was consequently categorized in terms of validity.
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The vast majority of the selected U-BPM processes were found
correct, complete, and truthfully representing NATO logistics as it
should be based on the NATO agreed way of doing business. These
processes were assessed capable of being used as a basis for gaps
analysis, automation of the mapped processes, and process
optimization purposes. The analysis also identified areas of
improvement such as logistic processes mentioned in the U-BPM
but not translated in business process diagrams or represented with
not sufficient detail to let assume that they could contribute to
process optimization. These areas of improvement gained
significance in particular when directly related to the logistics
weaknesses identified in TRJE14.

Conclusion
ACT experimentation has supported the U-BPM development
since its very beginning. It facilitated business process modelling,
thus creating venues for SME confrontations and discussions. It
enhanced the design of logistic processes, introducing the model in
real life scenarios such as multinational and NATO collective
training exercises and in artificially controlled setting such as
tabletop games aimed at making the most of the purposely prompted
interactions of NATO logistics experts. It gave indications on how
to proceed with the development of the U-BPM, i.e. which processes
to correct, complete, or model anew. Finally, it sponsored the project
in SHAPE and the Nations by requesting their active contribution
and participation in the assessment of the U-BPM.
This last one is probably the most important benefit provided by
ACT experimentation to the development of the U-BPM. Business
process modelling is a development methodology new to the NATO
logistic community. In order to drive the generation of the expected
increase in efficiency and effectiveness of NATO logistics, this
methodology needs to be understood and accepted by the
logisticians, the end user of the descending products, as the new tool
for the long term optimization of NATO logistics. It requires a
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continuous interaction between the operational community, focused
on its short to medium term needs, and the transformational
community, focused on the long term relevancy of the Alliance.
Redesigning a process and implementing it is not a speedy
enterprise. It can take months and years, depending on the extent of
the process and subprocesses, how many people and systems are
involved, and how much of it needs to be redesigned. As the project
develops, the business can change and new requirements could
surface, so the approach must be flexible and frequently reviewed
and reprioritized. It is essential that the people involved in the
process, at all levels, are engaged all the way through. Not only
because their input is vital, but also because they need to be fully
“on board”. Senior management buy-in is important to ensure that
the resources are available to involve managers and staff members
and overcome any resistance to the change. Without this, the
redesign cannot work.
ACT experimentation acted as a bridge between the end users
and the developers, between the short term needs of ACO and the
long term vision of ACT. It took the early BPM in NATO strategic
and operational level headquarters. It showed the BPM to the
logisticians and asked them to use it to assess its truthfulness. It
reunited logistics experts from the NATO Command and Force
Structure, the NATO agencies, and the NATO nations in dedicated
tabletop experiments, challenging them with BPM related issues. In
this way, ACT experimentation granted access to real life,
unequivocally speeding up the finalization of the U-BPM and the
process of NATO logistic optimization.
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Case Study:
Rapid Development and Assessment of C4ISR
Concepts
Jonathan Searle and Tom Baldwin
Frequently, experimenters are conducting their experiments
with the notion that analysis only needs to occur after the results
are obtained, and only admit – prior to the conduct of the
experiment – a role for the analyst as the drafter of the data
collection and analysis plan. (de Nijs, 2010, p. 21 - 10)

Abstract
Within concept development and experimentation (CD&E),
analysis and assessment are often seen as an afterthought. This case
study demonstrates the value that a structured assessment process
brings to CD&E by helping to shape and underpin concept
development via an auditable evidence trail.

Introduction
C4ISR Concepts and Solutions (CCS) was a Defence Science and
Technology Laboratory (Dstl) – a part of the UK Ministry of
Defence (MOD) – sponsored concept development and
experimentation (CD&E) project to develop and validate innovative
concepts to address future command, control, communications,
computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR)
needs within a time frame of 3–30 years. CCS employed a
multidisciplinary and collaborative team structure using experts
from MOD, industry, academia, and allies to develop and test
capability solutions in all environments.
Since the inception of the project in 2011, it was recognized that
a structured assessment process would be beneficial to help guide
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concept development and support experimental activities. This
process required the use of a range of operational analysis (OA)
techniques, tailored to the concepts, supporting development or
experimental activities to assist in directing and scoping the
technical focus. For example, this could include softer problem
structuring methods, simulation models, or the planning and support
of trials.
An assessment process would also provide a framework to bring
together the different CD&E “communities” (Ekström, 2010),
including concept developers, experimenters, managers, and
analysts, to help develop robust, exploitable concepts. Traditionally,
these communities had often worked independently which risked
leading to poorly defined and tested concepts that may not address
future needs. CCS recognized this and, in response, established a
supporting assessment process to draw appropriately on the skills of
different communities to enable rapid development of concepts that
met future needs.
An important consideration for CCS, and CD&E more broadly,
relates to ensuring common understanding through the use of
standard definitions for commonly used terms. “Concept” and
“concept solution” are two terms that are used regularly throughout
this paper which are defined as follows:
 Concept: A concept is a notion or statement of an idea,
expressing how something might be done or accomplished,
that may lead to an acceptable procedure. Concepts should
address one or more problems/opportunities and should be
testable via a time-bounded activity.
 Concept solution: A concept solution must detail an
implementable design sufficient to allow a solution provider
to accurately determine the resources required to deliver a
testable solution in order to validate/invalidate a given
concept. It is important to note that a given concept solution
is a merely a solution developed for the purposes of
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experimentation and, therefore, may not represent the most
cost-effective design of an operational capability, but will be
illustrative of its form and function.

Pilot Year
The CCS pilot year commenced in July 2011 with the aim of
testing the programme construct by developing a concept through
the whole assessment process. A combined Dstl and industry team
was quickly established, and planning commenced for the
forthcoming year. The pilot year assessment process consisted of
four decision gates (DGs) and three sequential assessment levels as
shown in Figure 0.8 and described below.

Figure 0.8: Pilot Year Assessment Process

 Assessment Level 1 – Concept utility was designed to be a
short-term activity to identify potential concepts and
determine the reasoning for doing so. This would include
determining where there was a clear need for a new C4ISR
capability (i.e. capability gaps) or where new, innovative
technologies could be exploited (i.e. to enhance capability,
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reduce existing costs). Emphasis was placed on ensuring the
concepts be drawn from a pan-Defence Line of
Development1 (DLOD) perspective to reflect training,
equipment, personnel, information, doctrine, organization,
infrastructure, and logistics. Typically, this stage would use
structured workshops or military judgement panels at DG1
to prioritize the concepts and determine which should
progress to Assessment Level 2.
 Assessment Level 2 – Cost-effectiveness of paper
concepts was designed to develop more detailed
representations of how the prioritized concepts could be
implemented via a set of options and then compare their
relative cost-effectiveness. For example, this could include
multiple architecture views showing how a concept could be
implemented, a concept of employment (CONEMP) or a
benefits map to demonstrate where the effect of each option
would be realized. This required a number of supporting
assumptions. Drawing on any supporting data, including
subject-matter expertise, simple cost and effectiveness
models would be used to compare options at DG2 within the
context of supporting scenarios. The resulting options would
be taken forward into a concept of analysis (CoA), which
illustrated how a more in-depth assessment of the options
would be undertaken and would be approved at DG3.
 Assessment Level 3 - Utility of real concepts was designed
to implement the analysis plan as illustrated within the CoA
and test the utility of concept solutions. This phase develops
the paper-based options from the previous phases into end1

Within UK MOD, the Defence Lines of Development (DLODs) provide a
mechanism for coordinating the parallel development of different aspects of
capability that need to be brought together to create a real military capability.
The DLODs consist of: training, equipment, personnel, information, concepts
and doctrine, organization, infrastructure, and logistics. Interoperability is
regarded as an overarching theme.
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to-end solutions that present a realistic representation of the
original concept that is able to be assessed. Typically, this
would involve multiple experimentation activities, which
would both inform and be informed by experimentation in
order to refine the concept development. These activities
would generate data to support a final cost-effectiveness
comparison enabling recommendations to be made at DG4
for future concept exploitation.
The first part of the assessment process under Assessment
Level 1 was to identify concepts and prioritize them for further
development and analysis. A list of concepts from across the C4ISR
domain was identified by drawing on existing capability audits2 and
ongoing research programmes to identify capability gaps and
potential novel technologies respectively. A user working group was
also established so that relevant military users could provide input
to the programme and help prioritize the initial list of concepts at
DG1.
The identified concepts were assessed in terms of how well they
met future C4ISR needs, including their likely benefits and
exploitation routes. Due to the project being a pilot year, it was
decided that only one of the identified concepts would progress
beyond DG1. The identified concepts were prioritized by
stakeholders based upon their potential to fill capability gaps and the
one selected to progress and test the full process was the integrated
responsive management of layered intelligence surveillance target
acquisition & reconnaissance (ISTAR) (IRMLI) concept. This
concept aimed to improve the time and quality of dynamic C4ISR
tasking decisions. It was considered that this concept would progress
swiftly enough to test the whole CCS programme construct and
assessment process within a year.

2

The capability audit process is part of through-life capability management and
is an assessment to identify capability gaps and determine future capability.
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Under Assessment Level 2, to support the development of the
concept, some problem structuring and architecting activities were
carried out to determine potential benefits, risks, boundaries, and
expected operating environments. This included identifying
different ways of applying the concept, which led to the
development of different paper concept options.
Benefits analysis, based upon an existing ISTAR benefits model,
was used to assess the paper concept options’ relative merits against
broader ISTAR capability goals. The ISTAR benefits model had
previously been developed to support capability management
processes and reflected nodes joining together by cause-effect links
that contributed to overall ISTAR capability. Each link was
weighted for relative contribution by subject-matter experts and
scoring scales developed for the lowest-level nodes, enabling a
weighted sum multi-criteria decision analysis approach to be
applied. Each concept option was then assessed in a workshop by a
panel of subject-matter experts and scored against the lowest-level
nodes. These scores were propagated through the model resulting in
a top-level figure of merit. The higher the figure-of-merit score was,
the better the option met the overall C4ISR capability goals. This
enabled the concept team to compare and rank concept options and
conduct sensitivity analysis to explore the different benefits
available. This demonstrated the value of using a soft problem
structuring and assessment mechanism at the early stages of the
assessment process to shape future concept development. The
aspiration was to take the best performing paper options through to
the next assessment level and produce a CoA, describing how their
utility would be tested via a series of analysis and experimentation
activities.
In parallel to the initial scoping and analysis activities, a
significant amount of effort went into preparing for the anticipated
experiment, which would take place as part of Assessment Level 3.
This included writing scenarios or scripts and identifying potential
technologies that could be used to represent a C4ISR environment,
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including end-to-end solutions that represented the best concept
options.
The pilot-year experiment took place during Assessment Level 3
(as illustrated in Figure 0.8) in the summer of 2012 with the aim of
demonstrating the ability of CCS to run an experiment, while also
testing the IRMLI concept. The experiment took place on a range at
Dstl Porton Down, involving approximately 100–200 staff
employed in a variety of roles including scenario actors. A number
of supporting C4ISR assets were also used to provide the raw data
and information for the different IRMLI concept options to process.
The experiment successfully demonstrated a range of IRMLI endto-end concept solutions (i.e. proving that they were technically
feasible). It also proved that the CCS programme could run an
experiment of significant complexity while obtaining useful
evidence to support decision makers.
To support the assessment process, a number of metrics had been
identified that would reflect if the IRMLI concept’s end-to-end
solutions were having a positive impact. These were primarily based
upon improvements to data and information processing times and
user or information manager feedback. OA staff were embedded
within the experiment to record changes to process times and
structured interviews conducted with the users to assess and gather
subjective feedback on the solutions. This information was then
collated and used to determine the relative pros and cons of each of
the end-to-end solutions. However, a number of lessons were
learned during this pilot year based on these experiences, as
indicated below.
 Despite the value offered by the benefits analysis, it did not
complete until the experimentation, planned for Assessment
Level 3, had been completed. This was primarily due to time
constraints and the need to fit in the experiment within a
scheduled window. This meant that the preferred options had
been selected and potential end-to-end solutions identified
had been successfully demonstrated during the experiment.
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This risked experimenting with options that did not offer the
most benefit, although the benefits analysis results were used
to validate some of the experimentation conclusions. CCS
learned that the benefits analysis needed to be integrated
with the experimentation plans earlier, by ensuring the
assessment process was better implemented across the team
and in chronological order.
 The results achieved from the experimentation activities
were rather limited in terms of the amount of data, the type
of metrics used, and the subjectivity of some of the
conclusions. This was due to the gap between the assessment
and experimental communities within the CCS team and the
nature of trying to demonstrate technology as part of the
CCS objectives whilst at the same time providing supporting
evidence to demonstrate its utility. The assessment process
should have been better defined to ensure OA and
experimentation activities were better integrated and a
balance could be achieved between these goals. This also
needed to take into account costs, resources, and budgetary
constraints of the concept.
 Ensuring that the concept was successfully exploited and
achieved the buy-in of the stakeholder or user community
was partly successful. By obtaining an external advocate
(e.g. a senior MOD sponsor) early in the process, the
identification of potential exploitation routes (e.g. MOD
procurement projects) was facilitated and helped to drive the
evidence requirements and associated timescales.
Unfortunately, the assessment process used during IRMLI
was not tailored to this aim, resulting in the output of the
concept not entirely meeting the exploitation requirements,
thus increasing the risk of over-elaborate analysis or
experimentation.
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The pilot year demonstrated the value that an assessment process
brought to the CCS project. However, a number of lessons were
learned on how it could be better implemented to improve the
CD&E process. One of the fundamental issues was ensuring the
broader CCS team were aware of the assessment process and how
OA techniques could support them in their CD&E activities. It was
realized that a better defined assessment process could help to bridge
the gap between the different communities (concept developers,
analysts, experimenters, managers) and improve CCS’s overall
CD&E activities. As a whole, the pilot year was deemed a success,
and the CCS project was continued. However, the key assessment
challenge was to promote the benefits of this analytical approach to
CCS’s CD&E community and tailor the assessment process to better
meet their needs and those of the MOD end user.

Changes to Achieve Full Operating Capability
Following the pilot concept, effort was invested in revising the
assessment process based on the lessons learned. This included
briefing to the CD&E and wider C4ISR communities in order to get
their feedback on how it could be better tailored to meet their needs.
This was reflected in an updated assessment process, which had
clear guidelines on what questions each stage needed to answer, the
type of evidence and assessment activities required, as well as
providing an indicative timescale for each stage. A summary of the
updated process is shown in Figure 0.9.
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Figure 0.9: Revised CCS Assessment Process

Some of the key changes to the process included the following.
 All of the steps of the process were renamed to make the
function and purpose of each phase clearer. Assessment
Level 1 became concept capture, Assessment Level 2
became concept development, the concept of analysis phase
became assessment plan, and Assessment Level 3 became
concept validation.
 The DG process was revised so that at each DG a concept
receives a “grade” which determines what activities happen
subsequently. The grading below is consistent across all
decision gates.
 Pass: The concept meets the requirements of the
decision gate. Exploitation routes are in place, so it
should move onto the next phase of the assessment.
 Revise: The concept does not currently meet the
requirements of the decision gate or the exploitation
routes are not sufficiently mature. However, further
work should enable it to rectify these deficiencies.
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 Stop: The concept does not meet the requirement of
the decision gate and is not likely to, or there are no
identified exploitation routes.
 An additional stage was added prior to the concept capture
phase (named concept identification) with the aim of
formalizing the process of identifying and prioritizing the
potential concepts to maximize the likelihood of exploitation
by ensuring resources were focused on the most important
problems being addressed by CCS stakeholders.
 The scoping of the concept and identification and
engagement with potential exploitation routes was moved
earlier in the process from concept development into the
concept identification and concept capture phases. While the
pilot-year process had identified exploitation routes for the
concept, the engagement with these routes had been too late
in the lifetime of the concept to enable those exploitation
routes to be fully fulfilled. By engaging the potential
exploitation routes early while the concept was still being
scoped, there was much greater opportunity to tailor the
concept and deliver a product or service which would be
exploitable. It is important to note that the identification of
and engagement with exploitation routes is not a one-off
activity but an enduring, iterative process over the life of the
concept as understanding improves.
 The scope of the assessment plan phase was changed
significantly. The original name of concept of analysis,
which has particular connotations in UK MOD, had resulted
in the plans for the concept validation stage being at a high
level with detailed plans developed once in the concept
validation phase. By changing to generating an assessment
plan, the activities to undertake in the concept validation
phase were to be planned in much more detail and the only
changes to be made during the validation phase would be
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those that were essential if the overall understanding or
scope of the concept changed.

The ESAS Concept under the Full Operating
Capability
Following its pilot year, the CCS project initiated a concept
identification phase to decide upon the next areas for investigation
CCS should undertake. Meetings with stakeholders were organized,
which led to the identification of the concepts which, in a significant
increase in complexity compared to the pilot, would run
simultaneously.
The main focus of this section is to describe how the updated
assessment process was used to rapidly develop and assess the every
soldier a sensor (ESAS) concept, one of the new concepts. The
concept vision developed for the concept was that through the
integration of advanced sensing, processing, and communications
capabilities, the dismounted soldier system is provided with the
means of detecting, tracking, recognizing, and identifying threats,
hazards, and targets in complex terrain in order to improve
simultaneity and tempo.
During the concept capture phase, enterprise architecting was
undertaken in order to understand information flows, interactions
across the C4ISR enterprise, and points at which ESAS would
potentially provide influence. As a result of this work, a null and an
alternative hypothesis were generated. The alternative hypothesis
was as follows:
The integration of advanced sensing and processing capabilities,
to provide the infantry platoon undertaking dismounted missions
with the means of detecting, tracking, recognizing and
identifying threats, hazards and targets, in complex terrain, will
improve situational awareness and consequently decision
making.
The purpose of generating a hypothesis early in the process was
to define what the concept was seeking to achieve, in simple
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terminology, and to provide something to test against during the
assessment process in order to understand whether the concept was
achieving its purpose.
During the concept assessment phase, a number of potential
concept options were identified; these were anticipated to fit within
the scope of the concept and provide benefit. A benefits analysis
approach was used to assess and compare the relative merits of the
concept options in order to decide which to continue pursuing. This
was conducted via a bespoke benefits model for ESAS, which was
a departure from the style of assessment undertaken during the pilot
year. The pilot used an extant large model which covered the entire
ISTAR enterprise, of which the concept under investigation was
only a very small part. This resulted in the comparison of concept
options at a detailed level becoming challenging.
In contrast to the large benefits model used during the pilot year,
the ESAS benefits model was developed through engagement with
stakeholders to understand how changes to areas of investigation
would potentially impact upon the overall figure of merit. As the
new benefits model covered only the scope of ESAS, it was hoped
that its greater fidelity would allow the team to discriminate between
the options with greater confidence. Once the model had been
constructed, an expert judgement panel3 was used to weight and, in
a subsequent workshop, score the impact of the concept options
against the lowest-level nodes.
In parallel to this, a simple cost exercise and pan-DLOD impact
analysis was conducted against each of the concept options. This
was presented alongside the benefits model findings at the DG2
workshop to enable the stakeholders to review and prioritize the
concept options. Based on the evidence presented at DG2, it was
decided that two concept options would be investigated further, as
the preceding analysis demonstrated that these two had the greatest
3

An expert judgement panel is similar to a military judgement panel, except that
the participation is not solely restricted to members of the military.
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potential benefit. Following this decision, an assessment plan was
developed which formalized and defined the activities that would be
undertaken during the concept validation phase. The assessment
plan defined a two stage process, a live experiment to test the
concept options followed by a computational war game to take the
outputs of the experiment and assess their broader utility and
robustness within representative military scenarios, by deriving
higher level metrics. This would have been logistically difficult and
prohibitively costly to achieve during a live trial.
The assessment plan also defined the principal questions, derived
from the concept hypothesis, which the experiment would attempt
to measure:
 How complete and correct is a decision maker’s
perception/understanding of the situation?
 How
current
is
the
decision
maker’s
perception/understanding of the situation?
 What workload does achieving situational awareness place
on the decision maker?
The principal questions would be answered by measuring
mission measures of effectiveness within the war game, derived
from the following measures of outcome and mission measures of
effectiveness (NATO Army Armaments Group, 2012):
 likelihood of mission success
 defeated enemies
 own casualties
 key event times
 crowd and non-combatant casualties
 command and control (C2) agility.
Having identified the principal questions and measures of
effectiveness (MOEs), it was decided that the experiment would
investigate the situational awareness of individual soldiers within a
platoon. The plan for the experiment was to provide a platoon with
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varying levels of technological capabilities (including a baseline of
only their standard equipment), task them to undertake
representative infantry activities, and then assess how the ESAS
system affected the MOEs.
Concept validation commenced in early 2013, and due to trials
range availability and other dependencies, the date for the live
experiment was fixed to four weeks in June 2013 with no scope for
slippage of the date. Because of the structured process and welldefined ESAS assessment plan, the ESAS team were confident that
this timescale could be met with all prerequisite activities
completed.
The first step of concept validation was to identify technical
equipment solutions which fitted within the concept option’s scope.
While CCS aspired to identify pan-DLOD solutions to concepts, due
to the scope of ESAS the solutions were naturally equipment-based.
During this phase the government-industry consortium structure of
CCS was a great benefit. With industry already engaged, it was
easier for potential concept solutions to be offered which were
sufficiently technically developed to be demonstrable during the
experiment. Following this, a number of technologies were
identified which would be able to be integrated to form the ESAS
demonstration capability.
The industry prime was responsible for taking these various
technical solutions, integrating them into a working system, and
deploying them for the duration of the experiment. Concurrently an
experimental plan was developed, based upon the higher level
assessment plan, which defined how the MOEs identified above
would be measured during the experiment. As the experimental plan
developed, it was realized that to get the most benefit from the
experiment, the key MOE was situational awareness of the
participants.
This presented a challenge, as measuring situational awareness is
best achieved by assessing human performance, which requires an
ethical protocol to be formally approved. To gain approval, an
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assessment must seek to gain statistically significant results that
demonstrate that “doing something” is measurably different from
maintaining the status quo. The justification for this requirement is
that if an experiment will never be able to be statistically significant,
then the participants’ time is being wasted as there is no possibility
of proving or disproving the hypothesis. Through the involvement
of statistical experts, the number of runs, repeats, and complexity
required to achieve statistical significance was identified.
The experiment occurred as scheduled in June 2013, but because
of priorities related to the ethical approval cycle, the experiment did
not receive ethical approval to undertake human performance
assessment until the end of the second week of the experiment.
Fortunately, due to having worked up a contingency assessment
plan, this did not prevent the experiment from going ahead, but it
did mean that some metrics directly measuring situational awareness
were not possible to collect. As the experiment was already
underway, the decision was taken to complete the experiment using
the contingency experimental plan rather than change over to the
endorsed plan mid-way through. The contingency experimental plan
had three main techniques to assess the benefit of the ESAS concept:
 observation by observers, recording information flows and
decision-making;
 questionnaires gathering subjective opinion on own
understanding of the situation;
 post-action workshops where platoon members were asked
to talk through the scenario and the assessment team asked
questions related to particular events that were of potential
interest.
After the trial, the data captured was compiled and analysed to
identify how various ESAS interventions compared with the
baseline in terms of the previously defined MOEs. The next stage
was to use the experimental data measurements as an input to the
close action environment (CAEn) computational war game, the
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second part of the concept validation phase. CAEn is a close combat
computerized war game and simulation which is capable of
representing the all-arms close-combat battle from individual
soldier or platform to company group level. It is designed to
simulate individual soldier entities, calculating their lines of sight
and hence their ability to observe and identify the enemy. Due to
location constraints, it was only possible to undertake the ESAS
experiment on a simple trials range without any complex terrain.
This simple terrain data gathered during the live experiment was
used by CAEn to investigate how the ESAS capability would affect
the MOEs if it were used in complex terrain. While CAEn was not
primarily designed to model C2 elements, it is possible to use it for
this purpose through the imposition of delays to information flows.
From analysis of the data from CAEn, it was identified that some
of the interventions had an impact on the time in which information
was passed and on how accurate that information was. It was found
that the ESAS capability enabled the platoon to deliver effective fire
onto an identified target quicker than was possible in the baseline
case. Other benefits included improved navigational accuracy and
battlefield orientation, which the experimental team had not
anticipated while developing the assessment plan. Overall, the
evidence from the analysis suggested that the hypothesis was correct
and that integrating advanced sensing and processing capabilities to
the dismounted infantry platoon improved situational awareness and
likelihood of mission success.
While the experimental activities were ongoing, the impact of the
concepts on the DLODs as well as the potential financial cost, both
originally undertaken for DG2, were reviewed and updated based
upon the improved understanding of the concept. The DLOD
assessment was undertaken by an expert judgement panel, which
considered the impact that each concept option was likely to have
on each individual DLOD. A five step red-amber-green scale was
used to assess whether the impact of the concept would be positive
(e.g. improved information sharing), negative (e.g. increased
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training burden) or have very little impact (e.g. no change in number
of personnel required). The purpose of this assessment was to
understand whether there were any significant DLOD impacts and
whether there was anything that was likely to prevent the concept
from being realized in the future, also known as a show-stopper. The
cost of the concept was assessed by a cost-modelling expert and the
whole life cost calculated based upon MOD through-life capability
management processes. The purpose of this cost-modelling was to
enable decision makers to understand the potential costs and benefit
trade-offs from implementing various aspects of the ESAS concept.
The lessons learned there are stated below.
 The risks inherent with external dependencies (e.g. ethical
approval) should be identified and mitigated as much as
possible. Risks that cannot be entirely mitigated should be
closely monitored and regularly reviewed.
 The potential requirement for ethical approval of
experimental activities should be assessed as soon as it is
decided that an experiment will be undertaken. This gives
time to put in place the necessary authorizations to enable
experimental activities to go ahead.
 Early engagement with other projects enables lessons to be
learned and applied during the planning phases of
experimental activities.
 Experimental planning should consider all possible sources
of data, so that useful ones can be captured for further
analysis. It is particularly important when using novel data
capture approaches that there are contingency data capture
approaches and sources in place.
As a result of the ESAS findings, the concept has been used to
directly inform the main exploitation route identified, and
subsequent research has been undertaken to further mature the
concept. The ESAS concept identified, integrated, and demonstrated
a concept that evidence indicated provided a benefit and has been
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used to influence future procurement projects. By assessing the costs
and DLOD impacts of the concept, the transfer of this work outside
of CCS has been facilitated. The concept was developed over the
course of 18 months and rapidly matured understanding of
dismounted platoon operations by developing concepts for
improving their effectiveness through improved situational
awareness.

Reissuing of the Process
While ESAS and other concepts were approaching completion,
the lessons learned were compiled and led to the reissuing of the
CCS process. A number of changes were made to the process based
upon the lessons identified during these concepts and during the
pilot year. While the decision gate steps remained in place
(including the new DG0), what was required at each one had
undergone some significant changes.
The first major change, the definition of the concept
identification stage, was changed to formalize the relationship of
CCS with other programmes. The main reason for formalizing this
relationship was to enable CCS to better exploit the research and
issues identified by other projects. This approach of breaking down
project “stove-piping” has been one of the major factors behind the
success of the CCS project as a whole.
The second major change occurred throughout the process and
related to the prescriptiveness of the process. Feedback had
identified that the process was being used to predefine what
activities needed to be undertaken when these activities were not
always necessary, beneficial, or relevant, depending on each
individual concept. To reduce this, the process was reviewed, and
any activities identified to be discretionary were eliminated.
The final major change was that a new process for assessing the
DLODs was developed which assessed the DLOD impacts at two
points: implementation and at full operating capability. This change
was made because it was identified the DLOD impacts when
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implementing a capability can be significantly different from the
impacts once fully implemented. For example, when bringing a new
piece of equipment into service, there can be a significant training
impact as new training courses have to be designed and
implemented. However, if this equipment replaces other
capabilities, it can be the case that once at full operating capability,
the overall training burden decreases because other training courses
are no longer required.

Transition into the Joint Force Development Analysis
and Experimentation Pipeline
In late 2014, Commander Joint Forces Command (COM JFC)
issued a paper entitled Warfare in the Information Age (Lawson &
Barrons, 2016). This paper directed Defence to consider the
challenges and realities of the information age and to identify
opportunities to make use of information age technologies to meet
defence aims. In its response to the paper, analysis by Dstl
demonstrated that the information age is creating opportunities for
Defence to adopt new approaches for delivering military effect and
the capability to deliver existing approaches more cost-efficiently
(i.e. achieving greater mass effect). However, it also demonstrated
how adversaries are adapting to the information age in various ways,
resulting in new types and scales of threat.
The study found that the basis for these opportunities and threats
is the inexorable and rapid innovation in information age
technologies, almost exclusively through civil investment in
response to civil needs and timescales. Defence needs to understand
the capabilities (across all DLODs) that it will need in the
information age to continue to successfully deliver military effect
while also countering adversaries’ ability to do so. To achieve this,
the analysis identified a requirement for a pipeline process that could
identify, explore, and validate future concepts. This would provide
robustly evidenced joint force user needs which could be objectively
weighed in subsequent capability balance of investment decisions.
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The key characteristics that this process needed to demonstrate were
the following.
 Planned: A decision to invest in developing a concept
through the pipeline must be accompanied by a concomitant
end-to-end plan for how that concept will be assessed and
validated throughout its intended life cycle through science
and technology (S&T) and user-led analysis and
experimentation.
 Staged: Concepts develop through a series of stages, from
initial “thought experiment” to validated and evidenced
implementation (thereafter exiting the pipeline) with clear
evidence-based decision points between them, reducing
technical and financial risk and increasing evidence and
realism as the concept matures.
 Incremental: As a concept passes through the pipeline and
investment in its assessment and validation grows, its
implementation will become more concrete, its costs,
benefits and risks progressively better understood, and the
evidence for its effectiveness more complete and robust.
 Fail fast: Concepts that are not feasible or have low
benefit/cost ratio are identified as early as possible in their
life cycle, so that development can cease as soon as possible,
thereby ensuring best use of available resources.
 Iterative: Concepts that do not achieve the conditions
necessary to pass a specific decision gate, but which show
sufficient potential, can be “redeveloped” through previous
stages or paused until a later juncture (e.g. to allow necessary
resources to become available, dependant technology to
mature, or a requirement to be clarified).
 Light touch: The total management overhead for the
pipeline must be as small as possible, quality of evidence
required commensurate with the risk being taken at each
stage, and the decision-making process transparent and rapid
with maximum delegation to a local level.
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 Rapid: The pace of technology development requires a rapid
transit from thought experiment to validated, evidenced
concept. The target end-to-end transit time should be a
maximum of 24 months (ideally less) and typically six to
nine months, unless rework or a pause in development is
required.
Given the above required characteristics, the CCS process was
identified as a suitable foundation method upon which an
appropriate process could be generated. Unsurprisingly given its
origin, the joint force development & experimentation (JFD&E)
pipeline, shown in Figure 0.10, is visually and characteristically
similar to the CCS process, although there are some substantial
differences. The biggest difference in the processes is that the
JFD&E pipeline has a significantly extended scope compared to that
of CCS. The scope of the process now encompasses both “S&T led”
CD&E and “user-led” experimentation in representative operational
environments. The scope of CCS only covered the S&T-led and not
the user-led parts. This change allowed significantly greater
validation of the concepts by current military users, particularly via
the defence exercise programme, thereby improving access to endusers and exploitation of output.
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Figure 0.10: Joint Force Development & Experimentation
Pipeline Structure

Another change compared to its CCS predecessor has been the
added ability for partly worked-up concepts to join the process at an
appropriate point rather than being forced to progress from the
beginning. The aspiration for this change is to enable partly
developed concepts to be drawn from across the defence and civil
sector S&T community or from allies and subsequently further
developed through the JFD&E pipeline.
The JFD&E pipeline comprises five stages: initiation, discovery,
development, assessment, and validation. These represent the full
life cycle of a concept from initial conception through lab-based
experimentation and finally operational validation. Each stage is
separated by a decision gate that determines if investment in the next
stage of the pipeline is justified. As with the CCS process, each
decision gate is intended to provide a review point to either progress,
rework, defer, or stop development of a concept. As a concept passes
through the pipeline, its description becomes more detailed, its
implementation more concrete, and the evidence for its utility
builds, culminating in a mature concept with an established evidence
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base, which is then a candidate for consideration as a future joint
force capability need.4
A change for the better with the JFD&E pipeline has been an
improved level of governance, sponsorship, and increased rigour
underpinning the concept identification and development phase.
Under CCS, each concept had a military sponsor; however, the
assignment of the sponsorship role and that sponsor’s engagement
with the process was variable. Under the JFD&E pipeline there is
now a much better defined level of senior leadership and
governance.
The JFD&E Pipeline has senior level endorsement; it is owned
and sponsored by the two-star Director Joint Warfare on behalf of
Director General Joint Force Development. The Director-JointWarfare chaired Joint Warfare Development Board oversees the
pipeline, agrees its priority focus areas, ensures an outline end-toend development plan exists spanning both S&T and user-led
analysis and experimentation, and recommends to the relevant
commands how endorsed joint force capabilities needs should be
addressed. The one-star-chaired Joint Warfare Force Development
Steering Group then supports the coordination of JFD, provides
advice and support to the Joint Warfare Development Board, and
appoints concept sponsors.
Each concept transiting the pipeline will have a concept lead (a
technical role) and a concept sponsor (a military role) from an
appropriate command. The concept sponsor is generally an officer
at OF-4/5 level, and their position is endorsed by the Joint Warfare
Force Development Steering Group. The concept lead, supported by
the concept sponsor, is responsible for delivery of the S&T-led
stages, including decision gates 1 to 3. The concept sponsor,
supported by the concept lead, is responsible for delivery of the
validation stage, including DG4. The concept lead and concept
4

The decision whether or not to take that need forward into capability delivery
is beyond the scope of the pipeline. These decisions are made through the extant
capability management process.
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sponsor jointly are responsible for ensuring a viable end-to-end
concept development plan. To support all personnel operating
within the pipeline, a number of terms of reference for each role
have been developed. Along with a detailed description of what the
role entails, each term of reference also defines a number of key
performance indicators against which individual performance can
be assessed. In addition to this, a deterministic approach has been
taken to definitions across the whole JFD&E pipeline. All terms
used within the process and to describe concepts have definitions,
forcing all concepts within the JFD&E pipeline to use a common
terminology set. This aids understanding, prevents concepts from
generating localized definitions, and promotes common
understanding between concepts.
The expansion in scope compared to the CCS process has
enabled a greater focus on exploitation of concepts. Under CCS, a
concept was passed over to the user community to continue
development at the same point at which the CCS involvement
terminated. Due to the expansion in scope of the JFD&E pipeline,
at the hand-over point the concept lead becomes a support to the
concept sponsor during the concept validation stage. This feature of
the JFD&E pipeline enables a phased transition of responsibility
from the S&T community to the user community to be achieved.
While the JFD&E pipeline has realized some significant benefits,
there are still some challenges. While the governance strategy is an
improvement on that of the CCS process, it is challenging to
maintain the level of senior engagement and direction required. The
JFD&E pipeline continues the CCS approach of contracting out
much of the S&T work to industry and academia; while this
provides significant benefit in terms of access to experts and
alternative approaches, one of the aims of the pipeline is to rapidly
identify and “fail” unfeasible concepts. Due to placing contracts
with external organizations, it is commercially complicated (and
potentially financially wasteful) to cancel in train external activities.
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Achieving statistical significance in analysis and experimentation
remains a considerable challenge given the time, cost, and level of
user engagement. Demonstrating a concept at a Joint Headquarters
(HQ) training exercise may provide the opportunity to capture
useful qualitative and quantitative information on utility; however,
it is unlikely that the HQ as a whole would be willing to repeat the
activities to a sufficient extent to generate statistically significant
results.

CDME Concept under the JFD&E Pipeline
One of the first concepts to use the JFD&E pipeline was the
collaborative decision-making environments (CDME) concept. At
the time of writing, CDME is in the beta (user-led experimentation)
phase of the JFD&E pipeline. The vision of CDME is the
development of physical and virtual environments with associated
behaviours and ways of working that support collaborative planning
and operational decision-making in complex circumstances. The
overall objective of the work so far was to generate evidence and
insights about collaboration in a C2 context and develop behavioural
and ways of working improvements. CDME differs from other
concepts that have come before it in that rather than equipment and
technology, it focuses exclusively on behaviour and ways of
working.
The CDME concept encompasses the ends, ways, and means for
achieving collaborative C2 (levels 3 and 4 of the maturity model)
both:
 across a force, i.e. collaborative C2 across HQs and force
elements;
 within an HQ (within and across HQ functions).
Further, it relates both to how collaboration takes place
(supported by techniques and behaviours) and how it is enabled by
the C2 context within which it occurs (e.g. C2 purposes, C2
arrangements, and C2 structures). Initially, the project engaged with
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separate work being undertaken for the UK’s Standing Joint Force
Headquarters (SJFHQ), a two-star joint HQ, which developed the
maturity model shown in Figure 0.11.

Figure 0.11: CDME HQ Maturity Model

The initial phases of CDME identified that collaborative
practices in HQs can be limited, and in complex operating
environments, this is likely to impact the HQ’s effectiveness. This
subsequently led to the identification of collaboration behaviours
that were likely to lead to improved HQ effectiveness in complex
situations and hence improve its maturity. Through interviews with
appropriate HQ staff and observing exercises, over 40 specific
behaviours, or “patterns”, likely to contribute to HQ functionality
were identified. Assessing performance against these behaviours
assists in determining the maturity level of the HQ under study.
The concept development and concept assessment phases then
developed this further by undertaking quantitative assessment of
four of the identified behavioural patterns using a simulation war
game. The simulation, C3 Fires, simulates a fire spreading within
the map area. A team of 18 military participants were responsible
for different activities to control the spread of the fire (e.g. active
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firefighting, control of water bowsers, implementation of firebreaks,
etc.). Participants could each individually implement the activities
under their control to control the fire and prevent its spread.
However, without higher level coordination, these activities were
likely to be disconnected and incoherent. The purpose of the
simulation was to assess the extent to which enacting the patterns of
collaborative behaviours improved the outcome of the war game.
Analysis of the simulation outcomes identified that out of the
four assessed behavioural patterns, two were confirmed to have a
positive outcome on collaboration, one showed potential (but not
quantifiable) benefit, and one showed no change to outcomes. As a
result of this, a training course based upon the beneficial
collaborative behaviours was developed. This training was delivered
to members of SJFHQ, prior to their JOINT VENTURE 2017
(JV17) exercise. The performance at JV17 would then be compared
to the baseline performance captured at the previous JV exercise to
identify whether any functionality improvements had occurred
between exercises.
While the JFD&E pipeline has demonstrated a beneficial process
for concept development, there remain some issues. In particular,
the senior level of engagement, while driving the development of
concepts, makes achieving endorsement to progress at each DG
more problematic. Due to their senior position, senior
representatives require greater notice of the decisions that need to
be made; as a result, it can be difficult to achieve DG authorization
at the appropriate point due to senior representative unavailability.
As a result of this, either the progress of a concept must be delayed
pending the approval of the senior representative, or the concept
must progress and authorization to proceed must be belatedly
achieved. CDME used the latter approach through the use of a DG
review panel which authorized progression to the next stage with the
senior representative subsequently approving this as the appropriate
decision. This was a necessary course of action to enable CDME to
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meet the timescales required to develop and deliver the training prior
to the JV17 exercise.
Another issue that CDME in particular has experienced is that it
has been difficult to transfer the concept validation phase to be userled. This is primarily due to the non-equipment nature of the
concept. The experience and expertise in developing and
implementing transformational behaviours and ways of working is
not necessarily present within the user community compared to the
experience that users have of utilizing new equipment, although in
practice equipment implementation should also be supported by
human factors specialists. This demonstrates how, while an overall
process may work well in many cases, there are always likely to be
outlying activities that require the flexibility to deviate somewhat
from the prescribed process.
The lessons learned from this are stated below.
 Non-equipment concepts can be challenging for the user
community to implement due to lack of specialist
knowledge, complexity of internal interactions (particularly
for behavioural-based concepts), and organizational inertia.
 User involvement from the outset of the concept is important
to ensure that there is sufficient buy-in and engagement and
understanding of the concept that the hand-over to user-led
evaluation is able to occur.
 A defined CD&E process should be used as guidance rather
than a mandatory “tick-box” process, particularly for nonequipment-based concepts.

Conclusions
The CCS process and subsequent JFD&E pipeline has been
iteratively developed and improved upon since it was first
developed in 2011. The result is a CD&E process that enables
concepts to be rapidly identified, developed, and experimented
utilizing a structured rigorous approach. The key functions that the
pipeline provides is the capability to:
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 understand future threats and technological opportunities;
 identify and validate (or invalidate) new concepts;
 guide MOD S&T investment to support the maturation of
associated technologies within niche areas of S&T;
 stimulate rapid pull-through of concepts into operational
use;
 generate the knowledge to underpin investment decisions;
 engage with the industrial (both military and civilian) and
academic supply chain.
The JFD&E pipeline, like its predecessor the CCS process,
continually seeks improvements and optimization of the process
through regular reviews at the completion of concepts and a
structured lesson learning process. In this manner, the JFD&E
pipeline will continue to develop and improve to better respond to
joint force user needs and support the MOD’s CD&E process.
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Tabletop Experiment Capture of Capability
Requirements
Ronald Funk
Abstract
This tabletop experiment (TTE) approach taps into an audience’s
broad knowledge to understand the capability requirements of a
scenario as well as identify any gaps. It uses the matrix game
methodology to explore a wide variety of TTE situations to discover
insights. The TTE approach focus is on ensuring each participant
can understand enough of the operational context in order to make a
direct contribution to the discussions. Its result is a strong sense of
collaboration that leads to a broad consensus across an audience
composed of diverse scientific and military expertise. The three TTE
stages involve scenario development, event preparations, and event
execution as an integrated process that is robust enough to ensure
delivery of a successful TTE event.

Introduction
This chapter describes the evolution of the tabletop experiment
(TTE) as an approach to identify and understand gaps in capabilities
by tapping into an audience’s knowledge. It is based on the matrix
game methodology, that has proven itself capable of being quickly
and easily adapted to a wide variety of situations. The TTE is a
modified form of the more generic seminar war game that tests
specific hypotheses rather than trying to exercise the audience skills
as done in a classical tabletop exercise (TTX).
The TTE described here uses tactical level situations to identify
and refine capability requirements. The scenario structure and
facilitation structure allow a diverse scientific and military audience
to quickly appreciate and understand the key operational
considerations under review. The TTE goal is to encourage each
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attendee to make direct and focused contributions during both
plenary and small group sessions. The intended result is a high level
of audience participation and a strong feeling of collaboration on the
topic.
The chapter is organized around describing the components of
the three TTE stages: scenario development, event preparations, and
event execution. This approach results in an integrated process that
is robust enough to ensure a successful TTE event. That includes the
adequate testing of the proposed hypotheses (whether or not the
hypothesis is accepted or rejected). The TTE must also deliver
products useful to the sponsor goals and objectives.

Background
The world is rapidly growing in complexity, which has major
implications for defence and the security that is being applied by the
Alliance. There is a wealth of expertise and experience residing in
NATO that must somehow be distilled into evidence-based
knowledge and rapidly disseminated.
In 2013, NATO decision makers requested that the Science and
Technology Organization (STO) support the generation of specific
knowledge for tailored advice on capabilities for interoperability of
the military forces of the Alliance. The Centre for Maritime
Research and Experimentation (CMRE) was tasked to help prepare
and host a TTE for a large and diverse group of operators and
subject-matter experts (SMEs) from the Alliance and Partners to test
a specific hypothesis about a capability.
The Joint Main Armaments Groups (MAGs) Initiative (JMI) had
an objective to identify joint capability and interface gaps regarding
the threat from low, slow, and small unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV), as well as rockets, artillery, and mortars (RAM). The TTE
hypothesis was that the threat imposed by the above capability could
defeat the defences of deployed NATO tactical forces in novel and
unexpected ways. The TTE goal was to apply the TTE insights to
investigate how to overcome the defensive capability shortcomings.
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The TTE was prepared over six months with the objective of
gathering knowledge from stakeholders and SMEs during a three
day event. The TTE process helped the sponsor to collate and
publish specific findings as a NATO report two working days after
the event. The details of the JMI TTE were reported by Funk and
Fitch (2014), and the topic was summarized by Science and
Technology Organization (2014) as one way to support capability
development.
The emphasis here is on describing the generic aspects of the
experiment augmented by examples from the JMI TTE experience.
The remainder of this chapter discusses how the TTE process is
prepared and executed.

Approach
The TTE origins can be traced back to a simple yet robust
approach called the matrix game that uses stylized turns to foster
plenary session and team discussions. The approach was created to
quickly explore a very complex topic with many stakeholders from
a neutral and impartial perspective. The matrix game problem space
elicitation is designed to allow audiences to reach a strong consensus
about a specific list of findings and advice.
The matrix game approach has been applied to complex planning
situations to examine maritime security issues by the Australian
Defence Science and Technology Organization (DSTO) and then
modified by Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC)
to help plan the complex maritime security situation at the 2010
Vancouver Winter Olympic Games. The method is fully described
by Zegers (2010a, 2010b, 2011).
The basic structure of a matrix game is a series of “turns” in
which each turn is a discrete allotment of real time sufficient to
discuss the issues. The exercise time associated with each turn can
be varied for whatever time span is relevant for the scenario turn;
the period could range from days down to hours or even minutes.
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Figure 0.12 illustrates the basic configuration of a matrix game
involving four turns, where each turn is composed of four simple
phases. The TTE agenda’s first turn is kept simple and allows for
more time to help each team member to be become familiar with the
others. Gameplay with each successive TTE turn tends to speed up
as the discussions become more efficient.

Figure 0.12: MATRIX Game Turns Providing Structure to Discuss
Interservice Interoperability Issues

CMRE chose to use the Matrix game because it is a simple and
robust approach that could be implemented quickly with a high
degree of confidence. The key was to ensure delivery of a full and
comprehensive result for what is usually a poorly understood
planning situation. The TTE used a small but diverse facilitation
team to work closely with the sponsor staff to create an operationally
relevant and progressive scenario within a short timeline.
The TTE approach uses three distinct but interrelated phases to
ensure successful delivery of the event. Each of these segments was
found to require an equal investment of effort to ensure they
properly meshed together to deliver the intended results:
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 scenario development: actions to ensure the scenario
encourages an open and balanced discussion by a diverse
audience;
 event preparations: activities done to ensure the team is in
place and the venue is ready to conduct the event;
 event execution: actions completed during the event period
and immediately afterwards to document the findings.

Scenario Development
Scenario Description
The TTE starts with selecting a scenario to adequately test the
TTE hypothesis. Scenarios can be created from scratch by
postulating a new situation to explore different aspects of the
problem, or it can use components from existing scenarios or plans.
The scenario details are incidental except in the way they help to
shape the broad operational context for the TTE discussions.
In the case of the JMI TTE, the letter requesting CMRE help also
offered some basic guidance about the operational context and
threats to be considered.1 The request was for a simple nominal
scenario in the scope of a NATO Libyan operation with follow-on
amphibious landing, ground operations across the country, and entry
into a major city. The dominant threat was expected to be small, low,
and slow UAVs and RAM. The hypothesis was that the use of these
asymmetric threats has the potential to overwhelm and defeat the
current defence capabilities of NATO deployed forces.

1

NATO concept development and experimentation must ensure the scenario
does not conflict with the NATO Defence Planning Process (NDPP) where
Allied Command Transformation Staff Element Europe (ACT SEE) is the
holder of the official planning scenarios. However, since the TTE explores
emerging issues, it is sufficient for the TTE to retain the spirit of NDPP
scenarios rather than mimic them in detail.
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Scenario Preparations
Scenario writing is a very symbiotic process between project
leader, scenario writer, and facilitation team. These meetings need
to be held early in the process to ensure a common understanding
about the matrix game approach as well as timely guidance on the
scenario context. This period is likely to entail significant
modifications to the assumptions about the TTE. Shortly after that,
the scenario writer should be expected to deliver an early draft of
the scenario narrative and injects for the facilitation team to review.
The scenario script converts the scenario from a conceptual space
into a practical instantiation. Another key aspect is that the scenario
geography should be described in clear and concise terms using
memorable names. The script and geography should use minimal
details to allow a diverse audience with vastly different types of
expertise to participate more fully rather than if the debate must
ensure scenario accuracy.
A key aspect about the TTE is that the goal is to tap into
participants’ expertise to identify capability gaps; not to test the
skills of the participants. Therefore, the scenario must be oriented
towards creating a neutral playing field to ensure a wide range of
participants can contribute equally. The scenario instructions must
make it clear that there is no intent to try to solve the tactical problem
and that the main joint and combined operations issues are at the
interface between services and domains. The facilitators must
ensure everybody gets to speak so that all parties share their
expertise while also learning from the other participants.
The scenario itself uses a structure kept as simple and
straightforward as possible. The example map in Figure 0.13 uses a
very simple layout with easy-to-remember naming conventions to
help participants visualize who is doing what where.
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Figure 0.13: Scenario Map Used for Joint MAG Initiative Tabletop
Exercise Providing Participants with Common Understanding and Context

Scenario injects affect the way issues are explored to test the
hypothesis and what results will stem from that. Typically, injects
should start out as benign as possible and then increase each turn as
the matrix game progresses. This helps expose the point at which
any capability shortcomings become critical as the level of effort
and/or complexity increases.
The development of scenario vignettes and injects should include
inputs from the red team to help devise novel and unexpected
triggers to probe for potential capability gaps and exploit seams
between organizations. It is also very important to include SME
advice from each of the domains being investigated to ensure that
the scenarios to test the hypothesis are both realistic and relevant.
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Event Preparations
TTE Delivery Team Composition
A key pacing factor in the TTE development is the early
identification of a leadership and facilitation team to ensure
continuity in the preparation and execution of the methodology. The
level of TTE detail to be managed is huge, so the sponsor must have
confidence in the facilitation team. It is preferable to recruit a small
known team to do the entire project rather than assemble a large
team without any personal rapport. The team is composed of the
following roles:
 Exercise director (Ex Dir) is the senior sponsor
representative with the mandate and authority to obtain the
necessary resources and support from external agencies. The
Ex Dir is the outward-looking half of the TTE leadership
team and has the final decision on TTE content.
 Project lead (PL) from the supporting agency assembles the
delivery team and ensures the TTE methodology is properly
applied. The PL is the internal-looking technical half of the
TTE leadership coordinating detailed work to complete and
document the analysis.
 Scenario writer (a person or team supported by SMEs)
adapts an existing scenario or develops a new one to make a
timely delivery of deliverables with only minimal
supervision. The scenario writer must fully understand the
matrix game approach and the TTE methodology.
 Mentor is a respected individual with senior military
leadership experience who provides strategy and insight to
the facilitation team delivering the TTE. Mentors are also a
strategic reserve of talent to insert where needed.
 Facilitators are group discussion leaders with experience
working with the matrix game TTE methodology to develop
and execute the TTE event. The shared experience and the
trust it enables is a critical factor for the team being able to
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ensure delivery despite planning uncertainties and last
minute changes.
 Rapporteurs capture meaningful capability gap statements
during team discussions and dialogues of the plenary
sessions. Rapporteur support has a quid pro quo in that
rapporteurs are able to observe the TTE methodology and
then become facilitators during subsequent TTE events.
Project Endorsement and Guidance
Any project requires a high level of endorsement and guidance to
ensure it properly fulfils the sponsor’s stated objectives. The JMI
TTE accomplished this by meeting with stakeholders at NATO
Headquarters to brief the sponsor on the early preparations. The EX
DIR and PL jointly presented the TTE method and draft scenario to
get buy-in to what the TTE is trying to accomplish.
Afterwards, the PL provided the scenario writer with feedback
on refinements requested by the sponsor and/or stakeholders for the
scenario. The endorsement of the method also included the authority
needed to make administration arrangements to host the event.
A key element to success lies in the selection of the TTE audience
to ensure the TTE hypothesis will be exposed to a comprehensive
review from many perspectives. The sponsor and Ex Dir must
ensure the full range of expertise is present at the TTE, and the
SMEs must be encouraged to provide constructive advice even if
some of it is contradictory.
Test TTE
Testing the TTE before the actual event is an absolute necessity
in order to significantly reduce the risk of execution failure. This
starts with the facilitation team doing an internal detailed walkthrough of the scenario to be tested. The focus then shifts to a
collegial dry run of the TTE with the EX DIR and sponsor
representatives.
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The scenario writer starts by summarizing the scenario and steps
through two turns of the matrix game. The other facilitators then
each present a turn and lead the team discussions. This allows them
to become familiar with the material as well as generate a large
number of nominal candidate capability gaps to expect during the
TTE event. The list also helps to ensure any truly new and
innovative idea at the event can be noticed. The scenario and TTE
agenda are also confirmed, and an outline of the final report is
assembled.
The preparation phase is only complete when the Ex Dir is
satisfied with the scenario and the facilitation team is ready to
deliver a worthwhile TTE. A final deliverable of the consolidated
material should be sent to the CD&E organization at least two weeks
before the event, so that the necessary portions can be distributed to
the participants.
Facilitation Team Final Preparations
The TTE facilitation team should assemble a day or two before
the actual TTE event to do a final review of the material and discuss
injects for the discussion groups. The facilitation team and
rapporteurs should also review the agenda to ensure everybody is
synchronized for activities and responsibilities. A walk-through of
the main conference room and breakout rooms is well worth the
time.
Read-Ahead Package
TTE participants need to be provided with a comprehensive readahead package to ensure they gain familiarity with the topic and
methodology prior to the event. The package is summarizing the key
elements of the experiment and scenario as well as providing
annexes with a large body of details such as descriptions of weapons
systems or tactics. This is to ensure that at the event itself
discussions can start as quickly as possible on the day.
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TTE Event Execution
The TTE event behaves like a seminar war game in that it follows
a detailed agenda to ensure each phase of the TTE and each turn of
the matrix game are completed in a timely manner.
Introductory Session
At the beginning of the TTE, the facilitators orient participants to
the process with a clear and concise summary of the method and
scenario as context. The introduction starts with a presentation
explaining the TTE goal and the hypothesis being tested. A general
scene-setting then helps to orient participants to the scenario being
gamed, and finally a description of the matrix game approach and
instructions on how to play is given.
Gameplay Process
At the beginning of each turn of the matrix game, the Ex Dir
addresses a plenary session with the latest scenario injects. They
then go to their separate rooms to discuss responses to these injects.
The team rapporteur captures the capability ideas and their
reasoning by keeping track of all new points mentioned. Key points
should be projected on a screen, so all participants can see what is
being captured and further ideas can be added.
During the second plenary session of a turn, each team facilitator
summarizes their team’s decisions and shares the collected
capability statements with the full audience. It is possible, even
likely (and actively encouraged), that the teams and individuals will
disagree about the topic being discussed. Once all team findings are
presented, a discussion on interoperability considerations will
ensue, where the participants make comments from the team’s
perspective. The facilitators raise additional considerations, and as
a last step, the participants add personal perspectives (including
those counter to their team’s findings).
The discussions are moderated by the Ex Dir, and any unresolved
disputes are resolved using an argument-based system in which the
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Ex Dir assesses the strength of each argument. At the end of the
second plenary, Ex Dir then summarizes the consensus outcome of
the turn and proceeds to brief new events for the next turn. All team
rapporteurs take notes during the second plenary discussion and
write them up before the next turn.
Team Composition Considerations
The participants in a matrix game are typically formed into teams
or syndicates each representing a particular organizational entity or
set of concerns. This allows the TTE to take into account multiple
perspectives and helps focus discussion within teams when
exploring areas of common concern. The experiment design can
involve multiple teams being assigned the same discussion topic or
each team being assigned very different topics. In the second
plenary session, the teams explore gaps at the interfaces between
different stakeholder groups.
The choice of teams is very important, as this will directly shape
the issues being explored in the game. For example, if one of the
hypotheses being tested involves the dissemination and use of
intelligence products, then it is important to have the relevant
intelligence and communication organizations represented in each
team.
Hot Wash-Up
Upon completion of gameplay, the Ex Dir and facilitators will
hold a hot wash-up session, where each participant can share their
personal insights and key takeaway items from the game. The team
groupings are no longer used during the hot wash-up, so that each
participant, along with facilitators and organizers, can convey their
individual opinion on the important lessons from the game. It is
essential for rapporteurs to accurately capture the points raised
during this final session, as they can be some of the most important
lessons and outputs from the TTE.
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A further useful activity is to have the participants fill in feedback
sheets on the game format, execution, and administration, so that
planners can make improvements for subsequent games.
TTE Analysis
The analysis of results to assess the TTE hypothesis is no easy
matter, and there are a myriad of techniques to help organize the
qualitative comments. Describing the full range of options is outside
the mandate of this chapter, but it is worthwhile to mention a few
and what was used by the JMI TTE.
One analytical approach could involve asking participants to
prioritize the collected comments. A consensus ranking of the lists
could then identify the relative importance of each identified
capability gap. For the JMI TTE, the need to deliver a concise final
report quickly led to clustering the detailed comments into broader
qualitative topics. The three service MAGs were given the topics
and the full list of ideas to apply in whatever manner that makes the
most sense for each them.
The actual analysis period should be kept very short by using
parallel activities. For instance, the identified capability gaps
generated by each team for each turn were merged into a single text
document as they were being presented in the plenary session. That
text was then grouped into a consolidated list of key capability gaps.
On the final day, the participants quickly reviewed the full list to
collectively confirm that every capability gap was adequately
covered as well as to suggest nominal topics to cluster the
comments. The TTE parallel actions allow the report to be largely
drafted as the TTE ends.
After-Action Report
Participants in a TTE all benefit from their participation in the
form of increased mutual understanding of other organizations and
greater appreciation of gaps and issues. Following the play of a TTE,
an after-action report is produced. This report contains the major
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themes and issues from preparing and executing the TTE event as
well as any emerging conclusions and recommendations on the
tested hypothesis. The report must be delivered as quickly as
possible to ensure the momentum generated by the TTE discussions
is not lost. The JMI TTE report was distributed two business days
after the event.

Conclusions
The matrix game method enables the TTE to discover and
explore broad planning interactions and compromises. It has been
proven to be quickly and easily adaptable to a wide variety of TTE
situations. CMRE successfully employed the TTE approach a year
later to explore naval mine warfare command and control issues.
The TTE is able to deliver useful high-level results for complex
problems by using simple, generic scenarios focused on the topic.
This allows the TTE to more quickly discover what the key
capability drivers are and then explore these to potential
development options. The TTE hypothesis works best when it is
used to explore complex situations with many competing
considerations that need to be prioritized and reconciled. The more
specific cases are also feasible to test, but usually they can be
handled by more classical experiments.
The TTE scenario acts as a simple while robust focal point for
TTE discussions about the hypothesis. The use of a stylized map
with simple names provides a concise and easy-to-understand logic
about the set of high-level events. This allows participants from a
wide variety of backgrounds to understand the operational context
in a similar way. The scenario guides rather than constrains the TTE,
so it can also provide a useful starting point for preparing subsequent
TTE events.
A key factor in delivering the TTE is the early assembling of a
facilitation team with experience in working together. This ensures
all team members understand the preparation details in order to
adapt to last minute changes. One way to facilitate early formation
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of facilitation teams is for CD&E entities to maintain in-house
awareness of TTE capabilities as part of its repertoire of analytic
skills.
The TTE enables a strong level of collaboration from a diverse
scientific and military audience. Its ability to generate and share
insights works because the structure and facilitation ensure that each
participant is allowed to make direct and focused contributions to
the team and plenary discussions.
The TTE process allowed the JMI to relatively quickly and
efficiently explore a wide range of military service, joint, and
coalition situations related to the test hypothesis. A large number of
stakeholders were able to share their expertise with other
communities in a non-adversarial meeting. The TTE successfully
developed a common consensus about why the capability gap exists,
what needs to be done by whom, and a large body of ideas on how
to address it.
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Case Study: URBAN WARRIOR 5 –
An “Experiment in Experimentation”
Paul Elrick and Nigel Paling
Abstract
URBAN WARRIOR 5 was the British Army’s 2012/2013
“experiment in experimentation” that asked, “How can live, virtual,
and constructive methods for experimentation be used to provide
complementary analysis for evidence-based decision-making?” A
series of experiments were carried out that examined an armoured
infantry company group operating within the urban environment in
order to assess the relative strengths and weaknesses of the
individual simulation domains. The experiments explored the
impact of equipment, organization, and doctrine capability changes
on the collective performance of the force. Numerous lessons were
gained in both understanding how analytical activities should be
managed and how analytical methods should be employed to
provide robust evidence for force development. Most notably, it
reconfirmed that in order to fully examine mission-level group
effectiveness, a combination of live, virtual, and constructive
methods is required to mitigate the inherent weaknesses of the
individual simulation domains.

Introduction
URBAN WARRIOR 5 (UW5) was the British Army’s
“experiment in experimentation” carried out in 2012–2013 to inform
the emerging force development (FD) process within Army HQ by
demonstrating an approach for evidence-based decision-making in
support of capability-based (rather than only equipment-based)
development (Ashton et al., 2013). UW5’s primary objective was to
assess the relative strengths and weaknesses of the live, virtual, and
constructive simulation (LVC) domains for tactical-level
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experimentation in order to inform the Army’s understanding of
which single domain, or combination of domains, should be used to
support future pan-defence lines of development1 (DLOD) land
component FD decisions. Consequently, the FD question addressed
was: “How can LVC simulation methods for experimentation be
used to provide complementary analysis for evidence-based
decision-making?”
In order to effectively answer the FD question, a suitable
capability question was required for examination within the three
simulation domains. Therefore, a UK armoured infantry (AI)
company (Coy) group (Gp) within a battle group (BG) context in the
urban environment in the 2020 time frame was chosen. The
assessment examined the impact of organization, doctrine and
concepts, and equipment (ODE)2 treatments3 on operational
capability. The capability question was therefore: “How can the
effectiveness of the AI Coy Gp in 2020 be improved for urban major
combat operations?”
The capability question was driven by the need to improve AI
Coy Gp effectiveness as opposed to the requirement to only support
equipment acquisition. Therefore, the generation of evidence
needed to be of sufficient quality to inform decisions concerning a
range of potential capability-enhancing interventions in terms of the
cross-DLOD implications.
The UK MOD’s classification of the constituents of defence capability includes
interoperability as an overarching factor as well as training, equipment,
personnel, information, doctrine and concepts, organization, infrastructure, and
logistics – known by the mnemonic “TEPID OIL”.
2
This is not suggesting any higher importance among the DLODs, merely that
the ODE DLODs enable “doing better things” (defining the theoretical
maximum capability), rather than “doing things better” (increasing capability to
a level defined by the ODE DLODs).
3
Here, each treatment is an attempt to change military capability for the better
(e.g. by changing doctrine and/or equipment). The GUIDEx defines treatment as
[a] set of controlled experimental conditions in which the various
independent variables are fixed. Comparison of different treatments is the
normal means of testing the experimental hypothesis. (TTCP, 2006, p. 338)
1
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This case study will describe the activities that constituted UW5,
and then discuss the main findings regarding the three simulation
domains and the process of generating evidence in support of land
FD. This paper will not discuss the insights and observations gained
in support of the capability question on the effectiveness of the AI
Coy Gp operating in the urban.

The Analytical Approach
The experiments explored the impact of ODE changes on the
collective performance (CP) of the force. UW5 used the following
definitions for the three simulation domains.
 Live simulation: Real people in a real environment using
real equipment with simulated effects (e.g. a tactical
engagement simulation (TES)).
 Virtual simulation: Real people in a simulated environment
using simulated equipment with simulated effects (e.g. the
Combined Arms Tactical Trainer).
 Constructive simulation: Simulated people in a simulated
environment using simulated equipment with simulated
effects (e.g. operational analysis (OA) models such as the
Dstl Coy-level Close Action Environment (CAEn)4).
UW5’s overarching analytical approach was based on the modelexercise-model paradigm promoted within The Technical
Cooperation Program’s Guide for Understanding and Implementing
Defense Experimentation (GUIDEx), which states in its Principle 3
that four logically sequenced requirements are necessary to achieve

4

CAEn is both a simulation and a wargame. The underpinning simulation allows
the physics of operations (e.g. lines of sight, detection-range characteristics, or
weapon effects) to be well represented. Wargaming allows commanders’
decisions to be represented through the gamers’ actions. The combination of
simulation and wargame within CAEn means that the consequences of tactical
decisions made on the “battlefield” can be analysed in terms of mission
outcome, platform losses, and casualties.
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a valid experiment (TTCP, 2006, p. 64). The four requirements
being the ability to:
 use the new capability;
 detect a change in the effect;
 isolate the reason for change in the effect;
 relate the results to actual operations.
The UW5 design used multiple methods, in accordance with
GUIDEx’s Principle 7 (p. 132), resulting in an extended M-E-E-M
approach where constructive simulation (CAEn) was combined with
human-in-the-loop (HITL) live and virtual simulations (the
exercises) to mitigate the deficiencies in the four requirements
exhibited by any one of these domains when used alone. This not
only allowed the examination of all three simulation domains
necessary to address the FD question, but increased validity by
combining the contrasting strengths of the three: constructive
simulation provided the required control to enable differences
among alternative treatments to be detected, especially those
measured in terms of kinetic effect; and HITL simulations (the live
and virtual) are better to explore the effect of treatments on aspects
such as human decision-making and operational friction5.
The UW5 approach is illustrated in Figure 0.14 below, which
shows both questions as “hot rods” through the individual analytical
activities.

5

According to Cronin,
Clausewitz terms "friction" the "only concept that more or less corresponds
to the factors that distinguish real war from war on paper."22
Friction is caused mainly by the danger of war, by war's demanding
physical efforts and by the presence of unclear information or the fog of
war. (1985, p. 44)
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Figure 0.14: Illustration of UW5 Analytical Components6

The UW5a baseline study provided the foundation for the
subsequent analytical activities. It consisted of a series of studies
that reviewed existing literature and carried out the preparatory
work needed to support all four M-E-E-M activities – scenario and
exercise development, blue force and threat generation, and the
articulation of the capability changes (the treatments) that were to
be assessed. The findings of the UW5a were used to help design the
analytical activities that followed – raising capability areas for
investigation and helping understand the context within which these
areas were to be explored.
This initial analysis helped to highlight that some treatments (e.g.
surveillance and target acquisition (STA), communications and
information systems (CIS) enhancement, or information
management and information exploitation (IM/IX)) are likely to
have their effect via command and control (C2), situational
awareness (SA), etc., whilst others (e.g. the enhancement of
effectors) will have their effect via lethality etc. Therefore there is a
need to assess each treatment in the simulation environment that is
most suited to the nature of the option. Assessment of such “facets”
of capability will be below the overall force effectiveness level.
6

Originally, UW5d was scheduled as a full dress rehearsal of urban AI Coy
operations and the associated instrumentation and data capture process.
However, this was taken as a savings measure. In addition, UW5c was originally
scheduled to precede UW5e, but was slipped due to the technical challenges
faced.
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However, it cannot be assumed that treatments will improve the
effectiveness of the system (i.e. the AI Coy Gp in UW5) in achieving
its mission/tasks as there may be “limiting factors” within other
facets of the capability that prevent the benefits from being realized.
Figure 0.15 represents a simple kill-chain model of an AI Coy Gp
capability for a given mission. It helps to illustrate that, for example,
even though improved STA may increase the potential target set,
this may not impact the overall force effectiveness level for a
particular mission unless the targeting data is passed in a timely
manner and there are sufficient available (and suitable) effectors to
prosecute them. Mission-effectiveness evidence, drawn from across
the different facets of capability, is required to demonstrate which
treatment option(s) provide the best improvement at the system, i.e.
the force effectiveness level. Therefore, a combination of simulation
techniques need to be used in some way so as to generate evidence
as to whether system capability or force effectiveness for specific
missions/tasks is improved. Wargaming, or specifically
“metagaming”7, was chosen as the medium by which to link the four
separate M-E-E-M activities.

Figure 0.15: Simple Kill Chain Model

In order to address the AI Coy Gp capability question, a series of
treatments were constructed and allocated to the most appropriate

Metagaming is defined as “any strategy, action or method used in a game
which transcends a prescribed ruleset, uses external factors to affect the game, or
goes beyond the supposed limits or environment set by the game”
(“Metagaming”, n.d.), for example the use of out-of-game knowledge from
empirical experiments to influence wargamers’ decision-making.
7
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simulation domain. The full list of treatments and the simulation
domain they were initially examined within is shown in Table 0.5.
Table 0.5: UW5 Treatments
T# UW5 Treatments

Constructive
(5b)

Live
(5e)

Virtual
(5c)

T0

Baseline (AI Coy + main 
battle tank (MBT) troop)



T1

Infantry mass: (T0 + 
additional protected mobility
platoon)



T2

Reduced armour (no MBT)

T3

Infantry and armour mass. 
(T1 + additional MBT)

T4

Enhanced CIS



T5

Enhanced Unmanned Aircraft
System STA



T6

Enhanced CIS and airborne
STA



T7

Enhanced CIS, STA, and IX







In order to examine these treatments, UW5 developed three
vignettes within an urban scenario, where each made use of one of
three different urban environments (old town, industrial, and
modern high-rise) that existed at the location chosen for the live
simulation exercise, CENZUB8. The vignettes were appropriately
constructed in all three simulation domains, and each treatment was
assessed in each of the vignettes (and hence within all three urban
environments). All treatments were played-out within the LVC
8

The centre d'entraînement aux actions en zone urbaine (CENZUB) in France is
a purpose-built facility for training armed forces in urban warfare.
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simulation domain(s) that had been selected to examine them, and
one (T1) was deliberately repeated within all three. The primary
metrics used to assess the outcome of each case examined were
whether or not blue mission success was achieved (i.e. the clearance
of a key building) and the associated blue and red casualties
(personnel and vehicles).
UW5b was the initial constructive simulation phase within the
M-E-E-M approach. UW5b employed wargaming with the CAEn
simulation to assess some aspects of baseline AI Coy Gp capability
including three treatments based on changes to the numbers of
infantry and MBTs – see Table 0.5.

Figure 0.16: UW5b: The Construction Simulation Using CAEn

UW5e was the live simulation phase, the first HITL exercise
within the M-E-E-M approach; this warfighting experiment9 (WFE)
employed a SAAB TES system fitted to British equipment at
CENZUB. This was the first live large-scale British Army WFE for
over ten years and an ambitious endeavour given the large numbers
of people and equipment from multiple organizations, the complex
all-arms environment, and the expeditionary nature of mounting the
live experiment in France.
9

A subset of OA experimentation that involves the participation of military
personnel, in an appropriate operational role, in an environment which allows all
lines of development to be considered.
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Figure 0.17: UW5e: The Live Simulation at CENZUB

In line with the overall UW5 plan, the live experiment focussed
on the effects of additional manpower and improved CIS and STA
feeds on the AI Coy Gp.
UW5c was the virtual simulation, the second HITL
exercise/WFE in the M-E-E-M approach. It was equally ambitious,
as it employed the Virtual Battlespace 2 (VBS2) software at a far
larger scale than had previously been used. UW5c was held at the
Army’s Command and Staff Trainer (CAST) in Warminster and
assessed changes to CIS and STA systems and IM/IX capabilities of
the AI Coy Gp.

Figure 0.18: UW5c: The Virtual Simulation Graphically Represented
Using VBS2
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UW5f was the culminating phase in the M-E-E-M approach and
was designed to examine whether a more holistic assessment of AI
Coy Gp effectiveness could be achieved. The aim was to use
information, observations, and data gathered from UW5b, UW5c,
and UW5e to enhance the wargame (i.e. to use CAEn as the basis
for metagaming) and test for treatment-induced changes at the AI
Coy Gp force effectiveness level for the missions undertaken. UW5f
therefore represented a model for the exploitation of LVC
simulation for complementary analysis.

The Findings
UW5 was successful as an “experiment in experimentation” – all
elements of the M-E-E-M process were undertaken, and
consequently many insights and observations were generated to
inform both of the questions. Against the first question, numerous
lessons were gained in both understanding how FD activities should
be managed and how OA methods should be employed to provide
robust evidence for capability-based FD.
The LVC Simulation Domains
Most notably, UW5 reconfirmed that in order to fully examine
mission-level group effectiveness (i.e. the force’s CP for a particular
mission), a combination of LVC-based methods is required in order
to mitigate the inherent weaknesses of the individual simulation
domains. Examining how the effectiveness of the AI Coy Gp
operating in the urban environment could be improved provided a
re-appreciation of the relative strengths and weaknesses of each
domain. It confirmed the need to assess C2 and SA within those
domains (live and virtual) where humans were directly involved. It
also confirmed the need to assess kinetic effect within constructive
simulation and verified that it provides stronger experimental
control as well as the ability to undertake multiple runs at low cost,
thus enabling the examination of numerous variations (to the
baseline) while providing statistically valid results.
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UW5 reaffirmed the importance of the FD community
understanding that the live domain (including exercises) is, just like
the other domains, a simulation. The live domain has many
differences to real operations, such as the representation of
platforms and weapon effects by the TES system, the impact of
game-playing, the absence of fear, and aspects such as clutter which
impact lines of sight (since urban training facilities have much less
“clutter”, e.g. parked cars, signs, and vegetation than is found in real
towns and cities). Prior to UW5, there was insufficient appreciation
across the UK military stakeholder community of the limitations of
this domain and therefore the need to consider using alternative or
combined techniques.
Table 0.6 was developed based on the findings of UW5 and
illustrates the key relative generic strengths of the different
simulation domains recognizing that there will be variations
dependent upon the particular application being used, the
environment, and the question that is being addressed. It is also
important to understand that the UW5 live and virtual domains were
primarily based on collective training (CT) capabilities
(CENZUB/TES and CAST/VBS2) and that major investment in
these forms of simulation (to input classified and future weapons’
effect data sets for example) would improve their ability to
accurately represent (future) conflict.
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Table 0.6: The Relative Strengths and Weaknesses of LVC Simulations
Live (HITL)
Virtual (HITL)
Constructive
Simulation
Simulation
Simulation
(incl.
Analytic Wargame)
Future
scenarios Future
scenarios Future
scenarios
representation (R)
representation (A)
representation (A)
Kinetic
effect Kinetic
effect Kinetic
effect
representation (R)
representation (R)
representation (G)
C2
and
SA C2
and
SA C2
and
SA
representation (G)
representation (G)
representation (R)
Operational friction Operational friction Operational friction
representation (G)
representation (A)
representation (R)
Integration
assessment
(esp. human-factors
issues) (G)

Integration
assessment
(esp. human-factors
issues) (A)

Integration
assessment
(esp. human-factors
issues) (R)

Experimental control Experimental control Experimental control
(R)
(A)
(G)
Multiple
runs/replication (R)

Multiple
runs/replication (A)

Multiple
runs/replication (G)

Relative cost and Relative cost and Relative cost and
resource requirements resource requirements resource requirements
(R)
(A)
(G)
Relative speed of Relative speed of Relative speed of
options development options development options development
(R)
(A)
(G)

For each aspect described in the table, the red/amber/green
(RAG) colour coding is relative to the other simulation domains
wherein:
 Green (G) denotes that the simulation does this relatively
well. It should be noted that this does not necessarily mean
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that the simulation is all-encompassing in respect of an
aspect for which it is marked green, merely that it is
relatively better than an alternative technique graded amber
or red.
 Amber (A) denotes that the simulation has some relative
weakness in this respect and indicating that its employment
should be undertaken with care and consideration regarding
this aspect.
 Red (R) denotes that the simulation does this relatively
poorly or with difficulty. Therefore, when employing this
simulation these aspects must be treated with great caution.
By way of an example: operational friction is well represented in
live simulation. The “fog of war” can be simulated to an extent,
although there will always be gaps (e.g. a failure to recognize or pass
on key information). Virtual simulation can represent operational
friction, but to a lesser extent given the extent of simulated forces.
Constructive simulation does not represent operational friction with
the same credibility (as live and virtual), although this is questiondependent.
War Fighting Experiments
UW5 showed that large-scale WFEs are financially costly and
can carry significant risk without the guarantee of producing a
decisive analytical outcome, i.e. demonstrating with confidence that
the treatments examined are (statistically) significantly different, or
not, from the baseline or control. However, UW5 also concluded
that WFEs are required in order to support better understanding of
the difference between this “more real” world representation and
constructive simulations as well as to provide a reasonably credible
environment in which to assess C2 and SSA. UW5 re-enforced the
following.
 The required experimental control can be difficult to
achieve. With only 12 serials being undertaken (three per
treatment) in the WFEs, any unexpected incident often
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dominated the output from that serial, which then meant it
had minimal comparative value against other treatments. For
example, there were serials in UW5 where a white player
(i.e. in the role of a civilian) shot blue forces10 before exercise
control could intervene; red and blue changed tactics
between serials; and sometimes a sniper team simply had a
very good day – all these unforeseen incidents masked any
outcome differences that were expected due to treatment
capability changes.
The need to ensure there is significant time to plan and
design these events and that their design is driven by the OA
team with due consideration for the need to gain seniorofficer buy-in. On occasions in UW5, there was conflict
between the need to design a suitable experiment versus
staging an impressive military show.
The need to ensure that troops were trained to competency
with the equipment and the doctrine required for both the
baseline and the treatments. Even though some time was
allocated for training prior to the start of the UW5 WFEs, it
still was not enough.
Primary risks must be addressed. In UW5c, the virtual
simulation used software that had not previously been tested
at such a large scale and with a terrain database that was
much more detailed than anything previously attempted.
This led to numerous technical problems.
The necessity for a clear and agreed data capture plan to
support the overall “campaign” of activities and not just each
separate event.

The factors listed above all contributed to masking any
differences between treatments in the WFEs and consequently
provided insights rather than hard evidence.

10

Using a weapon put down by blue.
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Culminating Activity
Although the representation of forces within the UW5f
constructive simulation were modified due to aspects gained from
the WFEs, e.g. blue sniper teams were positioned inside the town
rather than outside looking in, UW5 was unable to demonstrate
complementary analysis due to insufficiently robust and appropriate
data generated during the WFEs. However, the exploitation of
empirical communication and decision-making time-delay data
from a surrogate urban-based WFE were used to show how
metagaming can provide a credible and beneficial enhanced
constructive simulation environment (UW5f). This technique was
designed from the outset to mitigate the inherent weakness of the
individual simulation types discussed in the previous section by
exploiting the strengths of all to achieve a credible assessment of
potential system effectiveness for specific missions and tasks.
The OA Process
Finally UW5 also reconfirmed some of the basic principles in
undertaking a successful OA process. It re-enforced the need to:
 develop an initial understanding of the problem space and
agree the question(s) that is to be answered, the context
within which the question should be answered (scope), and
the decision the generated evidence will be used to support;
 choose the most appropriate method(s) – the concept of an
analysis estimate was introduced, a workshop that initially
explores the FD question to enhance understanding and then
discusses alternative OA methods that could be used to
provide an appropriate answer within the required time
frame;
 ensure appropriate OA expertise is available to undertake
both the individual and campaign of activities and ultimately
deliver the required evidence, since experience in running
(training) exercises is insufficient;
 ensure there is a single campaign lead who is responsible for
contracting and delivering all the FD activities to a customer
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(the primary stakeholder) whilst ensuring that an appropriate
governance structure has been established to oversee all
aspects of the campaign including the provision of military
teams, facilities, equipment, and materiel;
 write and agree (with stakeholders) an achievable analysis
plan (a concept of analysis) for the campaign prior to the
execution of analysis activities, because whilst all the
individual activities need to be well-designed, planned, and
implemented, special attention is needed to ensure that the
outputs of earlier events include the data and information
needed as timely inputs into the activities scheduled for later
within the campaign;
 allow sufficient time once the questions to be addressed have
been agreed for the OA teams to plan and design the FD
events;
 ensure there is sufficient time between FD events to
adequately assess the output and implement lessons in order
to inform the next event.
There are a number of references that provide detailed guidance
on the design and execution of OA activities including FD. TTCP
GUIDEx and the NATO Code of Best Practice for C2 Assessment
(Research and Technology Organization, 2002) are commended as
foundation guides for the sponsors and practitioners of FD activities.
These, though, are not the only reference material, and UW5 found
GUIDEx to have some notable weaknesses from a UK land
capability FD viewpoint (e.g. in explaining the difference between
measures of performance and measures of effectiveness in terms of
the mission and tasks being undertaken, and in the utility of
designing experiments that test for association rather than those
designed to establish cause and effect).
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The Future – Exploiting Training Data to Improve the
Assessment of Collective Performance
UW5 showed that large scale WFEs are both challenging and
expensive to stage and that delivering evidence to the required
standard can be difficult to guarantee. However, such HITL events
are essential for understanding those facets of military capability
that are typically poorly represented in constructive simulation. A
process for achieving this without such a significant financial
burden may be to make better use of Army CT. The combination of
data collected from live and virtual training systems with
constructive simulation has the potential to provide robust evidence
to support FD. Collecting data from multiple units undertaking
particular missions within consistent scenarios over time would
allow representative performance data to be collected in many areas.
These data would not only be beneficial in providing immediate
feedback to those undertaking training (i.e. to support after action
review statements), but could also be used in conjunction with
metagaming and constructive simulation to establish baseline CP for
particular military teams and missions. FD that explores treatments
which are likely to change facets of capability such as SA or
decision-making could then exploit the existing training systems to
conduct limited WFE and the results used to inform metagames.
As described earlier, combining simulation domains mitigates
the weakness inherent within a single domain. For example, the
constructive simulation would base weapon performance on live
test-and-evaluation data and use historical operational data to reflect
aspects such as withdrawal thresholds. Representing the baseline
performance of a BG or subunit within a metagame allows the
analysis of numerous alternative capability options, e.g. what is the
impact of a new C4ISR system, a new fighting vehicle, less
manpower, or alternative doctrine? Those options that demonstrate
improved performance would then be the front runners for
investment to improve capability, ideally including further
examination of the prototypic capability during training exercises to
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demonstrate with, and to, troops the potential for a step change in
operational performance. Institutionalizing this process is not
without challenges – there is a need for training scenarios to be set
within an environment and against a threat profile equivalent to that
deemed likely by Defence policy; for the engagement algorithms
(and data) held within training simulations to better reflect the real
world systems; and for the Army to recognize that CT could provide
invaluable data in support of FD and to direct that this data be
collected on a regular basis. Dstl has recently been asked by Army
HQ to identify the data that can be gathered from CT systems and
which are both credible/meaningful and exploitable in order to both
demonstrate the utility and expose where the current process will
need to be modified.11

Summary
UW5 specifically analysed the pros and cons of conducting
experiments in LVC simulation domains. The results conclusively
showed that each domain has its strengths and weaknesses.
Therefore, experiments examining the CP of a force or military team
(e.g. BG, company, or platoon) should utilize more than one of the
LVC simulation domains to provide valid results. In order to achieve
this, UW5 showed how to bring together data from one simulation
domain to enhance the capabilities of another through metagaming
in the culminating activity (UW5f).
Because of the lessons learned about experimentation during
UW5, a handbook on FD analysis and experimentation (Army
Headquarters, 2014) was produced. The handbook is predominately
aimed at those staff officers who are involved in FD. It notes that
“experimentation” is an abused term and encourages readers to use
11

Not all data from collective training is useful, since much is the product of the
underpinning simulations used, e.g. number of red “kills” within TES. However,
data that characterise real platforms (e.g. location, speed, grouping) or real
people (e.g. commanders’ decisions) and the associated timelines can be very
useful for FD purposes.
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the term as MOD defines it (i.e. as an OA method) in order to avoid
confusion across the UK defence community.
Simulation systems across the LVC spectrum are capable of
increasing fidelity, thereby representing operational conditions
more accurately. These systems produce significant amounts of
data. Once analysed, these data, particularly from CT, can produce
valuable insights and robust evidence to enhance training and FD.
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Concept Testing:
A Novel Method
for Improving Concept Robustness
Paul Norman and Danielle Fenning
Making the simple complicated is commonplace; making the
complicated simple, awesomely simple, that’s creativity.
—Charles Mingus

Abstract
Concept testing is a methodology that uses critical thinking
techniques to improve the articulation of an idea or a concept.
Concept testing is well suited to the analysis of complex policy and
doctrine documents. A concept test analyses and assesses the
motivation, aim, proposition, and proposal of the concept under
examination. A good concept is coherent, congruent, resilient,
founded upon a solid evidence base, logical argument, and original
thinking, and conveyed with clear articulation and presentation.
Concept testing aims to assist the authors in ensuring that a concept
can stand up to scrutiny, offering an independent review that goes
deeper and beyond the surface of a traditional document review. It
is conducted by an independent, multi-disciplinary team of analysts.
Most people are not experts in reviewing documents. We are
rarely ever formally trained in the practice of document review;
people often learn how to inspect or critique a document in an ad
hoc manner. Document reviews can be remarkably costly,
inefficient, and poorly managed. When effort is spent on formal
reviews, often the document is only “inspected” at the surface level
where checks are made solely for accuracy, syntax, and lexical
issues. Documents are typically routed to many people where their
analysis is completed in isolation; comments are submitted to
authors and the author compiles and manages suggested changes.
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These are either accepted or rejected, and authors may be subject to
certain biases in this process. Sometimes, meetings or workshops
are held to adjudicate/refine comments; however, judgment of
document quality is often predicated upon what was done in the past
and groupthink becomes rife. Concept testing aims to overcome
these problems.
Concept testing has been successfully applied by the UK
Ministry of Defence think tank Development, Concepts and
Doctrine Centre on products such as Global Strategic Trends
(Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre, 2014a), NATO’s
Strategic Foresight Analysis (Headquarters Supreme Allied
Commander Transformation, 2013), and the UK reserve forces
White Paper (Secretary of State for Defence, 2013). More recently,
it has been adopted as technique at NATO’s Headquarters Supreme
Allied Commander Transformation on products including the
urbanization concept and aerial radiological surveillance concept.

Introduction
History of Concept Test Development
In 2009, an analytical technique, known as “concept testing” was
developed by the Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre
(DCDC) and the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory in the
UK; since that time, the idea of concept testing has been further
developed by the DCDC to exploit alternative analysis1 and
network-mapping techniques. The technique has since been applied
successfully to a wide range of papers covering policy, doctrine, and
concepts. In addition, DCDC has briefed other UK Government
departments and NATO’s Allied Command Transformation.
1

NATO uses the term alternative analysis, however, the UK Ministry of
Defence (MOD) uses the term “red teaming”. A comprehensive description of
red teaming techniques can be found in the DCDC publication titled Red
Teaming Guide (DCDC, 2013). NATO has also published a guide (Bi-Strategic
Commands, 2014).
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How Can NATO Improve the Robustness of CD&E Products?
NATO concept development and experimentation (CD&E)
product development follows a formal process described by policy
and procedures. The CD&E process is supported by analysis from
initiation through to implementation in order to help make the best
decisions. Part of this process involves the articulation of a set of
ideas within a concept2 to help provide a contextual understanding
towards a set of conclusions or the exploration of a problem.
Usually, this is formulated within a report, but on occasions the
ideas and conclusions can be represented within a workshop or a
series of discussions. Previously, within the CD&E process, a
concept report would have a literary review that provided data,
syntax, and lexicon checks. It usually only examines the “surface
level” of a document and does not examine the biases that maybe
present in the document and the review process itself. The process
does not separate the written prose from the idea. In fact, often
people do not really know how to conduct a review properly – there
is no formal training, and most people learn how to inspect or
critique a paper or set of ideas in a way that fails to recognize
personal bias and influence (Pronin, 2006). In addition, when using
subject-matter-expert reviewers, they may not be experts in judging
the suitability of text for a target audience. A concept paper is
typically reviewed in isolation, with the individual reviewers’
comments submitted to the author. The author compiles and
manages the comments and potentially may discuss important
changes to a concept within their team. Judgement of the “quality”
may be predicated upon what was done in the past and may be
influenced by personal preferences. Concept testing tries to add to
this review process to reduce bias and promote alternate thinking.
Concept testing does not replace the application of evidencebased decision-making techniques in concept development; rather,
The term “concept” is defined by Oxford Dictionaries as “an abstract idea”
(“Concept”, n.d.), which could be manifested by a plan, an intention, an idea, an
intervention, an experimental model, or a mental image.
2
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it is complementary and provides a method that analyses the concept
in a way that other analytical techniques are unable to. Concept
testing should be planned and scheduled at the initiation of a project
as with any other supporting analysis technique and may be
combined as part of the analysis and experimentation campaign
plan.

The Definition of Concept Testing
Concept testing is defined as “[t]he art of strengthening a concept
by maximising the potential of its ideas” (DCDC, 2014b).
The ability to take ones thinking apart systematically, analyse,
assess, and then improve it is at the heart of critical thinking. By
systematically taking apart an idea, we can assess each part for its
purpose, inference, assumption, point of view, implication, and
inclusion within the logical argument. The philosophy of concept
testing was developed to centre on these core critical thinking skills
and formalize them into a methodology for improving the strength
and potential of a concept.3

What Does Concept Testing Analyse?
A concept has four components, which the process of concept
testing examines. They are the motivation, aim, proposition, and
proposal, described in Table 0.7.

3

The strength and potential of a concept has eight aspects which rely on each
other: evidence base, logical argument, original thinking, congruence,
coherence, resilience, articulation, and presentation.
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Table 0.7: The Four Components of a Concept
Definition

Questions
Example
That May Be
Asked

Motivation

A reason or
reasons
for
acting
or
behaving in a
particular
way.

What are the “Sea levels will
reasons/
rise.
Coastal
drivers
for populations will
producing the be
displaced.
concept?
Governments
have
a
responsibility to
their citizens”

Intention

A
thing What is the aim Mitigate
the
intended; an of the concept? effects of sea
aim.
level rises.

Proposition A statement or
assertion that
expresses
a
judgement or
opinion
Proposal

What is/are the Create artificial
core
idea/s islands.
being
put
forward?

A plan put How will the Identify areas of
forward
for proposition be high population
consideration realized?
density. Raise
the ground level.
Adapt
infrastructure
and allow sea
level rise to
create islands.

Motivation is the establishment of why a concept is being
developed and the environment upon which the concept is trying to
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influence. Asking the question of who the customers are and what
they are trying to achieve can help you understand the motivation
and in what direction a concept should take. For instance, a concept
may have been written with a pre-established decision or option
without exploring the problem extensively. Critical thinking should
explore this aspect and determine if the concept has been written and
influenced in a way that makes it biased and unbalanced.
Aim is the establishment of the problem that the concept is trying
to address. It bounds the problem space4 and the extent upon which
the concept will be explored. An aim that is linked to the motivation
provides utility to the concept. If the aim has no link to the
motivation, then the concept is less likely to have resilience to
scrutiny and may lack fundamental reasoning. The aim bounds the
problem, it does not define it.
Proposition is where the argument for the concept takes place. It
uses the problem space bounded by the aim and provides the context
that defines the problem. It contains a series of arguments and ideas.
It should not provide a proposal to a problem but the context upon
which a proposal can be logically derived.
Proposal takes the argument from the proposition and provides
an implication or a solution. A concept does not necessarily require
a proposal and can just define the problem space. Proposals can take
the different strands of argument from propositions and form a
solution or implication. It usually forms part of a conclusion.
A concept test takes these components of a concept and tries to
“draw” the links within the argument. It asks whether the aim is
correct for the motivation and whether the concept has understood
and covered the complete problem space through its propositions
and proposals. It identifies:
 whether the evidence supports (or counters) the argument;
 the validity and criticality of assumptions made;
 the quality of information;
4

Problem space is the specific environment upon which a concept is trying to
address and a solution exists.
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 the weight of emphasis and the key themes contained in the
work;
 the coherence and logic of the argument (contradictions,
conflicting ideas, and orphans5);
 gaps in the argument by identifying key omissions, missing
themes and ideas, and absent conclusions from supporting
evidence.
The technique also provides a check to spelling and grammar and
reviews the quality of evidence that a standard literature review may
also highlight.
Strengths of Concept Testing
There are many other analytical techniques within operational
research that support problem formulation and understanding;
however, concept testing enables the problem space to be clearly
described and the logic of its argument elucidated. A key component
of concept testing is the visualization of a complex idea in a way
that promotes understanding. Visualization techniques quickly
assist the identification of flawed logic and assumptions (BiStrategic Commands, 2014). The advantages concept testing brings
to CD&E projects lies within its ability to tackle some of the more
complex problems by facilitating the deconstruction of the problem
and clarifying the scope and nature to highlight biases and gaps.
Finally, concept testing’s strength is in its flexibility: It is not
restricted to CD&E products, but can be used with other deliverables
such as policy and doctrine development.
Weaknesses of Concept Testing
Concept testing is better suited to highly developed ideas,
because you cannot test assumptions and logic if the idea has not
been explored and captured appropriately. Therefore, concept
5

An orphan is an idea or deduction that does not relate logically to the rest of
the argument.
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testing should be scheduled after a reasonable first draft has been
produced and a clear aim has been established. The technique is
resource-intensive over a short period of time, depending on the size
and complexity of the concept. The success of the technique is
reliant on a number of trained analysts who support the process –
the ability to overcome bias and spot the weaknesses in flaws and
logic is best suited to analysts in numbers rather than a sole analyst
(Kahneman, Lovallo, & Sibony, 2011). Although it is appropriate
that analysts are not subject-matter experts on the concept subject,
the provision of subject-matter experts to support the test may also
be required.

Determining When to Do a Concept Test
Determining when to apply concept testing depends partly on the
maturity of the concept to be tested. The concept should be a good
first draft that is properly worked up and articulates the main aspects
of the argument. The concept should have been thoroughly reviewed
by the authoring team themselves and should be sufficiently mature
that the thinking captured within the concept is stable and unlikely
to change without a thorough external review such as a concept test.
It should be noted that concept testing can be an intensive and timeconsuming process. By experience, one working week should be
allocated for a moderately complex concept and two working weeks
for a long and/or highly complex concept.

The Concept Testing Process
Formal concept testing consists of the four key phases: context
analysis, fracking analysis, concept mapping, and the combined
analysis. Firstly, the context surrounding a concept is analysed to
understand the aims and motivation of the author(s). Fracking
analysis then extracts and captures the key ideas from a concept and
deconstructs the ideas into their basic components. The output of the
fracking analysis is then used to create a visual map of the
relationships between the key ideas within the concept, helping to
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identify gaps, flaws in assumptions, and logic. Finally, the last phase
combines the output from the first three phases to develop findings
and recommendations to the author(s). An overview of the concept
testing process is shown in Figure 0.19.

Figure 0.19: The Concept Testing Process – An Overview

Context Analysis
Context analysis provides a broad analysis of the environment in
which the concept resides, it provides an independent view of the
problem space, and helps the author establish whether they are
covering the correct problem space. It helps to visualize large and
complex problems that are not easily comprehended through
intuition alone. It is usually conducted by an analyst who has no
“stake” in the concept being written; this helps the process to
identify biases within the writing process to be identified and
managed. Context analysis starts by understanding the aim and
motivation of the concept in an attempt to “ground” it to the problem
that is trying to be answered or established. The process is iterative
and uses a visualization of ideas structured in a logical manner to try
and identify gaps in evidence and whether the complete problem
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space has been covered. An example of a context analysis map is
shown in Figure 0.20.
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Figure 0.20: Context Map of Space Deterrence
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From left to right the logical flow of the argument can be seen to
go from the context, how you apply your intent to deter, and to the
tools used to apply deterrence.
Each idea within the figure has been taken from a series of
journals and books that relate to the aim of the problem being
tackled. The logic of the argument flows from the top left (the
context) of the figure towards the bottom right (ways and means).
Structuring the ideas in a logical way helped to identify
contradictions, bias, and gaps in the evidence base. It can also help
establish the structure of a concept. This process of identifying gaps
and contradictions is iterative and can help direct those areas a
concept should attempt to seek evidence in to complete and add to
its argument.
Fracking Analysis
The aim of the fracking analysis is to extract and capture the
individual ideas contained within a concept in order to separate the
prose (or expression) from the idea.
Ideally each line of a written concept is referenced with a line
number to allow the extraction of ideas to be linked and referenced
during the concept mapping phase. The concept is worked through
chapter by chapter (or paper by paper, slide by slide, etc.) and is
analysed by three separate categories: extraction of ideas,
coherence, and presentation/style. The analysts, also known during
this phase as the “frackers”, extract all the ideas in the concept for
the purpose of concept mapping. The process of fracking explores
the proposition (the core ideas) and the detailed ideas that comprise
the proposition (i.e. how the proposal will be realized). The frackers
identify the arguments, assumptions, and assertions within the
concept. They assess whether the concept is well argued, logical,
orderly, and properly evidenced, and record where the concept fails
to meet these criteria (e.g. weak arguments, flawed assumptions,
unsupported assertions, factual relevance, factual mistakes, bias,
contradictions, logic breaks, lack of evidence, and poor referencing).
Finally, frackers make observations on the writing style and
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language used in the concept and the clarity of articulation of
arguments and ideas. A fracking team leader facilitates a discussion
on coherence and presentation styles as a group and notes down any
additional comments. These discussions are held regularly
throughout the process to allow the team to vent any frustration with
the process or concept, reduce boredom, and help to maintain the
pace of the fracking.
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Figure 0.21: The Fracking Process – An Overview
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Bringing together an appropriate team for the fracking phase is
crucial to the success of a concept test. The team should consist of
at least three frackers and maybe supported by any number of
subject-matter experts depending on the nature and complexity of
the concept. It is important for such a number of frackers to be used
to overcome cognitive bias and reduce error; often, frackers will not
record exactly the same points during the extraction of ideas stage.
This may be because some frackers will not consider the idea
sufficiently important to be recorded, or the idea was not adequately
well expressed by the author such that it did not stand out. In
addition, the frackers should have a basic skill set that should be
sought in the composition of a fracking team. The attributes of a
good fracker are an ability to think logically and critically, being a
“naive but intelligent” readers of the concept, having a good
command of written English, an ability to extract the component
ideas within prose, and an ability to see the big picture and judge a
document in the round. Subject-matter experts can be used to
supplement the team of frackers to interpret highly technical
information within the concept. They can assist the understanding
of the frackers in order to adequately capture and extract the relevant
points. It would be important to use experts who have no vested
interest in the concept.
Concept Mapping
Concept mapping takes the extracted ideas from the fracking
phase and reconstructs a visual map of the relationships between the
key ideas within the concept. It uses a similar mapping process to
that used in context analysis, however, the ideas come from the
concept alone and not from other information sources such as
journals or books. It maps the concept as a stand-alone set of
arguments and ideas.
There are different stages to concept mapping. Initially, all the
fracked ideas derived by the fracking team are collated and merged.
After the points have been merged, they are then linked and
reviewed for common themes. If not already done so, the points and
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links are translated into digital form and the maps are created. There
is little science behind concept mapping, rather more of an art;
mapping is a creative process. Linking and grouping of fracked
points can be performed in different ways: Common themes and
relationships may be derived at the behest of the mappers, and these
themes and relationships may not be what the author expected. This
is why it is important that the mappers have not been involved in
authoring the concept or perhaps have not even had sight of the
complete concept that has been exposed to the fracking team. The
process of concept mapping can help the analyst draw out the logic
and argument flow from the aim (including logic breaks and
contradictions in logic), determine the central thread of a particular
concept, key assumptions, lack of evidence or explanation, and any
orphaned or isolated ideas Figure 0.22 displays example concept
maps for different concepts, demonstrating that there is no fixed way
for determining what a map should end up looking like.

Figure 0.22: Examples of Different Types of Concept Maps
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The selection of the concept mapping team is as important as
selecting the fracking team members. However, the fracking and
mapping teams need to be independent, the frackers should not be
involved in the mapping. The mapping team often works best with
an experienced group of analysts who have a settled team dynamic
with the ability to challenge and question each other’s logic freely.
The attributes of a mapping team member are “naive but
intelligent”, good at handling spatial information, an ability to detect
and recognize patterns, and importantly a good command of
decision support software and tools such as Microsoft Visio, IBM i2
Analyst’s Notebook, or Banxia Software Decision Explorer.
Combined Analysis Session and Developing Recommendations
The fracking and mapping teams come together to conduct a
combined analysis workshop to discuss the outputs from the context
analysis (by comparing the concept map to the context map), issues
of coherence, and presentation and style identified during the
fracking and mapping phases. The fracking team will also make
comments on the concept map and assess whether they think the
map represents how they visualized the concept. The test team will
analyse and draw combined conclusions about the articulation of
arguments, coherence, resiliency to criticism, congruence, original
thinking, logic, and, if required, the provision of a solid evidence
base. The elements of a good concept are depicted in Figure 0.23.
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Figure 0.23: Elements of a Good Concept

If relevant, a further detailed context analysis can be conducted
after the fracking and mapping is complete. The aim of this analysis
is to assist the author by building other aspects of the argument that
are missing or to assist with adding to the evidence base of the
concept. The team may then conduct research into any potential
missing evidence through further workshops with subject-matter
experts, brainstorming sessions, or conduct further literature
reviews and research.
All findings are collated from the entire concept testing process
and recommendations for the author(s) are developed by the
combined team. The author(s) will not have been involved in the
fracking, mapping, and combined analysis phases, so some
recommendations may be challenging to receive and act upon.
Developing trust between the author(s) and concept testing team is
vital to the success of the concept testing method; the trust should
be both ways. There should be trust that the concept team will be
completely honest, that findings will only be briefed to the authors,
and that the information provided to the test team will not be shared.
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The findings and recommendations developed from the concept test
process should be accepted by the author, but ultimately it remains
their prerogative to implement the recommendations.

Concept Testing Enhancing Concept Quality: Benefits
to CD&E
Case Study 1: UK Defence Reform
The DCDC of the UK was invited by the Defence Reform Unit
(DRU) to conduct a concept test on its analysis to understand how
the UK MOD should be structured following its security review.
The concept test team leader engaged with the two-star owner of the
Defence Reform Report, who reported directly to the working group
tasked to understand the best structure of command and
responsibilities. The DCDC was first employed in the initial stages
of the DRU analysis, just as work streams from across the MOD
were being delivered and an initial internal draft of the Defence
Reform Report was being produced.
First analysis of the work stream information was undertaken by
the concept test leader to understand the baseline for its work.
Analysis of 96 working papers in the form of word documents and
PowerPoint presentations established the assumptions, aspirations,
evidence, and information upon which the Defence Reform Report
analysis was founded.
On the first analysis of the DRU report the concept test team:
 conducted a key assumptions check and quality of
information check;
 assessed progress against the review’s term of reference;
 compared the concept with the work stream evidence base;
 mapped the key ideas and themes within the document;
 provided an assessment of the logic flow and linkages.
Despite the project being in its early stages, the concept test team
was able to highlight gaps in evidence and analysis as well as
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identify “orphaned” ideas and deductions. See Figure 0.24 for their
output.
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Figure 0.24: Logic and Thematic Mapping for the First Draft of the UK’s Defence Reform Report
Showing Interdependencies and Main Themes
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The concept test team conducted four iterative assessments of the
report at key drafting stages, critically reviewing the analysis done
and new information added at each stage. The feedback provided by
the concept test leader to the Defence Reform Working Group at
each stage was used to improve the assumptions and evidence
underpinning their work, fill gaps in the analysis, and improve
coherence of the conclusions and deductions drawn. Feedback
sessions were conducted in team-to-team meetings, allowing the
authors to ask questions of the concept test team enabling them to
talk through the detail of their findings where necessary.

Figure 0.25: Higher Level Logic of the More Detailed Defence Reform
Review Map Presented in the Brief to Senior Decision Makers (Dotted
Lines Show a Weakness in the Argument That Need to Be Examined)

A pragmatic approach was essential given that this was a major
review prior to a significant top-to-bottom organizational change,
meaning that in some areas comprehensive analysis and detailed
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evidence was not possible. The concept team’s pragmatic but
detailed approach and the DRU’s ability to accept constructive
criticism meant that the final Defence Reform Report was
underpinned by credible assumptions, founded on coherent logic,
contained an audit trail from analysis to conclusion, and articulated
gaps in knowledge and understanding where they existed. The
concept test team’s success was founded on several factors:
 early engagement with the project;
 trust developed between the two teams, both working
towards a successful outcome;
 the concept testing team was able to match the tempo of the
defence reform writing team (this required a responsive
posture);
 results of the concept team were presented in a way that
assisted the defence reform team in fixing problems (not
adding to them);
 regular and open contact between the concept test team and
the defence reform writing team;
 support from senior staff from both organizations providing
resources, prioritization, and top cover.
As a final step in the process, the concept test team leader was
asked to provide a final presentation for the Chief of the Defence
Staff and Permanent Under-secretary showing the audit trail of
analysis and demonstrating that the DRU’s work had been exposed
to critical scrutiny.
Case Study 2: NATO Urbanization Conceptual Study
NATO’s Allied Command Transformation initiated a conceptual
study to examine the impact on NATO military operations of
potential crises situation in urban systems and consequences of
urbanization in 2035. The study actively involved 17 NATO
nations, 16 NATO Centres of Excellence, academia, industry, and
Allied Command Operations, providing input to the conceptual
study paper and describing the challenges and strategic implications
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of urbanization. As part of the project, a concept test was completed
after the publication of the initial draft paper. A team of seven
civilian and military analysts from Headquarters Supreme Allied
Commander Transformation and UK’s DCDC conducted the
concept test over a two week period.
The concept test of the urbanization conceptual study paper was
required by the project manager to challenge the strategic nature of
the military implications of urbanization, independently test if the
paper met the objectives and aim set by NATO’s International
Military Staff, identify options to restructure the paper to improve
logic flow, and finally to examine how the 91 page paper could be
shortened to about half the length.
Fracking analysis was conducted over a period of four days,
using manual techniques that involved condensing, analysing, and
assessing the paper into over 750 concepts written on sticky notes.
A team of four analysts, split into two teams to cover the large
document but reduce potential bias, primarily assessed each concept
for:
 factual relevance, errors, mistakes, or logic breaks;
 unsupported arguments and poor referencing;
 potential bias;
 presentation and style issues.
The fracking analysis revealed a series of questions that helped
build a framework to aid the authors in focusing and shortening the
paper: Is this concept of strategic impact to NATO? Is this unique
to urbanization? Is this unique to the future? Is this unique to NATO
and NATO nations?
The mapping stage of the concept test was conducted over four
days; the first day was spent converting the hand-written concepts
into electronic format. This was seemingly mandraulic, but enabled
a further step of analysis and cross-comparison, which was
important for such a long paper. The rest of the three days were spent
mapping with two teams in parallel: Two analysts regrouped,
mapped, and assessed the concepts written on the sticky notes on the
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walls of the meeting room, whilst a team of two analysts began the
process of “e-mapping” using Microsoft Visio to build a concept
map. This parallel mapping process allowed one team to focus on
grouping, testing the concepts against the aim and objectives of the
paper and identifying gaps (see Figure 0.26), whilst the other team
could focus on identifying weak arguments, assumptions, and poor
logic. This approach also helped cross-check findings and seek
potential issues from different perspectives and therefore reduce
bias in the results of the concept test.

Figure 0.26: Grouping Concepts into Themes Helped Identify Gaps and
Logic Breaks

The findings from both the fracking and mapping stages were
combined and presented back to the project manager. The concept
test helped the project manager to identify focus areas for further
research, restructure the information within the paper to improve
coherence of arguments of each concept, reduce the unintentional
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bias towards overemphasis of certain recommendations, and
identify areas to shorten the paper.
This concept test was the first time this novel method had been
conducted in NATO, and so there were some key lessons to be
learned from this application within NATO CD&E.
 Create buy-in with the project manager and authors, and
build confidence through transparency of the methods being
used in the concept test. Invite them to observe the process.
 If using manual techniques of fracking and mapping rather
than electronic, identify a suitably sized meeting space with
blank walls for mapping concepts. Estimate approximately
ten sticky notes per page of text. Multiply this figure by the
number of mappers in your team.
 Consider beginning the mapping stage in parallel to fracking
stage: As mappers write/type concepts, begin to build the
map.
 Allow sufficient time for the mapping and fracking teams to
brief back to each other during the combined analysis stage –
it can be surprising how long this part of the test may take.

Future Developments of Concept Testing
Concept testing has evolved over the recent years since its
adoption in UK’s DCDC, and the method continues to develop.
There are several areas where development is anticipated with
techniques, tools, and technology. Advances in these areas of
research and study are welcomed from the nations:
 exploiting advanced software tools to extract concepts and
support the assignment of metadata;
 enhancing the power of concept testing by network analysis
techniques;
 incorporating concept testing into NATO’s suite of tools and
methods to support CD&E along with concept development
assessment games, disruptive technologies assessment
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games, alternative analysis, and operational research and
analysis.
Concept testing is a novel, structured, analytical method that is
still evolving in its techniques and process. The advantages of
concept testing have been proven to be far reaching for CD&E; but
it is not a panacea and can easily be misapplied under the wrong
circumstances and wrong time. Plan to incorporate a concept test
into a CD&E project from the outset, and the benefits will be felt
long after a project is complete.
Words – so innocent and powerless as they are, as standing in a
dictionary, how potent for good and evil they become in the
hands of one who knows how to combine them.
—Nathaniel Hawthorne, The American Notebooks, 1848
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Tabletop Assessment Games in
Concept Development and Experimentation
Sue Collins and Marcel-Paul Hasberg
Abstract
Tabletop assessment games can enhance the concept
development and experimentation process by generating
meaningful interaction between groups of stakeholders. Each game
is tailor-made and focused on a particular subject, ranging from
assessing conceptual documents to validating business processes,
considering the impact of future technology, or planning for longterm capabilities. The assessment games bridge the gap between
free-form brainstorming and structured computer simulation. They
are often used as part of a campaign of analysis, for example refining
a product before testing it in a live environment. The games have
proven to be a low-cost and effective method of conducting
experimentation.
In this chapter, three complementary games are presented: the
capability assessment game (CAPAG) that focuses on long-term
capability requirements, the disruptive technology assessment game
(DTAG) which considers the impact and disruptiveness of future
technologies on military effectiveness, and the concept development
assessment game (CDAG) which is used for assessing the quality
and completeness of specific military concepts and conceptual
documents. These games have been applied many times both for
NATO experiments and for national purposes.

Introduction
Tabletop assessment games have a serious purpose: to create
fruitful interaction between concept developers, military operators,
planners, subject-matter experts, and other stakeholders in order to
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assess future capabilities. They aim to lessen the risk of spending
significant money on a new capability before the ideas have been
introduced and fully accepted to end users who will be using the
capability in the future. The games bring together people who work
in different areas and who do not meet on a regular basis and
encourage them to interact in a meaningful way.
There are many different perspectives to take into account when
making a decision about a future military capability. In NATO,
decisions such as these have to be politically acceptable by all
member Nations, and the capabilities have to be coherent with
existing doctrine and strategy. Costs and particularly benefits cannot
be easily quantified, problems are wicked, and solutions complex
and hard to understand.
Tabletop assessment games tackle these difficult types of
problems and bridge the gap between simple brainstorming and full
simulation as shown in the simple diagram in Figure 0.27.

Figure 0.27: Games Bridging the Gap between
Brainstorming and Simulation

The games have been applied to many different subject areas
ranging from space deterrence to operational logistics to unmanned
autonomous systems. They have produced tangible and useful
outcomes that tested the validity of conceptual ideas or significantly
improved the relevant details of the concepts.
The NATO concept development and experimentation (CD&E)
process is particularly suited to the use of tabletop assessment
games. The games have been applied in the form of experiments,
e.g. by de Nijs et al. (2012), Lauxen, Collins, & Dorman (2010),
Research and Technology Organization (2010, 2012), Science and
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Technology Organization (2017), and Wevers & Jacobs (2013), in
order to provide insights into and subsequently develop concepts.
Each tabletop assessment game is tailor-made for the problem in
hand; because of this, three distinct games naturally emerged over
the last ten years of CD&E development. These are the capability
assessment game (CAPAG), the disruptive technology assessment
game (DTAG), and the concept development assessment game
(CDAG). Figure 0.28 shows how each one fits into the capability
development process.
The arrows with “Push” and “Pull” in Figure 0.28 represent the
different influences on military planning. Pull factors are those that
the military have little influence over, like the future worlds and
scenarios where they find themselves operating. Push factors are
those that the military have influence over and that require strategic
decisions, for example decisions regarding which military
capabilities are required in the future, which technology to invest in,
and which concepts to develop. Push and pull factors both convert
into inputs in each of the three games.
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Figure 0.28: The Three Types of Assessment Game within the Capability
Development Process

Figure 0.28 also suggests when each game is most appropriate:
CAPAG for long-term planning to explore future capabilities,
DTAG for selecting technologies when they are in early stages of
development, and CDAG when a single concept or idea has been
chosen and requires further research, development, or validation.
Note the three games do not have to be played sequentially; one may
skip a stage or conduct them at different times to that shown in the
diagram, highlighting one of the core values of the games which is
their adaptability to the problem in hand.

Gaming Methodologies
This section will describe briefly the methodology of all three
games, designed to give the reader a general understanding of each.
The DTAG and CDAG have accompanying handbooks (Collins,
2014, 2016) which include a detailed description of those games; for
the CAPAG, refer to Wevers & Jacobs (2013). The games are
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presented in chronological order of their development, because each
one builds on the ideas of the previous game.
Disruptive Technology Assessment Game
A DTAG is played to assess potential future technologies and
their impact on military operations and operating environment. It is
most useful when assessing technology that is a prototype or in an
early stage of development. It can be used as part of a technology
watch programme or for strategic decisions regarding which
technology areas to focus on for investment or additional research.
There are four distinct steps in executing a DTAG experiment. The
first two are part of the planning process prior to playing the game.
Step 1: Identify Possible Future Technologies
The first step is to identify potential technologies that are under
development and may be of interest to the military. This can be done
through research on the Internet or other open-source information
such as newspapers or technology magazines. Many NATO nations
also have experts who research potential future technologies. It may
be prudent to conduct this step as a workshop with technology
experts.
The outcome of this step is to describe each potential technology
in a common format, known as the technology card or T-Card. The
technology does not have to be available as a demonstration;
therefore, future technology not yet developed can be used. Figure
0.29 shows a simplified example of a T-Card.
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Figure 0.29: Example of a Technology Card

Step 2: Create Ideas of Systems from the Technologies Identified
Based upon individual T-Cards and combinations of T-Cards, a
number of higher level “ideas of systems” cards (IOS-Cards) are
generated. These use future technologies, sometimes combined with
existing equipment, to create new systems that could be employed
by the military or by an adversary in an operational setting. These
systems are theoretical, but should also be feasible within the time
frame being considered. Figure 0.30 shows an example of an IOSCard.
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Figure 0.30: Example of Ideas of Systems Card

Step 3: Play the DTAG
Each DTAG follows a structured process, as shown in Figure
0.31. The process is typically repeated several times. The first part
is a classic war game where a scenario vignette is given and two
teams develop their plans separately using current capabilities and
doctrine before confronting each other with proposed courses of
action. This provides a baseline against which the effects of new
technological systems can be compared.
Then the scenario vignette is repeated, with the new technology
IOS-Cards inserted as a capability available to either team. In each
confrontation, courses of actions as well as perceived difficulties,
threats, and benefits of the new technology systems are discussed by
both teams.
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Figure 0.31: The DTAG Process

Step 4: Assess the Results
A typical DTAG will generate a lot of data that needs to be
assessed post-experiment. The output of the assessment is normally
a prioritized list of the most important or most disruptive
technologies. This can aid investment decisions on which types of
future technology to focus or on what countermeasures to develop.
The DTAG unites technology experts, military, and analysts
providing a broad perspective on the potential impacts of future
technology on military operations. The approach allows for an
element of unconstrained thinking, and the war game-like rounds
encourage open communication opportunities.
Concept Development Assessment Game
The CDAG methodology was developed using the DTAG as an
inspiration, and therefore the two processes are similar. The main
difference is in the material under test, in that the CDAG is
employed to test and develop specific concepts or other documents
rather than to assess technology. The game focuses on challenge and
discussion around the document or subject through a series of
specific tasks and from a variety of perspectives.
To make a complex conceptual document simple and
understandable, it is broken down into manageable elements and
depicted on standardized cards. CDAG players can be directed by
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analysts to use certain cards and hence focusing them on particular
areas of the concept. Alternatively, players can choose which cards
are relevant for a particular round of gameplay depending on the
scenario. Supporting technology can also be simulated through the
use of cards to avoid the use of expensive specialized systems or
simulation. An example of a concept card is given in Figure 0.32

Figure 0.32: Example of Concept Card

The CDAG employs a standard modular design. The game is
played over a series of rounds; each round is independent of another,
and therefore the game has inherent flexibility. Players, roles,
scenario, or rules can be changed between each round on a preplanned or ad hoc basis.
A typical CDAG consists of six independent rounds that are
played over three days, each round lasting half a day. The number
and length of rounds is flexible, however. A round consists of an
initial briefing, team planning session, then challenge and discussion
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in plenary as depicted in Figure 0.33. The operational context is
provided through scenarios, vignettes, and role-playing; however,
these can be very “light”. For example, CDAGs have been played
successfully with scenarios that were only two paragraphs in length;
this focuses the players on discussing the conceptual ideas and
avoids them being distracted by scenario details.

Figure 0.33: A Single Round of the CDAG

The CDAG is a game played by the document developers and/or
intended users. A typical CDAG will consist of three teams, with 6–
8 players per team. Each team will assume a role relevant to the
scenario (for example “SHAPE” or “JFC Plans”). The roles of the
teams can change between rounds if desired. Unlike the DTAG,
there is mostly no requirement for a red team; often, CDAGs have
been played with three teams all representing blue.
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Analysts capture the resulting discussion on the concept and
administer questionnaires to collect data. They may also be used to
facilitate the planning sessions. Specialists (e.g. legal experts) may
be present to advise the players. A moderator is essential to enforce
game rules and facilitate the plenary discussions.
One output of a CDAG is a list of recommendations to make
changes to the conceptual document; if it is done properly, these
recommendations are those that the group discussed and agreed
upon. Secondary outputs of the CDAG are socialization and training
of the subject discussed in the concept. The stakeholders come away
with a far greater and common understanding than when they
started.
Capability Assessment Game
The CAPAG was developed by TNO, The Hague Centre for
Strategic Studies, and Cassidian. It was developed specifically for
the European Defence Agency (EDA) under the name European
Capability Assessment Game (Wevers & Jacobs, 2013).
The main aim of the CAPAG is to provide relevant, actionable,
and traceable inputs for capability requirements analysis in the 20+
year time frame.
The overall objectives of a CAPAG are to:
 “stress-test” existing and planned military capabilities by
crosschecking them with probable future threats and
challenges;
 gain experiences of different alternative futures in order to
identify decisive points, including measures to take;
 identify long-term capability needs in order to make the
necessary decisions on capability development in a timely
manner.
The CAPAG uses generic future outlooks (or scenario
ensembles) that cover a wide spectrum of possible futures. For
example, the future outlooks used by the EDA are detailed in Table
0.8.
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Table 0.8: Scenarios Used by the EDA for the CAPAG
Future Outlook

Description

Aggressive

A world in which multiple global state actors
have the political willingness and the military
capabilities to exert global influence.

Multipolarity
Failed States

States are unable to benefit from globalization.
Confronted with economic hardship, rising
unemployment, and other societal problems,
these governments erode and are not able to
provide basic services – e.g. security or
education – to its civilians.

Kantian World

In this outlook the western world views are
accepted worldwide. International problems are
solved in a peaceful way. Global international
organizations and regional organizations all
work effectively together and form a solid base
for security.

Homeland Defence

The rise of new global powers has led to a
constant challenge to American hegemony,
however without overt military clashes.
International conflict resolution is impossible
due to block forming by the competing powers.
Deterrence is the key in this scenario for the
national security policies.

under Multipolarity

In the game, these future outlooks are explored one at a time in
four game rounds. Each round consists of five steps.
Step 1: Future Threats Assessment
The players first analyse and assess possible threats or
weaknesses for the future world under consideration. For example,
under the Kantian World, future threats included cyberattacks and
disruption to trade and transportation. Weaknesses included the
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complexity of international
comprehensive approach.

cooperation

and

a

lack

of

Step 2: Task Assessment
Next the player teams assess the level of importance of specific
military tasks in that future world. These can be taken from generic
military task lists, which NATO, the EDA, and many Nations
already have.
The player teams are also asked to assess whether a change in
these tasks could be expected or not in this future world, and if so,
how this task could/would change.
To foster innovative thinking in the 20+ year time frame,
additional military tasks taken from other taxonomies can be
considered and assessed as to their relevance.
Table 0.9 gives an example of the assessment results for the
relevance of potential additional tasks for each of the four future
outlooks.
Table 0.9: CAPAG Task Assessment
Aggressive
Multipolarity

Failed States

Cyber
Anticipate
Stabilize
Prevent
Deter
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Kantian
World

Homeland
Defence

Key
No assessment possible
Low relevance
Medium relevance
High relevance

Step 3: Identifying New Future Military Tasks
The next step is to challenge players to identify any additional
tasks outside the scope of the existing taxonomies which could be
considered of high importance in accomplishing military tasks in the
20+ year time frame.
Step 4: Defining Future Capability Needs
Finally, new future capabilities are identified by the players;
based upon the threat and task analysis from previous steps, they are
asked to identify the capabilities needed for these tasks to be able to
cope with the future threats.
These steps are then repeated for each of the future worlds. In the
European Capability Assessment Game, the tool MeetingSphere1
was used to capture data for each round.
To summarize, the CAPAG is a tabletop exercise where
participants are asked to explore long-term future scenarios and
assess the relevancy of specific military capabilities in order to
provide information for long-term planning and acquisition.

Case Studies of Tabletop Assessment Games
In this section, we present a number of applications of the
tabletop assessment games to demonstrate their broad utility and
highlight interesting outcomes or lessons learned.

1

https://www.meetingsphere.com/
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The first DTAG was run to identify emerging technological
developments that could have a potentially significant impact on the
conduct of future operations and therefore have an impact on the
long-term goals for defence concepts, strategy, and planning. Both
blue and red teams assessed how they could use the new
technologies to their advantage and how their adversaries could use
them to impact the operation. The results were a list of technologies,
prioritized by their potential impact on military operations. The
recommendations were a list of technologies or countermeasures to
invest in.
The first CDAG was developed to test the concept of maritime
situational awareness (Lauxen, Collins, & Dorman, 2010). The
cards included organizational charts and experimental tactics related
to this concept. Over three days, two blue teams and one red team
were asked to use guidance written in the cards in order to complete
the tasks given within the context of realistic scenarios. By
completing the tasks, the teams studied sections of the document and
identified a number of improvements. Halfway through the
experiment, the teams switched roles in order to change their
perspective. This highlights the flexibility of the CDAG.
The operations logistics chain management project conducted a
CDAG in order to assess a series of business process models (BPM)
that represented future logistics processes (de Nijs et al., 2012). The
CDAG brought together the BPM technical developers with the
military logistics community; the outcome was that the BPM
became much more aligned to realistic logistics practices. It was
also an important test to carry out in a low-stakes environment
before the processes were fielded in a live exercise the following
year.
The EDA ran a CAPAG in order to “stress-test” existing and
planned military capabilities. They did this by cross-checking them
against four future worlds. They identified decisive points and
measures and discussed the EU’s long-term capability needs. This
game helped to make timely decisions on capability development.
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NATO’s deterring actors in space process was tested using a
CDAG. During the event, a number of hypothetical crisis situations
related to access and use of space were explored. Participants
actively addressed situations that could threaten access or use of
space by employing the process to manage the behaviour of actors.
The experiment tested the utility of the process, highlighting a
number of areas for future exploration.
For the Dutch Ministry of Defence, a CDAG was designed and
conducted in 2009 to assess possible payload concepts for a new
tactical UAV. For this purpose, a set of twelve possible payloads
were identified and tested against four possible operational
scenarios. In a two-day workshop, military experts assessed the
operational benefits of different payloads within the defined
scenarios.
TNO conducted a study identifying possible developments
concerning improvised explosive devices (IEDs). Based on the
results of this study, possible measures against these threats were
identified. Both outcomes helped to create a roadmap for route
clearance detection and neutralization. A CDAG was conducted in
order to evaluate this roadmap. Military domain experts at both the
operational/tactical and strategic/policy levels had an important role
in the game. The objective of the CDAG was to enable the Dutch
MOD to assess the added value of all identified IED
countermeasures, identify possible improvements, and decide upon
the operational issues concerning their implementation.
The Slovenian MOD conducted a CDAG to explore the future of
military transportation. Lots of ideas in the transportation area were
generated, and the most promising ideas were prioritized to take
forward. They key benefit was bringing together people from
different specialties who worked in different areas to reach a
common goal.

Benefits of Tabletop Assessment Games in CD&E
Tabletop assessment games can be applied as an experiment
method to a broad range of subject areas, as demonstrated by the
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case studies. This section of the chapter discusses the main benefits
and drawbacks of these games.
One key benefit of the games is that they brings together the main
stakeholders and forces them to interact in a meaningful way.
Sometimes those who are developing a new technical system or
concept do not test their ideas out on the actual people who will be
implementing it, or using it in the future. Bringing the stakeholders
together often highlights and resolves issues in a timely manner.
This benefit can also be a drawback if not executed successfully: the
success of the games depends on the quality of the expertise and
knowledge of the players. Therefore, time spent ensuring the right
participants attend is essential.
The games create an environment where participants find it easy
to understand the details of the future concepts or capabilities, and
therefore they actively share their expertise with others. The
controlled discussions mean that issues are raised and resolved by
all players, creating buy-in to the results by the players. Thus, the
games have the advantage over traditional workshops with the same
set of people.
Another advantage of the games is their inherent flexibility and
simplicity. Not only can they be tailor-made to the problem or
subject under discussion, it is possible to change the game during
execution as well. This is because of their modular design: one
round does not have to depend on the next, unlike a traditional war
game. Players can change teams or vignettes can be swapped
between rounds. This allows the games to be responsive to the
developments of the discussions as they are being played. The
games are simple in that the scenarios do not have be too detailed.
CDAGs have been successfully played with only one PowerPoint
slide or two paragraphs describing the scenario. The detailed
country books that some exercises or experiments use are simply not
necessary. Likewise, detailed role descriptions are not necessary. A
team can be given a generic description, and each player does not
have to play a specific role or perform specific tasks.
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The games can be used to test a concept or an idea in its very
early stage in development. No simulations or prototyping is
necessary, just a description of the concept. This leads to the fourth
key benefit which is the low cost and low risk of the games. In terms
of materials and facilities, only meeting rooms and cards (printed
using a regular printer) are required. They do not require expensive
computer models or simulators. The low-risk aspect is due to the
stand-alone nature of the games – if the games fail due to poor
preparation or the concepts fail due to immaturity, the only thing
that it is wasted is people’s time. In contrast, if a concept is tested
within an exercise for example, failure of the concept could impact
on the training objectives of the exercise. The games are a way of
reducing the risk of failure.

Conclusion
Tabletop assessment games are practical, simple, and flexible
methodologies to implement as part of the concept development,
experimentation and analysis process. They have been applied many
times, both within NATO and NATO nations, in order to improve a
conceptual document, validate an idea, or assess how future
technology or capabilities will impact military operations in the
future. Their value is in bringing together a mix of different experts
and sharing of knowledge and experience in a structured, analytical
manner.
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Improving Decision Making
Using Morphological Analysis
Sue Collins, Bruce Garvey, Nasir Hussain,
Bianca Barbu and Simon Purton
Abstract
Today’s constantly changing and evolving security environment
requires decision makers to consider complex problems where there
are many governing factors. Conventional approaches isolate the
essential factors and solve the simplified system. However, often a
simplified model will break down when the contribution of the
inconsequential components becomes significant. Morphological
analysis considers all components and works backwards from the
solution towards the system’s inner parts and linkages.

Introduction
Morphological analysis was developed by Fritz Zwicky, who
was based at the California Institute of Technology. While
morphology had been in use before Zwicky’s seminal work
(Zwicky, 1967) during the 1940s and 50s, he matured the ideas into
a rigorous method to address “all relevant interrelations among
objects, phenomena and concepts by means of methods which are
based on the utmost detachment from prejudice and carefully refrain
from all prevaluations” (p. 273). Among his notable body of work
he employed his morphological method on topics as diverse as jet
engines, astronomical instruments, and law in space (Zwicky, 1947,
1948, 1963).
Morphological analysis breaks down a problem into key
dimensions, restructures it, and provides a framework in which
people can consider various solutions. The approach systematically
explores the range of possible combinations of various attributes or
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dimensions of the problem. During the exploration, it offers a
method of presenting a multidimensional problem in a more simple
two-dimensional space to help understanding. Typically,
morphological analysis takes place with a small group of subjectmatter experts through a series of workshops, and there are many
examples of it being used successfully in practice.1 A definition of
morphological analysis that encapsulates its generic status as a
problem structuring method is that it:
is a method for systematically structuring and examining all the
possible relationships in a multidimensional, highly complex,
usually non-quantifiable problem space. The basic idea is to
identify a set of variables and then look at all the possible
combinations of these variables […] This exercise
[morphological analysis] reduces the chance that events will
play out in a way that the analyst has not previously imagined
and considered. (Heuer & Pherson, 2011, p. 108)
Initially, morphological analysis was applied in the area of
technology within engineering design purposes before being used as
a creativity and ideation method (Majaro, 1988). Morphological
analysis has been applied to futures and socio-economic fields and
in a more generalised approach targeting the broader aspect of
“wicked problems” and “messes” (Ackoff, 1974; Coyle, 2004;
Funtowitcz & Ravetz, 1994; Godet, 2001; Rhyne, 1995, 2003;
Ritchey, 2011; Rittel & Webber, 1973).

Morphological Analysis as a Process
A process for Morphological Analysis is shown in Figure 0.34.
 Step 1: First, the problem which is to be solved must be
exactly formulated and be encapsulated in the form of a

1

See www.swemorph.com for examples.
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focus question. All of the parameters that might enter into
the solution of the given problem must be characterized.1
 Step 2: The states at which the parameters might exist need
to be captured.1
 Step 3: Then a “morphological table” or multidimensional
matrix is constructed which contains all of the solutions of
the given problem.
 Step 4: All of the solutions are closely analysed and
evaluated through a cross-consistency matrix with respect to
the purposes to be achieved.
 Step 5: The best solutions are selected and executed,
provided that the necessary means are available.2

Morphological Analysis sees the employment of the term “Parameters” and
“Dimensions” used almost interchangeably. This paper will use Parameters.
1
These states are referred to as “parameter values”, “scales”, or “states.” This
paper will use states.
2
The number of solutions remaining may require further analysis and a number
of techniques including the analytical hierarchy process and classifications trees
have been used in conjunction with morphological analysis.
1

__________________________________________________________
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Figure 0.34: Outline Process for Morphological Analysis
__________________________________________________________
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The first output of a morphological analysis, after step 3, is a
morphological table; an example is shown in Table 0.10. A
morphological table illustrates how a problem is broken down into
components. The first row of Table 0.10 (in grey) shows the
parameters of the problem; under each parameter are potential
states, which give different value options for each parameter. In this
instance, the table is intended to represent a problem space
describing all possible operations; a selected subset of which can be
described as expeditionary operations (Collins & Purton, 2010).
Table 0.10: NATO Operations Morphological Table
Speed of
Duration
Response
Days

Enduring

Weeks

Nonenduring

Months

Distance
Within
NATO
Out of
NATO

Scale
Sub-state

Mission
Types
Deliberate
Intervention
Focused
Intervention

Human
Environment
Homogeneous

Heterogeneous
Integrated
Heterogeneous
Regional Power Project
Segregated
Country

Global

Physical
Environment

Infrastructure

Threat

Rural

Bare

Permissive

Urban

Austere

Nonpermissive

Littoral

Well Found

Evacuation

Ocean

Humanitarian
Operation

Space

Peacekeeping

Arctic

Peace
Enforcement

Antarctic

Typically, morphological analysis uses a workshop format to
derive parameters and states from a group of experts on the topic
under scrutiny. It is desirable that parameters be orthogonal in the
sense that it should not be possible to define one parameter from a
combination of two or more other parameters. The set of states for
each parameter should be exhaustive, so that for the purposes of the
topic, all possible values of a parameter should be captured. Such
“stretching” of the states conforms to Zwicky’s idea that
morphological analysis should allow for “totality research”.
Formulating a novel problem takes time. Consequently, it works
best when the morphological table can be limited to a reasonable
number of parameters and states. When a workshop format is used,
it is typical that the constraint is “7 × 7 × 7”: seven experts, seven
__________________________________________________________
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parameters, each with no more than seven states. For example, the
table in Table 0.10 generates over 42,000 potential scenes.1
Cross-Consistency Assessment
Step 4 in the morphological analysis process is to eliminate nonvalid combinations of states though the principle of contradiction
and reduction. Using a cross-consistency matrix, each state is
compared in a pairwise fashion with all the other states. In the
comparison, the idea is to reduce the number of valid configurations
by identifying those that are inconsistent with each other. By
eliminating inconsistent pairs, the number of combinations to
consider reduces considerably. In the project for NATO
expeditionary operations, the number of combinations was reduced
to fewer than 8000, i.e. by 80%, but it is not uncommon to reduce
the number of combinations by 90% or more (Ritchey, 2011).
It can be useful to visualize the process of cross-consistency
assessment. Figure 0.35 represents three parameter dimensions from
the nine shown in Table 0.10.

Figure 0.35: Morphological or “Zwicky” Box

1

The number of potential combinations can be calculated by multiplying the
number of states in each parameter e.g. Speed of Response (3) × Duration (2) ×
Distance (2) × Scale (4) × Mission (7) × Human Environment (3) × Physical
Environment (7) × Infrastructure (3) × Threat (2) = 3 × 2 × 2 × 4 × 7 × 3 × 7 × 3
× 2 = 42,336

__________________________________________________________
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Table 0.11 shows an example of the cross-consistency
assessment matrix based on the example in Table 0.1. In this crossconsistency assessment, the assessment concerned whether the pair
under consideration would be a NATO expeditionary operation
(“Y”) or might be (“M”) or was not likely to be (“N”).
Table 0.11: Cross-Consistency Assessment Matrix with Example Data

Sometimes, it is necessary to classify an inconsistency. Three
classifications of inconsistency are used.

__________________________________________________________
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 Logical Contradictions: A logical contradiction between
two or more statements, e.g. a global operation in the
Antarctic.
 Empirical Inconsistencies: A practical incompatibility or
discrepancy between two or more conditions or statements
about the observed world, e.g. a NATO operation in the
Antarctic, which would be considered outside of the NATO
area of operations.
 Normative Constraints: An incompatibility or discrepancy
between two or more conditions based on social norms,
ethics, and standards, e.g. a non-permissive humanitarian
operation, where NATO policy might define a humanitarian
operation as always occurring in a permissive environment.
Solution Space
The final step in the morphological analysis process is to discuss
the remaining valid combinations as potential solutions to the
problem. In the example given in Table 0.12, a combination, known
as a scene or scenario field, would be a single state selected from
each of the nine parameters. A solution is a scene that is consistent
across all of the parameters, which in this case describes a potential
expeditionary operation.

__________________________________________________________
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Table 0.12: Solution Matrix with Example Outputs

Key
a

Likely to be expeditionary operation

b

Possibly an expeditionary operation

c

Not likely to be an expeditionary
operation

d

Not-discriminating parameter2

Use Cases for Morphological Analysis
As a generic method, morphological analysis can be used in
ideation, technology forecasting, futures and scenario planning, or

2

These parameters were identified as not relevant to the definition of NATO
expeditionary operations. In context, that means that all mission types might be
considered expeditionary operations and that different human environments will
be encountered. Equally, that expeditionary operations would be conducted in
all threats.

__________________________________________________________
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determining uncertainties in a system. Two use cases are described
in this section.
In Systems Ideation and Technology Forecasting
An example of the employment of morphological analysis
outside of NATO was in safety helmet design (Garvey & Childs,
2013). The design of a helmet was explained as combination of
physical design parameters, which included varied and complex
technical considerations on the one hand and contextual and
behavioural factors on the other.
Six scenarios were identified that segmented helmet usage:
 Military – where injury can result from high velocity
projectiles as well as blast or fire;
 building construction head protection – where the risk is
usually due to objects falling from height;
 high-speed motor sports – high velocity impact from falling
off or being thrown out of a vehicle or from impact generated
from a collision;
 high-speed non-motor sports (e.g. bobsleigh, cycling,
skiing) – similar to above, but with different velocities
involved;
 low-speed non-motor sports (e.g. cricket, ice hockey,
lacrosse) – either contact sports or where a thrown object can
cause injury;
 general-purpose head protection – e.g. preventing head
injuries caused from working in confined spaces.

__________________________________________________________
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Manufacturi
ng
Complexity

Cost of
manufacture

Can use
current
production
line
Foam

Same as
current models

Primary
Protective
Material

3.5–5 kg

Aluminium
honeycomb

Limited line
modification

20% higher
than current

2–3.49 kg

Kevlar

Major line
modification

50% higher
than current

<2 kg

Ceramic

New line
required

100% higher
than current

>5 kg

<19 mph

Physical
Design
Weight

20–39 mph

>60 mph

40–60 mph

Speed/
Force of
Impact

Rear

Full side
impact

Glancing side
Head on
frontal

Brain rotation

Crown
(falling)

Impact
Provenance

Shock
absorption

Whiplash
effect

Casque
penetration

Compression

Impact Type

Table 0.13: Morphological Table for Helmet Design

Crown (head
as the
projectile)
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There has been considerable research into the physical aspects of
helmet design mechanics and components (especially into
biomechanics), but this needs to be tempered by behavioural and
psychographic factors as regards user uptake, which is likely to vary
across helmet-use scenarios – motor cyclist, construction worker,
recreational sports involving risk to head injury etc. Examples of
eight main parameters are shown in Table 0.13, which could be
included in behavioural (including psychographic) and
environmental responses by target users and which can influence
design considerations. Again, it is highlighted that the parameters
and variable proposed are for illustrative purposes only.
Futures and Scenario Planning
Individual or group opinions can be compared to each other using
accuracy measures. In Figure 0.36, existing definitions for
“expeditionary” were compared against the rules generated through
the data capture process using measures of their precision (coverage
of the expeditionary space) and sensitivity (ability to identify
correctly an expeditionary operation). Better definitions score
higher on both axes; however, different strategies may trade one off
against another depending on whether it is more important to cover
all opinions (“the NATO way”) or to have very few incorrect
predictions. In addition to collating individual or group opinions, the
method allowed for key documents to be included in the
visualization – with a survey completed “on behalf” of the
document. The views solicited via the morphological analysis, key
NATO documents, and a national document (US Marine Corps) are
compared.
Figure 0.36 shows that the points connected by the line are on a
boundary; points on the line are the better options to select for
different prioritizations of precision or sensitivity. Other points are
dominated, and for any of these points there are options that are
either more precise, more sensitive, or both. The sensitivity of a
__________________________________________________________
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definition could be improved from NATO’s current AAP-6
definition (NATO Standardization Agency, 2014) by selecting any
of the generated options (1, 2, or 3) or the US Marine Corps
definition, but precision is lost. A loss of precision may be
considered a reasonable trade for a large increase in sensitivity.

Figure 0.36: Comparison of Different Existing Definitions against the
New Rule Set

Utility for NATO
NATO uses concepts as a mechanism to solve difficult
transformational problems. These problems often represent an
unfulfilled military capability requirement or the need to improve an
existing capability via innovation. NATO work on transformational
problems is supported by a number of analytical and
experimentation techniques. These include partial problem
formulation, iteration, and the use of formal events managed under
experimentation best practice to verify and validate ideas. The
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application of these techniques has proven value within NATO.
Work on transformational problems has identified a number of
frequently occurring problem characteristics.
 First, the importance of seeking a range of disparate views
on a topic in order to account for complexity and broad range
of actors involved; and the difficultly to manage or
incorporate these disparate and often conflicting views into
a coherent whole.
 Second, contemporary military problems rarely have
obvious solutions, so it is often not clear when their work
should conclude.
 Third, that it is difficult to demonstrate objectively that a
proposed solution is right or wrong; solutions are
increasingly context dependent.
Morphological analysis can be applied to alleviate these problem
characteristics. It is a method that collates a range of disparate views
and brings them into a coherent whole. It encourages a
comprehensive search for non-obvious solutions, forcing
participants to consider innovative solutions as well as challenging
their assumptions for deselecting novel solutions. And it facilitates
“better or worse” discussions among decision makers, enabling
results to be placed in context and thereby allowing decision makers
to understand the implications of assumptions made and actions
taken.
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Maturing Defence Experimentation
from Art to Science through
Improved Estimation Methods
Shane Arnott and Peter Lindsay
Abstract
While various publications cover the theory of defence
experimentation, empirical data on the practice is surprisingly
sparse. Understanding the practice is vital to evolve specialized
disciplines, such as concept development and experimentation
(CD&E), from art form to a repeatable and timely method.
This challenge has been faced by other fields of engineering, such
as software and systems engineering. These fields experienced rapid
growth with results often being varied against expectations and
schedule. Parallels can be drawn with CD&E’s own swift growth
and, at times, mixed success. Research into the effort expended
within projects in resources and time was a key step in the evolution
of software and systems engineering, leading to better
understanding of cost drivers and trends. This in turn has enabled
the development of cost estimation methods and made planning
more reliable.
This chapter presents the results of research (Arnott, 2014) into
this issue and provides a number of tools for CD&E professionals.
Data was collected from fifty defence experimentation case studies
performed for the British Armed Forces and Australian Defence
Force by a mix of government scientific, consortium, and industrybased organizations. From this data base, ranges and averages have
been calculated to provide “rule-of-thumb” guidance. Resourcing
profiles for each GUIDEx experiment type (The Technical
Cooperation Program, 2005) have been derived from the observed
data, revealing different patterns of resource utilization. Finally, an
experimentation effort estimation model is offered, called the
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defence estimation cost model (DECOMO), following in the
footsteps of software and systems engineering effort estimation
models. The resultant case study data and estimation model are
intended to help experimentation planners to improve resource
estimation at design stage, enable design trade-off analysis, and
ultimately facilitate the delivery of more effective CD&E
programmes.

Introduction
Defence of a nation is one of the more challenging and expensive
activities of any country. The majority of NATO nations spend over
USD 10 billion a year on this activity, with the US Department of
Defense spending over USD 500 billion (Directorate of
Intelligence, 2009). Specifically, experimentation has been
identified as a best practice to address weaknesses in the concept
development and systems engineering process, evident from the
early stages of customer needs elicitation and concept development
through to requirements definition (Alberts & Hayes, 2002, 2005;
Arnott & Lindsay, 2010). Getting these steps right at the beginning
of system development, where critical cost-influencing decisions are
being made, is particularly important for the military, where the
price of getting it wrong can be measured in billions of dollars
and/or many lives lost.
The Guide for Understanding and Implementing Defence
Experimentation (GUIDEx) by The Technical Cooperation Program
(TTCP, 2006) defines defence experimentation as “[t]he application
of the experimental method to the solution of complex defence
capability development problems, potentially across the full
spectrum of conflict types, such as warfighting, peace-enforcement,
humanitarian relief and peace-keeping” (p. 331).
Yet experimentation itself is a complex discipline, as evidenced
by a series of publications dedicated to the field (Alberts & Hayes,
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2002, 2005; Kass, 2006; TTCP, 2006). Large departments are now
dedicated to the conduct of concept development and
experimentation (CD&E) within defence contractors (Boeing, 2012;
General Dynamics UK, 2012; Center for Innovation, LockheedMartin, 2013) and governments (Bowley, Castles, & Ryan, 2003;
Lalancette, Lizotte, Nécaille, Robbins, & Waruszynski, 2008; Post,
2006; Tyler, 2007). Despite much being written about the theory
(Alberts & Hayes, 2002, 2005) and practice (TTCP, 2006; Kass,
2006) of experimentation, very little has been published on
understanding the cost of performing experimentation. The central
proposition of this chapter is that understanding these costs is critical
to achieving completion of CD&E activities within expected
decision-cycle time frames and resource constraints.
Motivation
The ability to reliably estimate the cost of experimentation
activities is critical to a number of objectives, including but not
limited to the following.
 Investment decisions: A return-on-investment analysis
concerning the cost of a CD&E effort against the potential
benefit to a decision.
 Budget planning: Resource managers need tools to help
them allocate project resources across the experimentation
life cycle.
 Trade-offs: Experiment designers need to be able to assess
the impact on cost and schedule of decisions made during
the design phase, such as selection of experiment attributes.
 Risk management: The likely amount of under-/overruns
need to be estimated.
 Campaign of Experimentation planning: Improvement of
the delivery of CD&E through mixed methods by enabling
the planning of multiple experiment strategies, whereby the
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insufficiencies of one method can be reinforced by the
benefits of another, thus building a stronger body of
evidence.
 Process improvement measurement: Benchmarks are
needed to evaluate the cost performance of a CD&E team.
All of these objectives are critical to any management and
planning team whose function is to balance resources available
against the constraints of schedule, budget, and acceptable risk.
This chapter presents the results of analysis of empirical data
collected from fifty case studies, including a cost estimation model
for defence experimentation.

Data Collection
Case Studies
The research presented in this chapter is based on data collected
from a set of fifty experimentation activities performed on capability
development programmes for the UK’s Ministry of Defence and the
Australian Defence Force over the period of 2001–2010. US
Government sources could not be included due to export control
issues surrounding the release of data. The experiments were
conducted by a variety of industry-based, government-based, and
consortia-based organizations.
The contribution of different subject organization types was
reasonably uniform, as seen in Table 0.14, providing a good basis
from which to examine the perspectives of different organizational
constructs on the process.
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Table 0.14: Number of Defence Experiments by Subject Organization
Type
Subject Organization Type

N

%

Industry

20

40

Government

18

36

Government-industry consortium 12

24

Total

50

100

Some of the experiments were part of larger multi-experiment
campaigns, while others were stand-alone activities. The
experiments had a range of purposes, from concept development to
project requirements definition and tactics development. Data was
collected on different aspects of the experiments, including the
experiment’s nature the GUIDEx method employed, the simulation
technology utilized, the type and amount of human resources used
at different stages of the experiment life cycle, and the effort and
schedule expended in completion of the experiment. Due to the
sensitivity of the subject matter featured in the experiments, the
majority of which were “government classified”, contextual data has
been anonymized in what follows in line with national security
regulations and laws.
Data Definition
The selection of data collected was based on the recognized
definitions and process for experimentation (TTCP, 2006) and
modelling and simulation technology (Under Secretary of Defense
for Acquisition and Technology, 1998). Personnel data was
collected in line with established engineering estimation methods
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(Boehm, 1984; Valerdi, 2005). At a macro level, data was collected
across the following three dimensions.
 Experiment: Capturing the experiment design and process
followed.
 Technology: Capturing the utilization and employment of
modelling and simulation technology.
 Personnel: Capturing the size and quality of the teams
conducting the experiment as well as use and development
of the requisite technology.
More details are given below.
The following cost-related factors were collected after each
experiment was completed.
 Effort: The measurement of the accumulated man-hours on
an experiment.
 Schedule: The time expenditure calculated in business days
elapsed from an experiment start to finish.
 Reuse: An estimate, as a percentage, of the effort saved due
to work spent on previous experiments in a campaign related
to the experiment under review.
Cost Measurement
Cost was measured in two forms: the effort required to complete
a project, measured in man-hours, days, weeks, or months; and the
schedule or calendar time required to complete a project, measured
in elapsed hours, days, weeks, or months. These two measures are
illustrated in Figure 0.37 within a notional project-cost timeline
(displaying date on the x-axis and hours on the y-axis).
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Figure 0.37: Notional Project Effort and Schedule Costs

An additional concept is the distribution of effort over the
schedule, whereby the amount of effort per phase of a project is
defined. This information serves as useful guidance on how
resources are expected to be allocated across the schedule for project
planners. It is typical that engineering disciplines define various lifecycle phases for the purpose of separating and sequencing major
tasking elements and related milestones. Each of these phases is
therefore expected to attract varying levels of effort. To illustrate,
Figure 0.38 overlays notional phases on the example in Figure 0.37
between the milestones.
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Figure 0.38: Notional Project Life-Cycle Phases

A distribution of effort within each notional phase can then be
plotted, as was done in Figure 0.39.
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Figure 0.39: Notional Distribution of Effort per Phase

Distribution of effort graphs are useful to help highlight which
phases require different levels of effort, information critical to
scheduling resources over a project life cycle. An example of such
a rate-of-effort graph by phase is the rational unified process (RUP)
(Kruchten, 2003), which sought to illustrate the iterative nature of
software development and utilized effort distributions across
multiple discipline workflows and phases, depicted in Figure 0.40.
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Figure 0.40: Rational Unified Process Effort Distribution (Kruchten,
2003)

Analysis
Overview
This section summarizes the data collected, organized by data
type, and discusses the insights gained into patterns observed and
the effects of different experimentation variables on cost. A later
section builds on these insights to develop a model for cost
estimation.
The data presentation and discussion is organized by data type as
follows.
1. GUIDEx Method: How did the case studies break down by
experimentation method (constructive simulation, analytic
war games, human-in-the-loop (HITL) simulation, or live
simulation)?
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2. Overall Effort: How did the total aggregated effort (in manhours) and schedule (in work-days elapse time) compare
across the different case studies?
3. Phase effort: How did the effort and schedule costs compare
across the different defence experimentation phases
(problem formulation, experiment design, experiment
preparation/development, execution, and analysis)?
4. Organization type: How did the effort and schedule
patterns compare across the different types of organizations
conducting the experiments?
5. Personnel type: How did usage of different types of
personnel (analysts, technical staff, subject-matter experts
(SMEs)) compare across the different case studies?
6. Reuse: How much reuse of results from previous
experiments occurred, broken down by defence
experimentation phase?
7. Campaigns of Experimentation: How did reuse compare
according to whether or not the experiment was part of a
larger campaign of experimentation?
GUIDEx Methods
The GUIDEx classifies experimentation activities through the
use of technology (primarily simulation) into one of four methods:
constructive simulation, analytic war games, HITL simulation, and
live simulation (field experiments) (Kass, 2006; TTCP, 2006). A
brief overview of each method adopted from the GUIDEx (pp. 137–
138) is provided below.
 Constructive simulations are those in which no human
intervention occurs during the simulation execution. They
allow repeated replay of the same battle under identical
conditions while systematically varying parameters such as
the insertion of a new weapon or sensor characteristic, the
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employment of a different resource or tactic, or the
encounter of a different threat. Experiments using
constructive simulations with multiple runs are ideal to
detect change in the effect and to isolate its cause. Where
modelling complex events is required, such as that of
(variable) human behaviour, critics often question the
applicability of constructive simulation in such
circumstances.
 Analytic war games typically employ command and staff
officers to plan and execute a military operation. For
example at certain decision points, the friendly team give
their course of action to a neutral “White cell” which then
allows the threat team to plan a counter move, and so on. The
White cell adjudicates each move, using a simulation to help
determine the outcome. A typical analytic war game might
involve fighting the same campaign twice, using different
capabilities each time. The strength of such war games for
experimentation is they often reflect real-world possibilities
to the extent that operational scenarios are used and actual
military units are players. A major limitation is the inability
to isolate the true cause of change due to the primary
dependence on human judgement to conduct the war game.
 HITL simulations represent a broad category of real-time
simulations with which humans interact during the
simulation execution. In an HITL defence experiment,
military subjects receive real-time inputs from the
simulation, make real-time decisions, and direct simulated
forces or platforms against simulated threat forces. The use
of military operators and staff allows this type of experiment
to reflect warfighting decision-making better than
experiments using stand-alone constructive simulation.
However, when humans make decisions, variability
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increases and changes in the effect are more difficult to
detect and consequently more difficult to attribute to causes.
 Live simulations are conducted in the actual environment,
with live military units, equipment and/or operational
prototypes with some components simulated. Often weapon
effects are simulated for the purposes of safety. As such, the
results of experiments (often referred to as “field
experiments”) are highly applicable to real situations. Good
field experiments, like good military exercises, are the
closest thing to real military operations. However, there is
difficulty in truly employing the capability in a warfare
setting (due to safety or other concerns) and in isolating the
true cause of any detected change, since it is difficult for
field experiments to include much of the uncertainty,
variability and challenges of actual operations. A dominant
consideration is the significant costs in staging such
experiments, and such activities are seldom conducted, let
alone replicated.
There were no live experiments in the data set of collected
methods, as seen in Table 0.15; as such, all subsequent analysis is
done without respect to the live method. There was also a bias
towards HITL experiments due to the popularity of this method with
the contributing subjects. As a result of the larger sample size, the
HITL results are likely to have a higher statistical reliability than the
data for the other methods.
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Table 0.15: Case Collection by GUIDEx Method
Method

N

%

HITL

37

74

Constructive

8

16

Analytic war games 5

10

Live

0

0

Total

50

100

Overall Effort
The histograms in Figure 0.41 provide the aggregated effort and
schedule values of the case study set. Regarding the total effort, the
histogram on the left indicates that the bulk of total effort resided
around the 2,000 hours mark, with two small groups of outliers
around 9,000 and 13,000 hours.
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Figure 0.41: Total Effort and Schedule Histograms

According to Table 0.16 the median (Mdn) was approximately
2,500 hours (rounded from 2,456 hours), with the lower and upper
quartiles falling at 1,114 and 3,610 hours. The large spread of results
demonstrates that effort can vary substantially depending on the
context.
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Mean

σ

Min

Q1

Mdn

Q3

Max

Total

Total Effort
(man-hours)

3,559

3,769

332

1,114

2,456

3,610

14,906

177,969 hours
(110 man-years)

Total Schedule (working
days)

167

86

46

90

159

231

422

8,352 days
(32.1 elapsed years)

Table 0.16: Overall Total Costs
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In regards to the total schedule histogram on the right of Figure
0.41, the median and mean schedule expended are approximately
seven elapsed months (159 days out of 260 total working days in a
year), with quartile values between four and eleven elapsed months.
These aggregate results led to an initial benchmark: a “typical”
experiment costs approximately 2,500 man-hours across a duration
of about seven elapsed months.
GUIDEx Method Summary
After reviewing the collected total cost data segmented by the
GUIDEx method, a wide variation in resultant effort and schedule is
still evident, but there is a considerable difference in the effort and
schedule magnitudes between the constructive method versus the
other methods. This is depicted in Figure 0.42.
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Figure 0.42: Quartile Data for Total Effort (Hours) and Schedule (Working
Days) by GUIDEx Method
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Based on the collected data, the experiments using the
constructive method appear substantially smaller than those using
the HITL or analytic war games methods, indicating that there are
effort and schedule implications based on the GUIDEx method used.
Phase Effort
GUIDEx defines the experimentation process as depicted in
Figure 0.43, highlighting the life-cycle phases and major artefacts.

Figure 0.43: GUIDEx Process

A description of each phase is as follows.
 Problem formulation is the first phase of an experiment
where the primary output is a list of experimental questions
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or hypotheses. The objectives are to identify the warfighting
problem, proposed solutions, relevant conditions, and the
appropriate measures of effectiveness and performance
parameters to be placed under test.
Design decomposes the problem further to define the
development requirements. Specifically, treatments, force
options, and scenarios are defined in order to test the
hypotheses.
Development derives the technical requirements to
determine the requisite fidelity of the experimental
representations (often models and/or simulations), which are
then selected (from previous experiments) or developed, and
data is collected to populate the representations with
scenario-specific information. Technical development and
integration are performed as defined by the requirements. In
addition to the technical details, other ancillary actions are
carried out, such as organizing participants (through joining
instructions), assessing ethical issues, making security
provisions, defining safety procedures, and developing
communication plans.
Execution is the undertaking of the experiment, with the
human resources, utilizing the technical environment across
the defined treatments in order to gain information as
defined by the measures of effectiveness and performance.
Analysis is the final phase, whereby the data collected in the
execution phase is reviewed to determine cause-and-effect
relationships to provide insights and results for answering
the experiment hypotheses.

The cases were examined by phase in Table 0.17, with a hope to
shed insight on the wide variation in results.
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Mean

σ

Min

Q1

Mdn

Q3

Max

Problem Problem Design
Formulati Formulati Effort
on Effort on
Schedule

308

619

10

21

45

123

2,813

32

30

2.0

10

32

33

156

587

1,034

11

58

136

371

4,860

Design
Schedule

34

29

5

13

22

44

141

Developm Developm Execution Execution Analysis
ent Effort ent
Effort
Schedule Effort
Schedule

1,156

1,293

83

276

647

1,587

5,569

43

26

12

22

35

55

129

919

694

8.0

333

738

1,447

2,869

7

3

1

5

5

10

15

590

690

15

77

291

770

2,700

Analysis
Schedule

52

43

10

17

28

77

185

Table 0.17: Overall GUIDEx Phase Costs
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Even at phase-level granularity, there was little to conclude, as
the range of results exhibited significant variability. One notable
exception was the execution schedule values, with the majority of
experiments requiring between five and ten days (i.e. 1–2 weeks) to
execute. That is, independent of all other factors, including the
“size” of the effort or “length” of the schedule duration, the
execution phase had a median value of one week.
In order to provide a level of resource profile understanding
similar to the rational unified process software development profiles
in Figure 0.44 the median phase distributions by GUIDEx methods
were calculated. Despite the variability, taking the median effort
measurements per method provides a useful guide to understand
resourcing distribution over the life of an experiment. Figure 0.
summarizes that median effort-per-phase distributions across the
three GUIDEx methods from the case study data set. The shading
indicates the observed rate of effort, which is calculated by the rate
of effort over schedule – light to dark indicating low to high rate.
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Figure 0.44: Median-Phased Effort Distributions per GUIDEx Method

The key insight from this observation is that the methods exhibit
dissimilar effort profiles and has implications for estimating
resource levels over the experiment life cycle. Understanding the
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patterns of effort distribution is important for concurrent activity
resource planning, where resources may be being used on multiple
experiments at once, such as in a campaign of experimentation.
Organization Type
Breaking out the cases by organization, there is a clear separation
of the subjects’ effort distribution. This is revealed by overlaying the
source as a series in effort and schedule histograms, each
organization’s response being highlighted by colour in Figure 0.45
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Figure 0.45: Effort and Schedule Histograms by Organization
Source
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Table 0.18 indicates that the industry and government groups
spend similar amounts of effort and schedule in provision of their
set of experiments, while the consortium spends significantly higher
(and a wider spread of) effort over a much longer period.
Table 0.18: Effort and Schedule by Organization Source – Mean and
Standard Deviation
N

Mean σ

Industry Effort

20

1,608

1,085

Industry Schedule

20

119

67

Government Effort

18

1,991

966

156

60

Government Schedule 18
Consortium Effort

12

9,249

3,818

Consortium Schedule

12

264

77

It is evident that the different ways the subjects conduct their
experiments or other organizational issues have an impact on
defence experimentation project cost. It was observed the
government scientific and industry-based experiments primarily had
a central provision group for the experiment activities, whereas the
consortium (by its nature) involved many different provision
groups. The central provision organizations had an average
experiment effort of roughly 1,700 hours (rounded from
1,695 hours) over approximately six months (136 business days),
whereas the consortium, involving multiple parties in the
experiment provision, incurred much larger cost at around
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9,000 hours over an average schedule full year (264 days). As such
it appeared that the centralized model proved to be more economical
than a multi-group experimentation team approach.
Noting CD&E is about problem exploration, by its nature it may
be important to involve multiple stakeholders in an experiment
provision in order to facilitate the collaboration. Albeit, it appears
this collaborative approach comes with (significant) increased cost.
Personnel Type
In collection of the case study data, the skill sets that related to
the experiment execution were recorded, specifically: the analysts
to conceive and conduct the experiment, technical staff to develop
and deliver the technical environment, and SMEs to provide specific
expertise or be an experimental subject (e.g. military staff). Notably,
it did not include the administrative functions such as team
management. The type and magnitude of skill sets required at a
macro level are apparent in Table 0.19.
Table 0.19: Overall Personnel Parameters

Mean σ

Min

Q1

Mdn

Q3

Max

# Analysts

4.8

2.9

1

2

4.5

6

11

# Technical

6.0

5.2

0

3

4

7

21

# SMEs

7.3

8.0

0

0

7

11

36

Total People 18

10

2

12

18

21

51

The Personnel data provides the following points of interest.
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The number of analysts had a median value of 4.5, with the bulk
of data being between 1 and 6. All activities included at least one
analyst.
For technical staff, the median was 4, and the bulk of data was
between 3 and 7. Some activities contained no technical staff.
For SMEs, the median was 7, with the majority of the data points
being between 0 and 7 and as high as 36. Some activities included
no SMEs.
The average ratio of each skill set utilized overall was
approximately 1:1.25:1.5 analyst to technical to SME
respectively.
The total number of people on average (and median) who were
directly involved in an experiment was 18, with the bulk of the
data showing experiments utilizing between 12 and 21 people.

The samples that had the low or zero values for technical and
SMEs were all based on the constructive GUIDEx method.
Reuse
The amount of reuse was qualitatively assigned by experiment
leaders during the collection interviews to assess how much effort
was saved through reuse of experiment elements from previous
activities. This factor enabled the normalization of the cost figures
in order to assess each case as if it was a stand-alone case (important
for development of the estimation model). It also provided the
opportunity to establish the phases during which reuse was exhibited
and understand more broadly the contextual situations that lead to
increased reuse (and thus decreased cost). Examination of the reuse
per phase within the case studies is presented in Table 0.20.
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Mdn
(%)

Q3
(%)

Max
(%)

0

0

10

90

0

5

20

90

0

0

15

50

90

0

0

0

10

30

0

0

0

7.5

70

0

0

8

19

45

Q1
(%)

0

0

13

Min
(%)

13

23

9.4

23

29

σ
(%)

11

26

5.7

16

6.2

12

Total
Reuse

Mean
(%)

Analysis
Reuse

Design
Reuse

Developme Execution
nt Reuse
Reuse

Problem
Formulati
on Reuse

Table 0.20: Overall Phase Reuse
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Reviewing the mean figures revealed mean total reuse to be quite
low at 11 per cent. Given that each of the subjects’ primary purpose
was experimentation provision, the expectation was for much higher
reuse values. In assessing which phases gave the greatest
opportunity for reuse, an increasing level of mean reuse was found
within the problem formulation (12%), design (16%), and
development (26%) phases. This was followed by a rapid
deterioration in the execution and analysis phases (5.7% and 6.2%).
It was evident there is less likelihood for reuse in the late phases of
the process.
Of particular note in Table 0.20 were the relatively high standard
deviation values (compared to the mean) and the 0% reuse values
for minimum, lower quartile, and median across the majority of the
phases. These unusual results indicated that certain conditions lead
to a much higher amount of reuse over others. This led to further
examination of campaigns of experimentation.
Campaigns of Experimentation
Campaigns of experimentation are consciously planned efforts to
bring multiple experiments to bear on a particular focused problem
or a set of problems. Campaigns are designed to build evidence from
varying sources to increase the validity of the experimentation
process (Alberts & Hayes, 2005; TTCP, 2006). The data was
examined to assess whether conducting campaigns of
experimentation also had an impact on reuse rates.
Figure 0.46 shows the mean reuse per phase of stand-alone
(“single”) experiments versus experiments completed within a
campaign of experimentation. A little over half of the sampled
experiments were performed as part of a campaign. The overall
(total) reuse was three times higher within campaigns than it was for
single experiments (5.9% versus 15.3%). Again, the most significant
reuse was found in the first three phases of problem formulation
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(20% for campaign versus 2.5% for single), design (22.7% versus
7.9%) and development (33.5% versus 17.1%).
Mean Re-use per Phase
40.0%

Percentage of Effort Re-Use

35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%

Problem
Formulation

Design

Development

Execution

Analysis

Total

Single

2.5%

7.9%

17.1%

1.3%

6.9%

5.9%

Campaign

20.0%

22.7%

33.5%

10.8%

4.6%

15.3%

Figure 0.46: Mean Reuse per Phase of Single versus
Campaign Experiments

The analysis indicates a link between campaigns of
experimentation and effort reuse. Experiments within a campaign
typically involve reuse amounting to one fifth to one third of the
effort in the developing phases (problem formulation through
development) compared to single experiments.

Development of an Experimentation Cost Estimation
Model
This section discusses cost estimation approaches and the factors
that influenced the development of the defence estimation cost
model (DECOMO).
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Cost Forecasting Methods
Activities aimed at forming informed predictions based on
limited knowledge are known as forecasting (Armstrong, 2001).
Forecasting can take many forms based on the type of information
available at the time of planning. All approaches fall within two
categories of forecasting as defined by the source of knowledge
utilized.
 Judgemental forecasting includes methods such as intuitive
judgements, opinions, and subjective probability estimates.
 Statistical forecasting methods assume that it is possible to
identify and construct formulae with the underlying factors
that influence the variable being predicted.
Figure 0.47 depicts the major types of forecasting techniques in
the forecasting methodology tree adapted from Armstrong (2001).
Knowledge
Source

Judgemental

Self?

Role playing

Intentions

Statistical

Others
?

Univariate
?

Expert
opinion

Extrapolation
models

Analogies

Rule-based
models

Multivariate
?

Data
based?

Theory
based?

Parametric
models

Econometric
models

Expert
systems

Figure 0.47: Forecasting Methodology Tree

After surveying the literature on cost forecasting approaches, it
was apparent that if they could be adapted to defence
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experimentation, the methods used successfully in software and
systems engineering were likely to best achieve the objectives set
out at the start of this chapter due to the complementary nature of
the disciplines. In particular, the three disciplines have similarly
staged life cycles, with cost estimation occurring after problem
formulation and during the early design stage.
Cost Estimation in Software Engineering
The software engineering literature was particular rich in
engineering-based cost estimation methods. In this field, statistical
techniques (the right hand branch of Figure 0.47) were by far the
most researched and apparently most widely used, with parametric
techniques specifically comprising approximately half that research.
From the literature, we concluded that parametric approaches are
good for building knowledge based on early historical performance;
that is, for guiding practitioners to build expertise in an emerging
field, where qualitative judgement may not have been possible due
to lack of wide experience.
One of the most cited statistical/parametric models in estimation
research was the constructive cost model (COCOMO) for software
engineering by Barry Boehm (Boehm, 1984, Boehm et al., 2000).
COCOMO has been the basis for many adaptations, such as to
systems engineering with COSYSMO (Valerdi, Boehm, & Reifer,
2003; Valerdi, 2005) and other engineering disciplines. COCOMO
stemmed from Boehm’s first (Boehm, 1984) and second (Boehm et
al., 2000) books that proposed the economics of software
development can be improved through enhancing the software
estimation function during project planning by using data-driven
models based on historical data. The original method was initially
developed by instrumentation of sixty-three software projects,
collecting cost-driving attributes at the design level and determining
the relationship with the dependent cost variables of effort, cost, and
schedule.
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The cost estimation models were primarily created with
multivariable regression, loosely calibrated with a modified Delphi
(expert judgement) technique via Bayesian methods. The
COCOMO (intermediate) effort formula was defined by the size of
a software development (measured in source lines of code) and a
series of effort modifiers as
𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 (Man-months) = 𝑎(𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)𝑏 ∏ 𝐸𝑀𝑖 ,

(1)

where Size is the estimated number of source lines of code (SLOC),
a and b are calibration constants derived from historical project data,
and EMi represents effort modifiers detailed below (Boehm, 1984).
The formula for schedule estimation was
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 (Elapsed months) = 𝑐(𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡)𝑑 ,

(2)

where Effort is defined by Equation (1) and c and d are calibration
constants derived from historical project data (Boehm, 1984).
The 15 effort modifiers were a combination of cost-driving
attributes across product, computer, personnel, and project domains.
Those cost drivers were:
 Product attributes:
 RELY: Required software reliability
 DATA: Database size
 CPLX: Product complexity
 Computer attributes:
 TIME: Execution time constraint
 STOR: Main storage constraint
 VIRT: Virtual machine volatility
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 Personnel attributes:
 ACAP: Analyst capability
 AEXP: Applications experience
 PCAP: Programmer capability
 VEXP: Virtual machine experience
 LEXP: Programming language experience
 Project attributes:
 MODP: Modern programming languages
 TOOL: Use of software tools
 SCED: Required development schedule
The revised version published in 2000, COCOMO II (Boehm et
al., 2000), updated the coefficients and effort modifiers. Most
notably, it replaced the constants b and d in Equations (1) and (2) by
a series of scale factors that represented non-linear effects which
provided the impact of economies and diseconomies of scale as part
of the model. These scale factors related to items such as team
experience, which were purported to having a non-linear effect on
software engineering projects.
The claimed accuracy of the COCOMO II model was that it was
able to estimate, within 30 per cent of project actuals, 75 per cent of
the time for effort predictions and 64 per cent of the time for
schedule predictions. Both achieved recognized levels for “good”
prediction (i.e. a model is assumed as accurate if 60 per cent of
estimates fall within 30 per cent of recorded actual measurements)
(Korte & Port, 2008).
Cost Estimation in Systems Engineering
The constructive systems engineering cost model (COSYSMO)
was created by Ricardo Valerdi (2005). COSYSMO’s goal was to
estimate the number of man-months it will take to complete systems
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engineering projects. It utilized a similar development method to
COCOMO.
The resulting COSYSMO formula follows the general form of
COCOMO. The effort modifiers in this case span 14 different
individual drivers in the areas of project understanding, complexity,
operations, people, and environment (see Valerdi (2005) for an
explanation of these variables). Specifically,
14
𝐸

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 (Man-months) = 𝐴(𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒) ∏ 𝐸𝑀𝑖 ,
𝑖=1

(3)

where A is a calibration constant derived from historical project
data, E represents economy/diseconomy of scale (a constant set to
unity by default) and EMi are effort multipliers.
A departure from COCOMO is that the size variable is not a
single value (i.e. SLOC in COCOMO); rather, it is constructed
through an aggregate sum of the number of requirements, major
interfaces, critical algorithms, and operational scenarios of the
system being estimated. Each of these partial variables is further
defined into a complexity grouping of easy, nominal, or difficult, to
each of which is applied a weighting factor as
𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 𝑓(# 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠) + 𝑓(# 𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠)
+ 𝑓(# 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑠)
+ 𝑓(# 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑠),
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𝑓(𝐸𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟)
= ∑ 𝑤easy 𝜙easy + 𝑤nominal 𝜙nominal + 𝑤difficult 𝜙difficult ,

(4)

where wn is the weighting factor and subscript n is a defined
complexity count of easy, nominal, and difficult for each “size
driver” unit ϕ.
The following weighting factors were developed by Delphi
techniques with experts from the systems engineering community.
These complexity factors were coupled with regression to fine-tune
the weights. An approximation is that easy was considered the
baseline (weight of 1), nominal was typically two times the weight,
and difficult ranged between five to ten times the weight.
Cost Estimation for Defence Experimentation
DECOMO was developed based on the collected case study data
using a structure inspired by COCOMO and COSYSMO.
DECOMO is intended to be used during the design phase of
experiment development (Figure 0.48). Many of the key cost drivers
are not known until the problem formulation phase is complete, so
the design phase is the earliest in which any meaningful estimation
can be made. Also, the experiment design phase is when planners
are making key resourcing and scheduling decisions and trade-offs,
so this is exactly the phase when a cost estimation model is most
needed. Only a small fraction of overall cost has been incurred by
then, but decisions made at that stage have a large effect on costs of
later phases such as experiment development and execution. We
hypothesized that the variables whose values get determined during
the design phase, including experiment variables such as the number
of treatments, technology variables such as the number of federates,
and personnel variables, would be sufficient to develop a cost
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estimation model that predicts the overall experiment cost with
reasonable accuracy. The resulting model fits the case study data
well, and the results of peer evaluation have been positive.

Figure 0.48: Utilization of DECOMO within the Design Phase of the
GUIDEx Process

The application of DECOMO is intended to allow multiple
design options to be estimated ahead of accepting a final experiment
design and moving on to subsequent phases.
Model Attributes
The key cost drivers were derived from the case study data using
expert judgement coupled with regression analysis. Initially, a broad
set of cost drivers were used (see the appendix) and then regession
analysis was utilized to narrow the set, resulting in the following
statistically significant project attributes:
 Experiment attributes:
 TRE: Number of treatments in the experiment and
their complexity
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 EXP: Number of participants in the execution phase
of the experiment
 SCR: Level of scrutiny to be applied during the
process of determining “fitness for purpose” of the
experimentation environment (Defense Modeling
and Simulation Office, 2001)
 CLS: Information security level (”classification”)
required for the experiment and subsequent handling
procedures as dictated by national security or
company information security guidelines
 Technology attributes:
 FED: Number of federates that need to be integrated
and used for simulation in the execution phase of the
experiment and their complexity
 OBJ: Number of objects in the simulation and their
complexity
 Personnel attributes:
 ACAP: Capability of analyst staff, based on years of
experience and formal qualifications in operational
research
 TCAP: Capability of technical staff
Additional modifiers such as the level of expected reuse (EMreuse)
and tempo of operations (SFt) were also identified to be significant.
Precise definitions of each of the above terms are given in the
appendix to this chapter.
The following formulae are the outcome of this research and
offered as empirical tool for CD&E professionals.
Effort Model
Effort is determined by
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𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝐴(𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)𝐸 × 𝐸𝑀reuse ,

(5)

where Effort is in man-hours and Size is made up of four aggregate
values as
𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 𝑂𝑅𝐺𝛽1 × 𝐹𝐸𝐷𝛽2 × 𝑇𝑅𝐸𝛽3 × 𝐸𝑋𝑃𝛽4 × 𝑂𝐵𝐽𝛽5 ,

(6)

where ORG is organization factor, FED is federate factor, TRE is
treatment factor, EXP is number of experiment participants, and
OBJ is object factor (all defined in the appendix). E is made up of
four scale factors as
4

𝐸 = 𝐵 + ∑ 𝑆𝐹𝑗 ,
𝑗=1

(7)

where SF1–4 are provided by the appendix and EMreuse is an effort
modifier defined in the appendix, too. The constants to
Equations (5)–(7), derived via regression on the case study database,
are given in Table 0.21.
Table 0.21: DECOMO Effort Formula Constants
A

β1

β2

β3

β4

β5

B

Constants 5.184 0.548 0.144 0.184 0.324 0.215 1.0

Schedule Model
The predicted schedule taken to execute the effort is calculated
by
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𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 = 𝐶(𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡)𝐷 ,
(8)

where Schedule is in work days, Effort is in man-hours given by
Equation (5), and D is provided by
𝐷 = 𝑑 × 𝑆𝐹t ,

where SFt is the tempo scaling factor defined in the appendix. The
constants to Equation (8) are given in Table 0.22.
Table 0.22: DECOMO Schedule Formula Constants
C

D

Constants 1.984 0.389

Personnel Model
The estimated personnel to complete the task is provided by:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 =

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡⁄𝐻epd
,
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒

(9)

where Effort is in man-hours given by Equation (5), Schedule is in
days given by Equation (8), and Hepd is effective work hours per day.
Calculator
To aid in estimation duties, a tool has been created to ease the
development of estimates. It has all the formulae and constants built
in to avoid the need for lengthy calculations and enables rapid
estimation. Its operation is designed to be made simple by entering
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the input variables; then, the estimate models automatically
calculate effort, schedule, and personnel predictions.

Figure 0.49: DECOMO Calculator

The DECOMO calculator, depicted in Figure 0.49 is available
for
download
at
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BVHoDbEN4GreTJhX0xPOWJJVWc.
Accuracy and Peer Review
DECOMO’s ability to predict effort and schedule, as calibrated
against the recorded database, was found to be of “good” accuracy.
In comparison to other leading engineering estimation methods,
DECOMO performs as well as popular methods such as COCOMO
for software engineering and much better than COSYSMO
developed for systems engineering. A detailed comparison follows
in the appendix.
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A peer review was conducted by a series of practitioners to
scrutinize DECOMO’s logic, usability, consistency, and ability to
provide reasonable estimates. The feedback was positive, assessing
DECOMO is logical, usable for its intended purposes, subject to
some variation in application, and with the ability to provide
reasonable defence experimentation estimates. These experts found
DECOMO to be fit for purpose. Albeit it must be noted that all
parametric-based methods, such as those used in the development of
DECOMO, are best when calibrated against historical project data
from the organization/s of interest. While the database was drawn
from a broad sample of different organizations in an effort to keep
the applicability as wide as possible, this is a “health warning” for
all potential DECOMO users.

Summary and Conclusions
In summary, the following conclusions from examining trends in
the collected data set and model development can be drawn.
 In the absence of further context, a “typical” experiment
costs approximately 2,500 man-hours distributed over seven
elapsed months to complete. It requires 18 staff with a skillset ratio of approximately 1:1.25:1.5 analyst to technical
staff to SME, respectively.
 Organizations that had a single experiment service provider
tended to be more economical, with an average performance
of 1,700 man-hours over six months, versus multiple
experiment service provider consortiums.
 The execution phase tends to be performed within one week
of elapsed time, regardless of the effort or schedule
expenditure of the experiment.
 GUIDEx methods differ in their effort, schedule and skill-set
characteristics, which infers that choice of method has an
impact on costs.
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 The subject organization types show dissimilar effort and
schedule characteristics, which implies that subjects or
organizational issues have an impact on costs.
 Experiments
performed
within
campaigns
of
experimentation typically increase the likelihood of effort
reuse, providing potential savings of between one-fifth to
one-third in the pre-execution phases (problem formulation
through development).
 The DECOMO estimation method is available to assist in
rapid predictions of effort and schedule for experimentation
activities within CD&E programmes. This method was
found to be accurate against the cases collected and
determined to be fit for purpose by a set of CD&E
professionals.
Availability of estimation tools is an important asset for
experimentation planners and managers as well as a positive
contributor to the maturity of CD&E as a discipline. The case study
analysis and DECOMO estimation method are offered to help
CD&E planners improve the estimation and scheduling of human
resources, enable experiment design trade-offs, and act as a
benchmark for process improvement initiatives. Ultimately, these
tools are intended to facilitate the delivery of more effective defence
capability development and systems engineering programmes.
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Appendix
Summary of Case Study Collected Variables
Experiment Variables
Number of treatments, where a treatment is a representation of a
capability under test in order to compare against another
treatment to determine the change in effectiveness (TTCP,
2006).
Method, as defined by the GUIDEx in Annex B under “analytic
wargame”, “constructive simulation”, “human-in-the-loop
(HITL) simulation”, or “live simulation” (TTCP, 2006).
Problem type, as defined by the Code of Best Practice for
Experimentation, i.e. discovery, hypothesis testing, or
demonstration (Alberts & Hayes, 2002).
Experimentation campaign, i.e. whether or not the experiment is
part of a wider campaign of experimentation.
Number of problem owners, where a problem owner is the
individual or organization seeking support (Hughes, 1997).
A problem owner has explicitly participated in the problem
formulation process by contributing questions, with the
expectation that the experimentation service will provide a
contribution to solving their problem.
Number of providers, where a provider is any organization that has
a significant provision role in the problem formulation,
design, development, execution, or analysis phases of an
experiment. This includes regulators and security or
scrutiny-based organizations that are integral to facilitation
of service delivery.
Scrutiny, the level of scrutiny is defined by the process of
determining “fitness for purpose” (Defense Modeling and
Simulation Office, 2001) of the experimentation
environment.
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Classification, the information security level required for the
experiment and subsequent handling procedures, as dictated
by national security or company information security
guidelines.
Technology Variables
Number of federates, where a federate is the term applied to an
individual model and/or simulation that is part of a
federation of models (Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition and Technology, 1998).
Percentage of federate(s) reuse/development, the determination
of the amount of development of the overall federation
software or systems elements versus the use of the software
and systems as is.
Object scale, derived from Hughes (1997) definition of model
aggregation of each represented object, i.e. subsystem,
entity, or aggregate.
Number of live objects, whereby the experimental object is
represented by real people operating real systems (Tucker,
1995).
Number of virtual objects, whereby the experimental object is
represented by a real person or people operating a simulated
system or systems (Tucker, 1995).
Number of constructive objects, whereby the experimental object
is represented by simulated people operating simulated
systems (Tucker, 1995).
Unique types of live objects, the count of unique live objects.
Unique types of virtual objects, the count of unique virtual objects.
Unique types of constructive objects, the count of unique
constructive objects.
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Personnel Variables
Number of analysts, whereby an analyst performs a provisioning
role in the conduct of the experiment, being responsible from
designing and executing the experiment and interpreting the
outputs through to delivering the results to the client.
Number of technical staff, whereby a technical staff is any person
involved in delivery of the technical environment of an
experiment, such as the purposing of a simulation, system,
or other technical asset required for delivery.
Number of SMEs, whereby an SME is an individual who provides
specific guidance or performance in a role of required
expertise for the experiment as defined by the analyst, such
as warfighters for HITL wargaming.
Analyst capability, defined as a function of years of experience and
formal qualifications in the area of operational research.
Analyst experimentation experience, defined by a function of
years of CD&E experience and number of experiments
performed as an analyst.
Technical capability, defined by a function of years of experience
and formal qualifications in an area of software, systems, or
IT engineering.
Technical experimentation experience, defined by a function of
years of CD&E experience and number of experiments
performed as a technical team member.
SME capability, defined as a function of years of experience and
formal qualifications in the area of represented subjectmatter expertise.
SME experimentation experience, defined by a function of years
of CD&E experience and number of experiments performed
as an SME in any current or former role.
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Cost Variables
Cost is defined by two variables and one modifier. Each case
included collection of the following.
Effort, the measurement of the accumulated person-hours applied
to a particular phase.
Schedule, the time expenditure calculated in business days elapsed
from the phase, start to finish.
Reuse (modifier), a percentage factor of effort saved due to work
spent on other experiments that were reused as part of the
experiment under review.
Defence Experimentation Cost Model (DECOMO)
DECOMO Process
DECOMO has been developed to improve the execution of the
GUIDEx process by providing CD&E planners with the ability to
better estimate implementation options at design time. DECOMO is
part of the design phase within the defence experimentation process,
as depicted by Figure 0.50.
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Figure 0.50: GUIDEx Process, Including the DECOMO Subprocess
within the Design Phase

DECOMO Effort Model
This section summarizes the complete set of DECOMO
prediction formulae. Effort is determined by
𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝐴(𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)𝐸 × 𝐸𝑀reuse ,

(10)

where Size is made up of four aggregate values as
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𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 𝑂𝑅𝐺𝛽1 × 𝐹𝐸𝐷𝛽2 × 𝑇𝑅𝐸𝛽3 × 𝐸𝑋𝑃𝛽4 × 𝑂𝐵𝐽𝛽5 ,

(11)

where ORG is defined by Equation (13), FED is defined by
Equation (15), TRE is defined by Equation (14), EXP is the count of
participants in the execution phase, OBJ is defined by Equation (16),
and E is made up of four scale factors as
4

𝐸 = 𝐵 + ∑ 𝑆𝐹𝑗 ,
𝑗=1

(12)

where SF1–2 are provided by Equation (17), SF3–4 are provided by
Equation (18), and EMreuse is an effort modifier provided by
Equation (19). The constants to Equations (10)–(12) are provided by
Table 0.23.
Table 0.23: DECOMO Effort Formula Constants
A

β1

β2

β3

β4

β5

B

Constants 5.184 0.548 0.144 0.184 0.324 0.215 1.0

Size Factors
The organization factor ORG is defined as
𝑂𝑅𝐺 = 𝑜po × 𝑜pr ,

(13)

where opo is the number of problem owners and opr is the number of
providers.
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A problem owner is the individual or organization seeking support.
A problem owner has explicitly participated in the problem
formulation process by contributing questions, with the expectation
that the experimentation service will provide a contribution to
solving their problem.
A Provider is any organization that has a significant provision role
in the problem formulation, design, development, execution, or
analysis phases of an experiment. This includes regulators and
security or scrutiny-based organizations that are integral to
facilitation of service delivery.
The treatment factor TRE is defined as
𝑇𝑅𝐸 = 𝑤minor 𝜙minor + 𝑤nominal 𝜙nominal + 𝑤major 𝜙major ,

(14)

where w are weights and ϕ are the number of treatment units. The
respective weights are given in Table 0.24.
Table 0.24: Treatment Factor (TRE) Formula Weights
Minor
Treatments Weights 1

Nominal Major
2

10

The guidance for rating is defined in Table 0.25.
Table 0.25: Treatment Factor Rating
Rating
Minor

Nature

Magnitude

A treatment whereby Less than 10% of new criteria
minimal changes occur compared
to
existing
in experimental settings treatments, e.g. a single
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from another treatment, variable change, such as
such as for the purposes vehicle-under-test top speed,
of sensitivity analysis.
payload, or range.
Nominal

A treatment whereby
multiple changes occur
in experimental settings
that are a significant, but
not major, change from
other treatments.

10–33% of new criteria
compared
to
existing
treatments, e.g. new threat
forces are introduced against
an existing friendly force
fighting the same mission on
the same terrain.

Major

A treatment whereby
multiple
significant
changes
occur
in
experimental
settings,
constituting a major
change
from
other
treatments.

Greater than 33% of new
criteria compared to existing
treatments, e.g. new simulated
mission on new terrain against
a new threat.

The federate factor FED is defined as
𝐹𝐸𝐷 = 𝑤minor 𝜙minor + 𝑤nominal 𝜙nominal + 𝑤major 𝜙major ,

(15)

where w are weights and ϕ are the number of federate units. The
respective weights are given in Table 0.26.
Table 0.26: Federate Factor (FED) Formula Weights
Minor
Federate Weights 0.25

Nominal Major
1

5
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The guidance for rating is defined in Table 0.27.
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Information
(Data Exchange)

Execution Impact

Subscriber only to
information from the
federation, e.g. data logger.

Minimal impact on outcome
of conduct of the simulation
for the execution phase, e.g.
data collection tools for the
analysis phase.

Evaluation of moderate-level
expressions, e.g.

Nominal publisher and
subscriber of information to
the federation.

An important but not central
federate providing features
required but not central to
the execution phase of the
experiment, e.g. weather
federate.

Evaluation of complex expressions, e.g.
multivariate interpolation, differential
equations, complex geometric
parallelization.

Significant publisher of information to
the federation, e.g. provision of the
principle objects and primary time
keeper.

One of the primary federates relied on
for execution phase, e.g. provision of
the platform-under-test simulation for a
hypothesis experiment.

Federate requiring a
moderate level of human
interaction, e.g. typical
desktop application with
standard map functions.

Major

Federate providing major human
interaction, e.g. representative human
operator station such as a replica fighter
cockpit.

Data storage or simple
expressions, e.g.
𝐴 = 𝐵 + 𝐶 × (𝐷 − 𝐸).

Federate with a minimal user
interface or command line,
e.g. tools suited to exercise
control staff.

Nominal

Logic Operations
(Simulation
Complexity)

User Interface

Minor

𝐷 = √𝐵 2 − 4𝐴 × C
or moderate geometric
matrix/vector operations.

Rating

Table 0.27: Federate Factor Rating
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The Object factor OBJ is given by:
𝑂𝐵𝐽 = 𝑤minorTypes 𝜙minorTypes + 𝑤nominlTypes 𝜙nominalTypes
+ 𝑤majorTypes 𝜙majorTypes + 𝑤minorInstances 𝜙minorInstances
+ 𝑤nominalInstances 𝜙nominalInstances
+ 𝑤majorInstance 𝜙majorInstances,

(16)

where w are weights and ϕ are numbers of objects. The respective
weights are given in Table 0.28.
Table 0.28: Object Factor (OBJ) Formula Weights

Types

Minor

Nominal Major

1

2

5

0.5

2

Instances 0.2

The guidance for rating is defined in Table 0.29.
Table 0.29: Object Factor Rating
Rating

User
Interface

Behaviour

Fidelity

Execution
Impact

Minor

Virtual: Any
object with a
limited or no

Constructive
: Any
constructive

Small amount
inputs and
first-order

Any object
with low
potential
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user
interaction,
e.g. a chat
station for
sending of
commands.
Constructive
: n/a

object with
simplistic or
replicated
behaviour
from other
objects, e.g.
background
clutter
traffic.
HITL: n/a

Nomina
l

Virtual: Any
virtual
object with a
reasonable
range of user
interaction
and an
abstracted
interface
with notable
potential
bearing on
the
simulation
outcome,
e.g. maplevel control
of entities.

Constructive
: Any
constructive
object with a
moderate
level of
behaviour
representatio
n with
notable
potential
bearing on
the
simulation
outcome.

effects
provided in
simple logic
expressions,
e.g.
𝐴
= 𝐵 + 𝐶 × (𝐷
− 𝐸)

or basic
geometry
operations.
A moderate
amount of
inputs,
representing
first- and
second-order
effects
provided by
evaluation of
moderate-level
expressions,
e.g.

bearing on
the
simulation
outcome,
e.g.
backgroun
d clutter
traffic.

Any object
with a
moderate
potential
bearing on
the
simulation
outcome.

𝐷
= √𝐵2 − 4𝐴 × C

HITL: n/a

or moderate
geometry such
as 3DoF.

Constructive
: Any
constructive

Large amount
of complex
inputs,

Constructive
: n/a
Major

Virtual:
Federate
providing

Any object
with a
high
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major
human
interaction,
e.g.
representativ
e human
operator
station such
as a replica
fighter
cockpit,
bridge
simulator.

object with
complex
behaviours
to respond to
a wide range
of stimuli,
e.g.
constructive
threat system
for training
purposes.
HITL: n/a

Constructive
: n/a

representing
first-, second-,
and third-order
effects
provided by
evaluation of
complex
expressions,
e.g.
multivariate
interpolation,
differential
equations,
parallelization,
advanced
geometry
operations
such as 6DoF.

potential
bearing on
the
simulation
outcome.

Scale Factors
The four scale factors SFi relate to personnel (SF1–2) and
environmental (SF3–4) issues. The personnel scale factor is given by
𝑆𝐹1 =

𝑛t
× 𝐶𝐴𝑃t ,
𝑛t + 𝑛a

𝑆𝐹2 =

𝑛a
× 𝐶𝐴𝑃a ,
𝑛t + 𝑛a

(17)
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where nt is the number of technical staff, na is the number of analysts (for
the purposes of ratio only), and CAP is defined as in Table 0.30.

Table 0.30: Personnel Scale Factor Formulae Capabilities
Low

Nominal High

Expert

Analyst Capability
(CAPa)

0.1

0.0

-0.1

-0.2

Technical Capability
(CAPt)

0.1

0.0

-0.1

-0.2

The rating guidance is defined in Table 0.31.
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Less than 1 year
average experience
in formal area of
expertise.

Nominal

3 years average
experience in
formal area of
expertise.

Direct experience
of at least one
experimentation
activity within the
particular GUIDEx
method.

High

6 years average
experience in
formal area of
expertise

Direct experience
of three
experimentation
activities within the
particular method
and experience in
at least one
campaign of
experimentation.

Experiment
Experience

Formal Expertise

Low

No former direct
experience in
experimentation or
no experience in
the particular
GUIDEx method.

Capability Level

Table 0.31: Personnel Capability Rating

Direct experience
of more than six
experimentation
activities within the
particular method
and multiple
campaigns of
experimentation

12 years average
experience in
formal area of
expertise

Expert
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The environmental scale factors are given by
𝑆𝐹3 = 𝑆𝐶𝑅,
𝑆𝐹4 = 𝐶𝐿𝑆,

(18)

where SCR and CLS are defined in Table 0.32.
Table 0.32: Environmental Scale Factor Formulae Parameters
Low

Medium

High

Very
High

Scrutiny (SCR)

0.0

0.0125

0.025

0.05

Classification
(CLS)

0.0

0.0025

0.005

0.01

The guidance for rating scrutiny is defined in Table 0.33.
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Verified only
enough to support
development

Verified against a
formally developed
conceptual model
inventory

Simulation Results

Verified only
enough to support
development

Represented by
SME opinion

Determined from
user statements in
terms of objects
represented, their
properties, and the
dependencies
High
them
between

Validated by SME
against the
validation criteria

Development
Products

None derived

Medium

Validated by SME
observing
simulation results

Validation Criteria

Low

Not validated at all
or self-validated

Scrutiny Level

Table 0.33: Scrutiny Level

Evaluated by an
objective third party
from validation
criteria and
reference model

Verified against a
formally developed
conceptual model

Determined from
user statements in
terms including
property ranges,
domains, and
accuracy
Very High
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The guidance for rating classification is defined in Table 0.34.
Table 0.34: Classification Level
Classification
Level

Government

Industry

Low

Unclassified:
Official Use Only

Commercial in Confidence

Medium

Restricted

Competition Sensitive

High

Secret

Company Proprietary

Very High

Above Secret

n/a

Reuse Effort Modifier
The reuse effort modifier (EMreuse) is provided by
5

𝐸𝑀reuse = 𝐶R − ∑ 𝑅𝐸𝑈𝑆𝐸𝑖 ,
𝑖=1

(19)

where i ranges 1–5 representing each of the GUIDEx phases
(problem formulation, design, development, execution and analysis)
is defined by Equation (20) and CR is a constant set to unity.
The reuses per phase is given by
𝑅𝐸𝑈𝑆𝐸1 = 𝑒𝑝pf × 𝑟pf,
𝑅𝐸𝑈𝑆𝐸2 = 𝑒𝑝des × 𝑟des ,
𝑅𝐸𝑈𝑆𝐸3 = 𝑒𝑝dev × 𝑟dev ,
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𝑅𝐸𝑈𝑆𝐸4 = 𝑒𝑝exe × 𝑟exe ,
𝑅𝐸𝑈𝑆𝐸5 = 𝑒𝑝ana × 𝑟ana ,

(20)

where epx is provided by Table 0.36 and rx is provided by Table 0.35,
as defined by Table 0.37.
Table 0.35: Percentage of Reuse Level by Phase
None Low

Medium

High

Very
High

Problem Formulation 0%
(rpf)

2.5% 20%

40%

60%

Design (rdes)

0%

7.9% 23%

30%

55%

Development (rdev)

0%

17%

34%

45%

75%

Execution (rexe)

0%

1.3% 11%

17%

30%

Analysis (rana)

0%

4.6% 6.9%

8.0%

20%

Table 0.36: Percentage of Average Effort per Phase by GUIDEx Method

Problem
Formulation (eppf)
Design (epdes)
Development
(epdev)
Execution (epexe)

HITL Analytic War Games

Constructive

6.2%

11%

17%

10%
32%

16%
34%

14%
42%

35%

22%

9.0%
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Analysis (epana)

17%

17%

19%

The criteria for reuse levels per phase are specified by Table
0.37.
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Analysis
Criteria

Execution
Criteria

Development
Criteria

Design Criteria

Problem
Formulation
Criteria
Reuse Level

No precedent
or existing
phase-specific
materials.
Minor reuse of separate stand-alone execution
materials such as security plans and personnel
impacting on training and familiarization
burden.

Minor reuse of separate stand-alone
experiment approach, reference materials, or
other analysis materials from previous studies
in a related field.

Significant reuse of execution material
such as security plans and personnel
impacting on reducing training and
familiarization burden.

Significant reuse of approach, reference
materials, or other analysis materials,
designed typically as part of a campaign of
experimentation.

High reuse of approach,
reference materials, or
other analysis materials
as part of a campaign of
experimentation.

High reuse of
development items such
as data files, terrain
databases, or ancillary
items as part of a
campaign of
experimentation.

No precedent
or existing
phase-specific
materials.

Significant reuse of development items
such as data files, terrain databases, or
ancillary items, designed typically as part
of a campaign of experimentation.

High reuse of significant
materials from previous
experiments as part of a
campaign of
experimentation.

High reuse of execution
material such as security
plans and personnel
impacting on reducing
training and
familiarization burden.

Significant reuse of approach or data files,
designed typically as part of a campaign of
experimentation.

Problem definition in
large part predefined as
part of a campaign of
experimentation.

Minor reuse of separate stand-alone
experiment development items such as data
files, terrain databases, or ancillary items from
previous studies in a related field.

Significant reuse of problem definition,
with pre-existing scope defined as part of a
campaign of experimentation.

High

No precedent
or existing
phase-specific
materials.

Minor reuse of separate stand-alone
experiment problem formulation from
previous studies in a related field.

Medium

Minor reuse of separate stand-alone
experiment design from previous studies in a
related field.

No precedent
or existing
phase-specific
materials.

Low

No precedent
or existing
phase-specific
materials.

None

Table 0.37: Per-phase Criteria for Reuse Levels
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DECOMO Schedule Model
The predicted schedule taken to execute the effort is calculated
by
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 = 𝐶(𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡)𝐷 ,

(21)

where Schedule is in work days, Effort is in man-hours and D is
provided by
𝐷 = 𝑑 × 𝑆𝐹t ,

(22)

where SFt is the tempo scaling factor provided by Table 0.38.
Table 0.38: DECOMO Schedule Formula Tempo Scaling

Tempo
(SFt)

Very Low

Low

Normal

High

Very
High

1.2

1.1

1.0

0.9

0.8

The constants to Equations (21) and (22) are given in Table 0.39.
Table 0.39: DECOMO Schedule Formula Constants
C

d

Constants 1.984 0.389
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DECOMO Personnel Model
The estimated personnel to complete the task is provided by
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 =

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡⁄𝐻epd
,
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒

(23)

where Effort is in man-hours, Schedule is in days and Hepd is
effective work hours per day.
The personnel-per-phase formula is
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 =

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 ⁄𝐻epd
,
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒

(24)

where Effortphase is defined by Equation (25), Schedulephase is
defined by Equation (26), and Hepd is the average effective hours
available per day and person.
The effort-per-phase formula is
𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 =

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡total
,
𝑒𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒

(25)

where epphase is provided by Table 0..
The schedule-per-phase formula is
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 =

𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
,
𝑠𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒

(26)

where spphase is provided by Table 40.
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Table 0.40: Percentage of Average Schedule-per-Phase by GUIDEx
Method
HITL

Analytic
War Games

Constructive

Problem
Formulation (sppf)

18%

19%

22%

Design (spdes)

20%

15%

18%

Development (spdev)

25%

38%

39%

Execution (spexe)

4.7%

4.6%

4.2%

Analysis (spana)

33%

23%

17%

Note: The phase-level formulae are provided as a guide only, and
the percentage distribution in Table 0.40 is provided as an average
of the case study database; this has not been proven statistically
reliable.
Accuracy Summary
Table 0.41 summarizes the capabilities and accuracy of
DECOMO against other engineering effort prediction models.
Table 0.41: DECOMO Comparison with COCOMO and COSYSMO
Model

DECOMO

Estimates

CD&E

Size
Inputs

COCOMO
II
Software
development
SLOC or
function
points

COSYSMO
Systems engineering

Organizations
Requirements,
, treatments,
interfaces, algorithms,
federates,
and operational
execution
scenarios
__________________________________________________________
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Lifecycle
phases

Effort
model
form

Schedule
model
form
Effort
predictio
n
accuracy

Schedule
predictio
n
accuracy

participants,
and objects
TTCP
GUIDEx
phases:
problem
formulation,
design,
development,
execution,
analysis
5 size factors,
4 scale
factors,
1 effort
multiplier
Driven by
effort,
1 scale factor
PRED(.3) =
78%

PRED(.3) =
62%

MBASE/RU
P phases:
inception,
elaboration,
construction,
transition

ISO/IEC 15288 phases:
conceptualize, develop,
operation/test/evaluation
, transition to operation,
operate, replace

1 size factor,
1–5 scale
factors,
0–18 effort
multipliers
Driven by
effort,
1 scale factor
PRED(.3) =
38% (Basic)
PRED(.3) =
75%
(Intermediate
)
PRED(.3) =
80%
(Detailed*)
* calibrated
only
PRED(.3) =
64%

4 size factors,
1 scale factor,
14 effort multipliers

None

PRED(.3) = 54%

None
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Further detail of the research outcomes described in the appendix
is available in Arnott (2014).
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CD&E: The Multilayered Catalyst
Rick Meessen and Wouter van der Wiel
Abstract
Would it not be fantastic if future systems could be tested and
analysed now? Would it not be fantastic if we could realize the
necessary capabilities for the warfighter fast and affordable? Would
it not be fantastic if we could share mission experiences in an easy
and game-like manner? Concept development and experimentation
(CD&E) has the potential to realize these fantasies. This article will
elaborate on the meaning of CD&E, how CD&E can be an essential
catalyst for important military processes, and most of all how CD&E
can help with the realization of affordable and effective military
capabilities.
This article will first elaborate on the meaning and role of CD&E
for defence applications and especially the innovation process. We
will show that CD&E offers many benefits, but on the condition of
applying it in the right way. Next, we will describe how the CD&E
process can be shaped. Finally, we will detail our vision on the way
ahead for successful implementation of CD&E in the defence
organization.

Introduction
What is concept development and experimentation (CD&E) and
what purpose does it have? In the MC policy for NATO concept
development and experimentation (Military Committee, 2009) the
following definition is used:
CD&E is one of the tools that drive NATO’s transformation by
enabling the structured development of creative and innovative
ideas into viable solutions for capability development. (p. 4)
The purpose of CD&E is to develop new concepts that lead to
new or improved capabilities. These concepts are developed through
344

experiencing the challenges in a simulated setting before (large)
procurements are being made. It is important to prevent people
saying, “If I had known that beforehand, I would have done it
differently.”

Figure 0.51: Forms of CD&E

Thinking and doing are two very human processes that are
usually both necessary for successful learning. Combining thinking
and doing in steps leads to faster realization of intelligent solutions.
This is the underlying principle for applying CD&E. By combining
concept development steps with experimentation steps, participants
will be able to experience the challenges of their conceptual
solutions, document lessons learned, and evaluate their concept for
further development. To emphasize this combination, we would
rather refer to CD&E as concept development through
experimentation.
When properly executed, we experience the following benefits
from CD&E.
- Better solutions: Experiences and improvements from
realistic situations in experiments are included in the final
solution
- Innovative solutions: Experiments form a creative
environment where new and improved ideas are generated
by the participants.
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 Complete solutions: By including all lines of development
(DOTMLPFI1) in the CD&E process, all aspects will be
tested in experiments and included in the final solution.
 In the end, the previous benefits will also lead to prevention
of unnecessary costs. Possible errors or omissions in the final
solution are spotted sooner and expensive repair or
adjustment afterwards is prevented.
The JPOW (Joint Project Optic Windmill) multinational series
of exercises is a good example where some of the previously
mentioned benefits have been achieved. The JPOW series of
exercises, which started in 1996 and continues to today with
twelve editions, combines military exercise with CD&E in a
unique way. Next to training of planners, operators, and
command and control (C2) of air and missile defence systems,
there is room for experimentation with new concepts (systems,
procedures, etc.). In the past, the operation of an airborne laser,
a complex and expensive project to intercept ballistic missiles,
has been tested. This provides more insight into the added value
of future systems. For the Netherlands, also the PATRIOT PAC3 capability was experimented in a multinational coalition and
the upgrade of the air defence and command frigate SMART-L
sensor to include a ballistic missile defence early warning
capability. With a virtual (simulated) system, it was possible to
evaluate these systems in a joint and combined environment and
prepare for the development of new tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TTP).

1

Doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and education, personnel,
facilities, and interoperability
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Figure 0.52: CD&E at the JPOW Exercise

“What is new about this?”
In the wake of the hype around network enabled capabilities and
transformational thinking, CD&E was catapulted into the new
millennium. Many articles on CD&E have been written. The
understanding of what CD&E is about has undergone numerous
changes. For a while, CD&E seemed to get crushed under its own
hype. Analogous to the well-known Gartner hype cycle (Gartner,
2017), a large part of the high expectations could not be met. The
largest obstacles preventing a successful application of CD&E were
among others:
 costs, i.e. experiments were found to expensive.
 lack of available personnel, i.e. operational users were too
busy with other work;
 short-term expectations, i.e. results were expected to be
directly usable.
The cause of these obstacles is often the way in which a CD&E
project is executed. CD&E is not easy, and it has some inherent
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risks. Examples are the use of large and expensive simulation
facilities in too early a stage of the CD&E process, losing sight of
the end goal to deliver a solution, and starting experimentation
without first defining concepts that guide experimentation goals.
Fortunately, CD&E survived and has been practiced regularly,
although the ad hoc nature of it has been relatively high. Now, ten
years onward, CD&E is starting to mature. In 2009, the official
NATO CD&E policy was developed including a NATO CD&E
handbook. Also in the Netherlands, we see that CD&E has gained
substantial foothold within policy development. It has been
recognized as an important catalyst for cooperation in and
development of innovative concepts between the military, research
institutes, and industry in order to deliver new and innovative
capabilities faster.
We can rightfully state that CD&E is here to stay. To prevent
stumbling over the previously described obstacles, it is important to
take the next step: from ad hoc application to a structured use within
the military and organizations for defence research and
development.

CD&E as a Catalyst
Next to the previously mentioned advantages of CD&E (better,
innovative, complete solutions and preventing unnecessary costs), it
can also have valuable spin-off effects. In describing these effects,
we will use the catalyst metaphor. In nature, a catalyst is a substance
that influences a chemical reaction, usually accelerating it, without
being expended itself. For CD&E, especially the acceleration and
the chemical reaction are applicable. We will show that using four
catalyst roles of CD&E.
CD&E as Catalyst for Innovation
For a defence organization to remain a strong “brand”, vision,
leadership, and a strong organization are necessary, but innovation
is just as important. Many reasons exist, such as fast technological
developments, high complexity and uncertainty of our international
__________________________________________________________
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societies, and high pressure on defence budgets in western nations.
Innovation offers a solution. With innovation, we mean an improved
integral solution of all DOTMLPFI elements, not just materiel. By
realizing innovation fast and continuous in the defence organization,
it will be able to react to and anticipate in a fast manner new mission
demands and tasks. So how does CD&E fit into this?
Introducing new technology or new materiel in a large
organization, such as the defence organization, is not easy. An
example is the use of UGV (unmanned ground vehicles) in
Afghanistan.
To support the operations in Afghanistan and to gain experience, the
Netherlands Armed Forces planned to acquire three types of UGV
for experimentation and testing in Afghanistan. For a CD&E
approach, the team decided together with TNO2 to make a number
of concepts that described the future use of this new technology,
including all pros and cons of the specific vehicles. After two
structured brainstorms, it became clear that one of the three vehicles
did not fit into the desired manner of operations. This vehicle was
not acquired, and money was directly saved.

2

TNO is the Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research
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Figure 0.53: Unmanned Ground Vehicle

This example shows that through CD&E, we can better and faster
assess new capabilities of a system such as a UGV. This results in
better acquisition or development decisions. Without CD&E,
acquisition can sometimes take a very long time. Prevention of
wrong decisions that can lead to unintended financial and
operational consequences results in a tendency to want complete
certainty. With CD&E, small steps can be taken to better estimate
and eliminate negative consequences. Also, the user can become
acquainted with the system and provide feedback, resulting in better
decisions and better acceptance of the final solution. Of course
CD&E is not a magic solution, but a way to get innovative concepts
from paper to practice in a faster, incremental way that leads to
improved insight in the solution. This is how CD&E stimulates us
to adapt to innovations faster, and by using CD&E more, it focusses
us more on innovation.
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CD&E as Catalyst for Learning Capability
During recent missions of the Netherlands Armed Forces, such
as in Afghanistan, fast-track procurement was used to achieve
results faster based on new insights and lessons learned in order to
improve the effectiveness and safety of personnel during the
mission.
CD&E could be a useful addition here for two reasons. First,
improvements cannot always be achieved by acquiring new
materiel. Adjustments to processes and tactics can also lead to
improvements. By confronting a task force unit in preparation for
deployment with lessons learned from current task force units could
make adjustments of TTPs faster and more effective. Second, the
introduction of new materiel also requires new training and TTPs.
A preparing task force unit could use CD&E to test and work with
new materiel and develop and evaluate new TTPs.
The most effective way to set up a CD&E experiment is to
involve operational users that have just returned from a deployment
together with future operational users. They can relay their
experience and actually test new TTPs on effectiveness taking the
most current knowledge on surroundings, opponents, and challenges
into account. Also, role-playing games such as blue/red teaming can
be very effective. CD&E offers the possibility to exchange valuable
experiences in a fast and interactive way.
CD&E as Catalyst for Cooperation
Reducing defence budgets force a more efficient form of
operation. Next to scarcity, the wish for faster innovation also plays
an important role. By bringing together the user, the knowledge
supplier, and the product supplier at an early stage, a chemical
reaction will happen sooner. This reaction will lead to easier sharing
of different perspectives and views (what do we want, what
challenges do we face, what is available?). This also increases the
chances to realize the chain from concept to capability in a costeffective way.
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A CD&E project is an excellent way to create this form of
cooperation. The end users can state their operational needs both in
the concept development phases and in the experimentation phases.
This can be achieved through scenario choices, identifying
capability gaps, or providing desired effects. The knowledge
institutes can provide technological developments and new
possibilities, both from a technological standpoint as well as from
their position of independence. Industry can provide new products
and solutions. This way, a fruitful interaction and also a win-winwin situation is created, where each party can fully participate in its
proper role. Note that attention needs to be paid to interests of the
different parties, such as intellectual property rights.
The project PROMISE (PROject Multi-touch Information System
Experiment), executed by the Netherlands Armed Forces, is a good
example of cooperation between defence, knowledge institutes, and
industry. The project is meant to explore benefits of civil products
in a military C2 environment. A number of experiments have been
executed where smart phones, touch tables and apps were used for
C2.
The rules for defence acquisition state that with direct contact
between industry and defence forces in this phase of the
experiments, an unfair advantage can be gained by participating
industry. When a decision for acquisition is later made based on the
outcome of the experiments, the participating industrial party can be
excluded from the acquisition. In PROMISE, this has been
prevented by organizing it in such a way that acquisition of all
experiment equipment from industry and its evaluation was
performed by TNO, the knowledge institute involved. This
prevented a direct relation between the Netherlands Armed Forces
and industry. The evaluation covered only the added value of the
system for military operations, not if a certain app is the best app
available. Also, since all evaluation results were open for all
industry, no party gained unfair advantage.
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CD&E as Catalyst for Adaptability
To conclude the catalyst roles, the use of CD&E increases
adaptability. Adaptability is also part of innovation and learning,
and as such it has been shortly discussed in the previous sections.
CD&E stimulates adaptability and sometimes even forces it. CD&E
requires a defined process, as we will discuss further on, but has an
inherent unpredictability. In brainstorming sessions and
experiments that are part of a CD&E project, flexibility is required
as is thinking outside the box. Hypotheses and assumptions about
functions of a new concept can turn out to be wrong, or problems
can be found that need to be overcome. But also new possibilities
for use can be discovered. With increasing CD&E experience,
participants will develop increased adaptability.
Next to participants, also organizational forms will be put to the
test. New concepts will not automatically fit into existing structures.
A new concept is not only intended for new materiel, but all
elements of DOTMLPFI are involved.

The CD&E Process
CD&E is more than just an experiment or a simulation in a battle
lab. It can best be described as a creative process where a concept is
developed through brainstorms, analyses, experiments, and
evaluations. CD&E leads to a robust concept that has been tested in
both simulated and operational environments. An important
advantage is that technological and scientific knowledge is
combined with operational knowledge, ensuring that aspects are
taken into account that otherwise might have been left out.
This creative aspect about CD&E also introduces uncertainty in
planning a CD&E project. How much time will it take and what are
the resulting costs? For a CD&E project to be successful, it is very
important to have a structure or framework to guide the process.
Concept maturity levels (CMLs; van der Wiel, 2010) offer such a
structure.
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Figure 0.54: CD&E Activities in the CML Framework

The CML framework indicates the maturity of a concept on six
levels. Each level is an important step in the concept development
process. This framework makes the steps clearer and also more
manageable. It provides a better way to plan the required time and
costs for each level. Also, it provides insight into which stage of the
process a project is and how many steps still follow.
The described CMLs have been in use with TNO for a number of
years and have made a significant contribution to the structure and
understanding of the CD&E process. This holds for CD&E experts
working on a CD&E projects, but also for internal and external
communications on progress and results of the CD&E project.
Why the choice for CMLs and not for another model?
Technology readiness levels (TRLs) are used widely. We found that
TRLs do not fit concept development, especially when the concept
focusses on organizational or doctrinal changes which are not
expressed in TRLs. Or when developing concepts for operational
use of possible systems that are already developed (TRL 9), one still
needs to develop the concepts from CML 1 to CML 6.
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CML 1: Idea of Concept – Basic and Out-of-the-Box Ideas
Observed and Reported in Relevant Situations and Cases
The first level of maturity is reached when all starting points for
possible solutions and improvements are on the table, the so-called
ideas of concepts. These ideas are creative and out-of-the-box but
relevant in the situations and cases for the problem. The different
ideas are clustered or related to each other to get an idea of the
different directions of the solutions that are presented. To start the
brainstorm of the ideas of concept, it is necessary to have insight in
the problem situation, the challenges, and the dilemmas. Also, the
criteria for the further concept selection are defined in this setting.
At the end of level 1, all ideas of concept, the problem situation, and
criteria are documented in the concept paper.
CML 2: Promising Concepts – Promising Ideas are Selected and
Reported According to the First Draw of Hypotheses
The second level of maturity is reached when a selection has been
made of promising ideas of concepts. This selection is made on the
basis of criteria in the form of hypotheses which are formulated at
this stage. These hypotheses have a relation with the selected lines
of development on which the concept is being developed.
Experiment types for this stage typically are tabletop games and
role-playing games. At the end of level 2, the selection process has
been documented and the promising concepts are described on a few
selected lines of development. A concept development roadmap has
been made, providing a global view of the necessary activities to
complete the concept development.
CML 3: Selected Concept – Hypotheses Tested and Application
Formulated in Detail for All or Most Lines of Development
The third level of maturity is reached when one concept is
selected as the best possible solution. At this point, all the selected
lines of development have been reviewed for the promising
concepts, and one concept or a combination is selected. Subjectmatter experts are used to make this final selection. The concept and
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its consequences must be experienced in a simulated setting. At the
end of level 3, the selected concept is described in the concept
document as well as the selection process leading to it.
For CML 2 and CML 3, tabletop games play an important role. TNO
has developed, within a NATO cooperation, two of these games.
The first is the disruptive technology assessment game (DTAG).
This game enables users to assess disruptive technologies for
military operations. The second is the concept development
assessment game (CDAG). This game enables users to discover and
develop (paper) concepts or elements of concepts in an operational
scenario using concept cards. It creates a structured discussion for
technology experts, operational users, and military acquisition
experts.
An example of a CDAG is the improvised explosive devices (IED)
CDAG. The goal here was to create insight into the IED of the future
and at the same time develop countermeasures against it. A CDAG
was played with operational experts with Afghanistan experience
and technology experts from TNO. CDAG playing cards or concept
cards were made in a preparatory workshop containing descriptions
of possible future IEDs together with a number of scenarios. In a
three day CDAG, various confrontations have been played and
analysed in a blue-team/red-team setting. The red team was
challenged on creativity, while the blue team was challenged on
effectiveness of countermeasures and their operational actions.
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Figure 0.55: DTAG Session within the Working Group
NATO/STO/SAS-062

CML 4: Refined Concept – Concept Refined in All or Most Lines
of Development through Experiments and Demonstration
The fourth maturity level is reached when the selected concept is
refined in more detail on the selected lines of development. These
refinements are done by different concept development and
experimentation activities and, very important, with all stakeholders
involved. At the end of level 4, the concept is described on all lines
of development.
CML 5: Proof of Concept – Concept is Complete and
Demonstrated in a Relevant Operational Environment
The fifth level of maturity is reached when important parts or the
total concept are demonstrated in a relevant operational setting,
being virtual or live. The concept has proven itself as the solution
for the problem or as a significant improvement over the old
situation. The concept is ready for implementation in the
organization or the system for which it has been developed. At the
end of level 5, the results of the demonstration are described as well
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as how the concept has proven to work. At this point, the concept
document is finished. It forms the first step in defining requirements
for the chosen solution.
CML 6: Implemented Concept – Requirements Defined and
Capability is Developed and Implemented
The highest level of maturity we have identified is somewhat
obscure in the process of CD&E. It is about the implemented
concept or implemented solution. We do not articulate this process
of implementation specifically, but we want to stress that CD&E is
always done to develop a solution or capability. The concept
document forms the basis for final requirements development and
implementation.

Critical Success Factors for Embedding CD&E
Now that we know the advantages of CD&E and the CD&E
process, the question remains: Why wait with executing CD&E?
To transition from theory to practice, from ad hoc to structural, from
high costs to low costs, some critical success factors can be
identified.
 Knowledge institutes in the Netherlands do research and
create innovations usually through multi-year research
programmes. Within these programmes, CD&E should be
embedded structurally. Subject-Matter Experts from the
military, industry, and other relevant organizations should be
involved in the process.
 CD&E does not have to be expensive. Often, the
misconception is that CD&E can only be done with large
(live) experiments. Also small interactive sessions are very
useful, especially in the first stages of concept development
(CML 1–3), as shown with the DTAG and CDAG tabletop
games.
 For CD&E it is important that the operational users are
involved. The military should make personnel available, but
also plan for CD&E sessions in exercises. Next to regular
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training goals, innovation goals should be formulated. An
exercise such as JPOW has shown that this leads to great
results.
 CD&E is not something to do on the side. It should be
embedded in the organizations that are involved in it. Within
TNO, a CD&E project office is being developed; also, the
Netherlands Armed Forces are developing one. Maybe it
would be valuable to have a national CD&E platform to
coordinate between the military, the knowledge institutes,
and industry. This platform should have the goal to share
knowledge, experiences, and facilities to increase the
benefits from CD&E.

Conclusions
As we have tried to show in this article, it is no longer a matter
of “to CD&E or not to CD&E”. CD&E has numerous advantages
when applied effectively. The main advantages of CD&E as
discussed in this article are the following.
 CD&E is an important means to increase innovation within the
military.
 CD&E can be used effectively to share lessons learned.
 CD&E brings the military, knowledge institutes, and industry
closer together, providing benefits in sharing scarce resources
and knowledge.
 CD&E is about more than new materiel, it contains all aspects
of DOTMLPFI and thus provides a complete solution.
 Also important are the softer aspects of CD&E, i.e. creating a
mindset to allow change and creating trust between parties.
 Finally, CD&E can help to avoid unnecessary costs. By applying
CD&E before an acquisition, understanding of requirements,
system performance, and possible organizational chances are
much better, resulting in more effective acquisitions.
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Despite all benefits that can be achieved with CD&E, we will
have to make the essential step to structurally embed CD&E in the
military organization. Many good CD&E projects have been
performed, but often still in an ad hoc fashion preventing the results
from leading to maximum impact and change. To truly bring an idea
from concept to capability, a structured approach is necessary. The
CML framework offers this structured approach.
Or as the American writer Mark Twain once said: “The secret of
getting ahead is getting started. The secret of getting started is
breaking your complex overwhelming tasks into small manageable
tasks, and then starting on the first one.”
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